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Abstract 
The casing is widely used as a protective conduit during all phases of drilling 
operations and production in the oil and gas industry. Traditionally casings were 
designed using working stress design, which had a number of shortcomings such as 
poor economics, inflexibility and uneven risk. This thesis was initiated by the 
increasing demand for an improved design of casings for the oil and gas industry. A 
new approach using the concept of limit state design is proposed to remedy the 
limitations of the present design code. Limit state design employs the probability of 
failure rather than the usage of a safety factor, from which the designer can gain an 
overall idea of the safety and adequacy of the design. The main objective of this thesis 
is to set up a set of limit state design equations for casings under different loadings. 
This objective is tackled by way of investigations into three fundamental casing 
failure modes, i. e. casing collapse, casing burst and casing axial tensile failure. 
Simple equations are proposed for the calculation of the load terms in the limit state 
design equations for the three failure modes. A comprehensive finite element 
methodology is developed to investigate the ultimate strength of casings with 
imperfections under different loadings. Extensive comparisons between finite element 
models and historical experimental data demonstrate that, if the variables are known, 
the ultimate strength of a casing can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy 
using the finite element method. Detailed parametric studies have been performed to 
investigate the effects of major factors (i. e., the ratio of outside diameter to wall 
thickness, ovality, eccentricity, material hardening, anisotropy and residual stress) on 
the casing strength. 
Existing design equations are assessed by means of full-scale test data, where they are 
found to be only accurate within a certain region. The investigations for new limit 
state design equations have been performed by employing a new concept of 
generalized material behaviour, which is constructed from experimental data and 
implemented in the finite element simulation. A set of limit state design equations are 
derived after regression analysis of the numerical results. Comparisons demonstrate 
that, the new design equations are capable of providing more accurate predictions of 
i 
casing strength without compromising safety. The limit state design approach is 
provided in a structured way with a detailed design flow chart to enable a casing 
designer with a conventional engineering background to assess casing design using 
the limit state design methodology. It is anticipated that the implementation of a limit 
state design methodology in the design of casings will lay the foundation for an 
increased safety awareness whilst enhancing cost savings. 
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The casing is widely used as a protective conduit during all phases of drilling 
operations and production in the oil and gas industry. Casing design impacts greatly 
on how safe a well operates, and thus is one of the most important aspects of a well 
plan. As the casing is often designed to withstand many severe operating and 
production conditions, procedures for casing design must be sufficiently flexible to 
meet all potential requirements. Therefore, casing design requires a sound knowledge 
of the operating conditions imposed on the casing surface as well as a working 
understanding of various concepts related to the casing properties. Casing design 
engineers must be aware of these concepts before beginning the actual casing design. 
These concepts include items such as the casing manufacturing process, physical 
properties, and testing procedures. As the casing usually accounts for between 10% to 
30% of the total cost of a well and thus represents a major capital investment, casing 
design will also have a significant impact on well performance, price and 
productivity. 
With the increasing need for safety awareness and cost reduction in casing design due 
to the competitiveness of today's market, the size and the number of investigations on 
how to improve the casing design criterion have been growing rapidly in recent years. 
The objective of a casing design is to estimate the casing strength and the possible 
loads during the service life, in order to make sure that they are separated by an 
adequate safety margin. Therefore, a casing design engineer needs to find out the 
casing strength and load uncertainties. Casing strength uncertainty arises due to the 
inherent variability of material properties of casings, workmanship, and the handling 
of casings during installation. While the load uncertainty is associated with a casing 
designer's inability to estimate the possible loads precisely. 
i 
A casing experiences a variety of loads from various operations during the service 
life. In particular, casings are subjected to pressure loads induced by contained 
moving fluids both inside and outside the casing, forces due to self-weight and end 
constraint, and accidental loads caused by the loss of drilling fluids. In addition, 
variation of temperature along the length of a casing during installation and operating 
conditions may induce additional loads. These loads can be reduced into a few 
fundamental forces such as the external and internal pressures. Analysis shows that 
the important casing failures include casing collapse under excessive external 
pressure, casing burst under excessive internal pressure and casing tensile failure 
under an axial tensile load. 
1.2 Problems In Casing Design 
Two of the most important factors in any casing design are safety and cost. 
Throughout the oil and gas industry, the importance of control and optimisation of 
these factors has been long recognized. 
Traditionally casing design uses the working stress design (WSD) method, a 
deterministic approach, which defines the load as an estimate of the maximum 
anticipated load, while the casing strength is defined as a lower bound of material 
strength. According to this method, a designer must assure that the maximum possible 
load will not exceed the minimum casing strength. A safety factor is therefore used as 
a contingency since there are always many uncertainties during the service life of a 
casing. The safety factor is fixed by various design standards. An individual company 
may set up its own guidelines based on experience, which may be totally different 
from one company to another. However, in the majority of cases, this possible worst 
case scenario will not be realised. Conversely, there are rare instances that the actual 
load does exceed the strength, and the casing fails. 
Although the working stress design method uses a safety factor to estimate the worst 
case scenario, the true safety margin in the casing design is largely unknown because 
this safety factor is not a direct measure of safety or risk. This deterministic approach 
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cannot answer the fundamental question of how often a failure will occur. Safety 
factors are used because of uncertainties in the design parameters, so maybe they are 
better termed `factors of ignorance'. Therefore, a safety factor as a stand-alone design 
criterion for casing design is becoming increasingly outmoded in the oil and gas 
industry. Clearly small changes in this safety factor will have a great impact on the 
economics of the casing. As a result, it will be beneficial to quantify the safety factors 
and make use of the redundancy in the casing design process without compromising 
safety. 
However, the true safety factor is difficult to quantify, because it requires a clear 
understanding of the mechanisms, -which cause a casing to fail, as well as an 
understanding of the risk associated with the failure event. A more practical and 
meaningful methodology is provided by considering the probability of failure, which 
can be quantified as an absolute number to describe the true failure event. It is 
associated with the consequence of a failure (loss of equipment, life etc. ), which in 
turn gives the overall risk of a casing design. It is noted that the risk is often a value 
quoted as reasonably practical to achieve within the constraints of the system. A 
tolerable risk level (TRL) is such an achievable number, which is used to work back 
in the casing design process to an acceptable probability of failure. Therefore, the 
fundamental question of how often a casing design will fail is answered and the need 
for an arbitrarily set safety margin can be removed in the casing design process. 
Although working stress design is conceptually simple and has worked well in the 
past, it has many drawbacks particularly if a poorly estimated safety factor is used. 
Casing designers, using this deterministic approach, have recognized the inadequacy 
of the safety factor and attempted to rectify this by including as many of the load 
variables as can be predicted, with the operational consequence of each. It is widely 
accepted that it is advantageous to explore the possibility of developing a new casing 
design methodology on the basis of probabilistic concepts and historical data in the oil 
and gas industry, to remedy the limitations of the present design code. Limit state 
design is such a probabilistic method through which the risk of a failure inherent in an 
engineering design can be determined. Compared with the working stress design, it 
provides an overall idea of the safety and adequacy of a design. The success of the 
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implementation of a limit state design methodology in the casing design will lay the 
foundation of increased safety awareness whilst maintaining possible cost efficiency. 
1.3 Objectives Of The Research 
The objective of this study is to enable the limit state design to be used for casing 
design in the oil and gas industry. The output from this study will be a systematic 
toolkit of simplified limit state equations describing the limit- state responses of a 
casing under external pressure, internal pressure and axial tension. Such a limit state 
design approach will be provided in a structured way using detailed design flow 
charts to enable a casing designer with a conventional background to assess casing 
design using the limit state design methodology. 
1.4 Key Components Of The Research 
Limit state design is a long established concept, which has recently come to the 
attention of the oil and gas industry. Although the idea is quite simple, limit state 
design has a number of components that require detailed consideration. 
(1) Available Data. The acquisition, quality control and subsequent use of all types of 
data are central for the adequate execution of the limit states design methodology. The 
relevant strength, material behaviour and geometry properties (including yield stress, 
outside diameter, wall thickness, eccentricity, ovality and residual stress) of samples 
have been accurately measured in full-scale tests. These data were collected from 
previous studies and industrial experience, and have been used to validate the 
proposed limit state models. Therefore, they are very crucial in the development of 
the limit state design methodology for casing design. 
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(2) Limit State Models. The basic building blocks for a limit state design process use 
a set of simplified models that describe the physical phenomena of possible failures. 
Plausible casing failure modes have been established and likely causes of failure 
exploited. Models have been developed for casing collapse, casing burst and casing 
tension, which vary in complexity according to each limit state. 
(3) Limit State Load Determination. A series of load cases have been designed to 
calculate the load term for a limit state casing design on the basis of real casing 
operating conditions. A set of simple equations is proposed to determine the load term 
for each load case. This part of the research drew heavily on the experiences of British 
Gas Technology (the sponsor of this project). 
(4) Ultimate Casing Strength Determination. On the basis of the limit state models, 
finite element simulations of casing failures have been carried out to determine the 
ultimate casing strength under different load conditions. The finite element 
simulations have been validated by test data collected for this research. It has been 
demonstrated that the simulation can predict the actual ultimate casing strength 
accurately, provided major variables are known. Effects of major factors on the 
ultimate casing strength have been studied and discussed. 
(5) Limit State Design Equations. A set of limit state design equations has been 
derived on the basis of the finite element simulations. Existing design equations have 
been reviewed and assessed in terms of their background and applicability to the limit 
state design of casing by means of full-scale test data. The output of this phase of the 
study was whether to find out the most suitable equation for limit state design to use 
or to derive new limit state equations. The limit state design equations constitute the 
limit state toolkit. Guidelines are given to enable a casing designer to assess a casing 
string using limit state design methodology. 
The above are the main contents of this thesis, which is the first part of a study to 
apply full quantitative risk assessment (QRA) in the limit state design of casing in 
collaboration with BG Technology (Now Advantica Technology) at Loughborough. 
This thesis will focus on the investigation of the mechanical characteristics of a casing 
under limit states. The other part will focus on the reliability analysis of casing design 
by another researcher at the University of Wolverhampton. For the limit state design 
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equations derived in this work, each variable in the limit state design equations will be 
treated as a random variable and assigned a probability distribution function. A 
reliability technique will be evaluated to calculate the overall risk of a limit state 
casing design. Furthermore, the full QRA together with the limit state design 
equations will be implemented in a limit state casing design software. The final 
outcome will be a full QRA based limit state casing design system, integrating the 
limit state design equations from Part 1 with the reliability analysis techniques from 
Part 2. 
1.5 Background And Research Approach 
The principal difficulty in this research was to establish the limit state models of 
casing failures under different loading conditions. Many concept studies (Payne and 
Swanson, 1990; Maes et al, 1993; Gulati et al, 1994; Lewis et al, 1995; Brand et al, 
1995; Raney et al, 1997) have already concentrated on describing the advantages of 
limit state design and making comparison with the conventional work stress design. 
Though some equations from different theories have been proposed to describe the 
limit state response of a casing, there is a considerable mismatch between the 
predictions from these equations and the full-scale experimental data. The ultimate 
strength of a real casing is still uncertain because there are many factors (both 
material and geometrical imperfections) affecting the actual casing strength. 
As early as 1884, Levy developed a rational expression for the collapse of long 
cylinders under external pressure (Clinedinst, 1939). The importance of inelastic 
effects was well recognized very early, as Southwell (1915) established a collapse 
pressure formula for D/t as low as 10 in a notable contribution. Clinedinst (1939), in 
his first of many contributions to casing collapse, derived an elastic collapse equation. 
With the development of theoretical analysis of casing collapse, many researchers 
(Timoshenko, 1933 and 1961; Donnell, 1956; Arbocz and Babcock, 1969; Heise and 
Esztergar, 1970; Small, 1978; Huang and Pattillo, 1980) recognized the importance of 
geometrical imperfections and performed some initial studies of their effects on the 
buckling of cylinders under external pressure. 
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Due to the limitations of classical theories, numerical methods were gradually 
introduced in the early 1960s and many advances have been made since then. As to 
ultimate casing strength, the effects of geometrical imperfections have to be 
investigated by numerical analysis. With the rapid increase in computing power, the 
finite element method (FEM) has dominated the field through its versatility and 
flexible ability to model complex geometry and material properties. Most researchers 
(Tamano et al, 1983; Tokimasa and Tanaka, 1986; Issa and Crawford, 1993; Bai et al, 
1993,1995 and 1997; Abbassian and Parfitt, 1995; Assanelli et at, 1998) investigated 
the ultimate collapse strength of casing using finite element analysis. In addition, 
considerable research efforts (Stewart et al, 1993 and 1998; Klever et al, 1993 and 
1998; Paslay et al, 1998; Tallin et al, 1998) have been made for casing burst by FEM. 
Compared to casing collapse and burst, far fewer investigations have been carried out 
for casing tensile failure. However, several researchers (Pattillo and Hunag, 1982; 
Kyoguku et al, 1982; Tamano et al, 1982) performed numerical and experimental 
studies of the collapse strength under a combination of axial loading and external 
pressure. 
The research presented in this thesis was initiated and guided by the need to establish 
a more accurate risk based design criterion for the oil and gas industry. A set of casing 
failure models has been constructed to describe each limit state response of a casing 
under different loadings. The ultimate casing strength has been determined by the 
finite element analysis. After the finite element analysis was validated by test data, a 
set of limit state design equations was derived. These limit state design equations have 
been passed on to a following study for a quantitative risk assessment of casing 
design. 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
The thesis is divided into eight chapters to investigate the limit state design of casing 
for the oil and gas industry. A general introduction of the research is given in Chapter 
1, including the research objectives, background, key components and research 
approach. 
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In Chapter 2, the theory of limit state design, which is characterised by a limit state 
equation, is reviewed and discussed. In addition, it presents a review of the topics 
relevant to casing design. The advantages and disadvantages of each design method 
are highlighted in a general review and comparison of casing design methodologies. 
In Chapter 3, three fundamental failure modes, i. e., casing collapse, casing burst and 
casing axial tension, are identified according to the predominance of a particular 
loading in the casing design process. On the basis of the real casing operating 
conditions, a set of equations are proposed for the load calculation of each failure 
mode, which is the load term in a limit state casing design equation. 
In Chapter 4, numerical methods to study casing failures including boundary element 
and finite element methods are generally reviewed. In addition, a brief introduction of 
ABAQUS, the commercial finite element analysis package used in this research, is 
presented. Furthermore, several key features of the finite element analysis, including 
the non-linear equilibrium equation solution, Riks algorithm and material plasticity 
modelling, are generally described. 
In Chapter 5, a comprehensive review of casing collapse is performed. In particular, 
attention is directed to the major factors relevant to collapse, including lobe number, 
ratio of length to outside diameter, ovality, eccentricity, residual stress, material 
hardening and material anisotropy. A brief description of the casing collapse 
experiment is given in correspondence with the importance of the casing collapse test 
for this research. A large number of finite element analyses of casing collapse are 
performed and validated by existing collapse test data. Furthermore, the capabilities 
of previous published collapse equations have been assessed using the available test 
data. Two empirical equations with imperfections implicitly and explicitly expressed 
are proposed after regression analyses of finite element results. 
In Chapter 6, a brief review of published design equations for casing burst is 
presented. Finite element analyses of casing burst are performed, which have been 
validated through an extensive comparison with burst test data. Major factors have 
been studied, and comparisons have been performed to assess the accuracies of 
previous design equations for casing burst using available burst test data. An 
empirical burst equation is derived on the basis of FE analyses. It is proved from the 
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comparison that, not only is the new burst equation able to give a safe design, but also 
it is up to 15 percent more accurate than the API burst equation. 
In Chapter 7, casing strength under axial tension alone is studied. In particular, it is 
found that the ultimate tensile strength of a casing can be used as the material 
resistance term in the limit state function for this load case. Furthermore, combined 
load cases, i. e. casing collapse and casing burst in the presence of axial tension load, 
are generally investigated. 
The original contributions of the work reported in this thesis are: 
1. An investigation into the criterion of limit state casing design through a 
comprehensive comparison with-*öther casing design methodologies. (Chapter 2) 
2. Provision of an intuitive way to calculate the load for a casing under different 
loading conditions. (Chapter 3) 
3. Provision of a comprehensive finite element model, including geometric 
imperfections, material hardening and anisotropy, to study casing failure and 
proposition of a generalized material constitutive behaviour to simulate the casing 
material. (Chapters 5 and 6) 
4. Provision of new design equations for the calculation of material resistance of the 
casing for different failure modes. (Chapters 5,6 and 7) 
5. An initial investigation into a real implementation of limit state design based 
quantitative risk assessment of casing failure. 
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Chapter 2 
Review Of Casing Design 
2.1 Introduction 
This thesis is the first part of a study to apply full quantitative risk assessment (QRA) 
in the limit state design of casing in collaboration with BG Technology (Now 
Advantica Technology) at Loughborough. It will focus on the investigation of the 
mechanical characteristics of a casing under limit states. The objective of this research 
is to derive a systematic toolkit of simplified limit state equations describing the limit 
state responses of a casing under external pressure, internal pressure and axial tension. 
Chapter 2 presents a review of the topics relevant to casing design in this thesis, 
including a detailed review, comparison of casing design methodologies, and 
descriptions of the limit state design concepts and limit state equation. 
The design of casing requires a knowledge of the operating conditions to be imposed 
on the casing as well as a working understanding of various concepts related to casing 
properties. A drill engineer must be aware of these concepts before beginning the 
actual casing design operations. A general introduction of casing functions and casing 
properties is first presented. The analysis of the casing manufacturing process is not a 
part of this thesis, but the imperfections and material anisotropy induced from the 
manufacturing process will greatly affect the casing strength. Thus an understanding 
of the manufacturing process will provide a good basis for accurately estimating the 
casing strength. This topic is therefore briefly reviewed. 
Attention is next turned to the limit state design concepts and limit state equation. 
Detailed descriptions are presented for casing design methods, including deterministic 
design method such as working stress design (WSD), reliability based design methods 
such as load and resistance factor design (LRFD) and quantitative risk assessment 
(QRA). Advantages and disadvantages of each method are highlighted. Examples are 
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presented to show the relationship between WSD, LRFD, and QRA designs for the 
same load combinations. Finally applying a full QRA methodology in the limit state 
design is proposed at the end of this chapter. 
2.2 Basic Casing Design Concepts 
2.2.1 Casing Types And Functions 
The presence of high-pressure zones at different depths along the wellbore, and the 
presence of weak, unconsolidated formations, necessitates running casings to seal off 
these troublesome zones and to allow the drilling to total depth. As a result, different 
sizes of casing are employed and this arrangement gives a final tapered shape to the 
finished well. The types of casing currently in use are as follows: 
" Conductor Pipe. Conductor pipe is run from the surface to a shallow depth to 
protect near surface unconsolidated formations, seal off shallow-water zones, 
provide protections against shallow gas flows, provide a circuit for the drilling 
mud and to protect the foundation of the platform in offshore operations. 
Conductor pipe is always cemented to the surface. It is used to support subsequent 
casing strings and wellhead equipment. 
" Surface Casing. Surface casing is run to prevent caving of weak formations that 
are encountered at shallow depths. This casing should be set in competent rocks 
such as hard limestone. This will ensure that formations at the casing shoe will not 
fracture at the high hydrostatic pressures that may be encountered later. The 
surface casing also serves to provide protection against shallow blowouts. The 
setting depth of this string of casing is chosen so that troublesome formations, 
thief zones, water sands, shallow hydrocarbon zones and build-up sections of 
deviated wells may be protected. 
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" Intermediate Casing. Intermediate casing is usually set in the transition zone 
below or above an over-pressured zone, to seal off a severe-loss zone or to protect 
against problem formations. Good cementation of this casing must be assured to 
present communication behind the casing between the lower hydrocarbon zones 
and upper water formations. Multistage cementing may be used to cement this 
string of casing in order to prevent weak formations from being subjected to high 
hydrostatic pressure from an unbroken, long column of cement. 
" Production Casing. Production casing is the last casing string. It is run to isolate 
producing zones, to provide reservoir fluid control, and to permit selective 
production in multi-zone production. This is the string through which the well will 
be completed. 
" Liner Casing. A liner is a string of casing that does not reach the surface. Liners 
are hung on the intermediate casing by use of a suitable arrangement of a packer 
and slips called a liner-hanger. Liner casings are used frequently as a cost 
effective method to attain pressure or fracture gradient control without the 
expense of running a casing string to the surface. It is noted that the tie back liner 
is a section of casing extending upwards from the top of an existing liner to the 
surface. 
Figure 2.1 shows the relationship of these casing strings. In addition, the illustration 
shows some of the problems and drill hazards that the casing strings are designed to 
control. In general, the functions of the casing can be summarised as follows: 
1) To keep the hole open and to provide a support for weak, vulnerable or fractured 
formations. 
2) To isolate porous media with different fluid/pressure regimes from contaminating 
the pay zone. This is basically achieved through the combined presence of cement 
and casing. 
3) To prevent contamination of near-surface fresh water zones. 














Fig. 2.1 A typical casing string relationships 
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5) To provide a suitable connection for the wellhead equipment. The casing also 
serves to connect the blowout prevention equipment, which is used to control the 
well while drilling. 
6) To provide a hole of known diameter and depth to facilitate the running of testing 
and completion equipment. 
2.2.2 Casing Physical Properties 
The physical properties of a casing include grade, pressure resistance, diameter and 
weight. These properties relate to a casing's ability to meet the demand of the 
imposed drill conditions. The limitations of the casing properties must be considered 
before final casing selection. 
2.2.2.1 Casing Grades 
Different grades of casing are manufactured to suit different drilling situations. The 
casing grade is a designation that defines the casing's yield strength and certain 
special characteristics. The American Petroleum Institute (API) lists eight different 
grades of casings as shown in Table 2.1. The number in the grade designation (e. g. 
Table 2.1 API casing grades 
Grade Minimum Yield Strength Minimum Tensile Strength 
(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) 
H40 40,000 275.76 60,000 413.64 
J55 55,000 379.17 70,000-95,000 482.58-654.93 
K55 55,000 379.17 70,000-95,000 482.58-654.93 
N80 80,000 551.52 100,000 689.40 
L80 80,000 551.52 100,000 689.40 
C75 75,000 517.05 95,000 654.93 
C95 95,000 654.93 105,000 723.87 
PI 10 110,000 758.34 125,000 861.75 
Q125 125,000 861.75 135,000 930.69 
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H40) gives the API minimum yield strength in thousands of psi. The average yield 
strength of casing is usually 10,000 psi (68.9 MPa) greater than the minimum yield, 
for example, 90,000 psi (620.5 MPa) for N80 casing. The minimum yield strength 
value is used in collapse and burst resistance calculations, whereas the average is used 
for biaxial evaluations (Rabia, 1987). 
2.2.2.2 Casing Diameter And Wall Thickness 
Different casing sizes are run at different parts of the hole to allow the drilling of the 
well to its total depth with minimum risk. Since pressures vary along every section of 
the hole, it is possible to run a casing string having the same outside diameter but with 
different thickness or strength properties. Thus, a heavy or high grade casing can be 
run only along portions of the hole containing high pressures. This arrangement 
provides the most economical way of selecting a given casing string. A drill engineer 
normally considers three types of diameter data when planning the casing design, 
which are outside, inside and drift diameters. The inside diameter equals to the 
outside diameter minus twice the nominal wall thickness. The drift diameter refers to 
the diameter of a cylinder drift mandrel that can pass freely through the casing with 
reasonable exerted force equivalent to the weight of the mandrel being used for the 
test. In this thesis, only outside and inside diameters will be employed in the analysis. 
2.2.2.3 Casing Weight 
0 
The API defines three types of casing weight: 1) nominal weight; 2) plain end weight; 
and 3) threaded and coupled weight. A detailed treatment of casing weights can be 
found in API bulletin 5C3 (API, 1992). As casing weights required for the purpose of 
casing design are usually reported as nominal weight, only nominal weight will be 
reviewed here. It is used primarily for the purpose of identification of casing types 
during ordering, which is normally based on the calculated, theoretical weight per foot 
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for a 20 ft (6.1 m) length of threaded and coupled casing joint. Therefore, the nominal 
weight, TV., is calculated by, 
W. =10.68(D - t)t + 0.0722D2 lbm / ft (2.1) 
2.2.2.4 Process Of Casing Manufacture 
The following notes are extracted from API Spec 5C3 (1992). It states that casing, 
liner and tubing conforming to this standard must be seamless or electric welded. 
Seamless casing is defined as wrought steel tubular product made without a welded 
seam. It is manufactured by hot working steel, or if necessary, by subsequently cold 
finishing the hot-worked tubular product to produce the desired shape. The process 
may involve a plug mill or mandrel mill rolling. A typical seamless process is shown 
in Fig. 2.2. Different from seamless casing, an electric welded casing has one 
longitudinal seam formed by electric flash welding or electric resistance welding, 
without adding extra metal. The weld seam of electric welded casing is heat treated 
after welding to a minimum temperature of 1000°F (538°C), or processed in such a 
manner that no untempered martensite remains. Fig. 2.3 illustrates a typical electric 
weld process. 
2.2.3 Some Casing Design Technical Terms 
Prior to discussing the detailed casing design techniques, it is necessary to clarify 
some technical terms used in the casing design process. Pore pressure is defined as the 
pressure acting on the fluids in the pore spaces of the rock, which is the strict meaning 
of what is generally referred to as formation pressure. The fracture gradient is the rate 
of change in fracture pressure required to fracture subsurface formations. At the data 
collection stage in a casing design, the pore pressure, fracture gradient and mud 
weight can be determined from the offset well data log. Casing seat selection is to 
choose a casing seat that can withstand the maximum pressures to which the wellbore 
will be subjected during drilling of the next hole section. The casing seat selection can 
be determined by drawing the fracture gradient data together with pore pressure and 
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mud weight against depth. A kick is an accidental condition where the internal drilling 
fluids are replaced by lighter fluids, usually a light gas such as methane, from a high 
pressure zone below the casing termination point. It arises when the pressure of a 
permeable formation exceeds the mud weight and an influx of formation fluid enters 
the wellbore during drilling. For practical purpose, kick tolerance can be defined as 
the maximum kick size, which can be tolerated without fracturing the previous casing 
shoe. 
2.3 Review Of Limit State Design 
2.3.1 Basic Concepts Of Limit State Design 
The objective of any structural design is to obtain a structural solution for safety and 
serviceability throughout the design life. Having been the accepted basis for steel and 
concrete structure design in structural engineering for some twenty-five years, limit 
state design theory is conveniently introduced by considering the fundamental 
purpose of the design so that structural design can be seen in its correct perspective. 
A limit state is a condition beyond which the structure will become less than 
completely fit for its intended use. If this happens, the structure is said to enter into a 
limit state. In the structural engineering context, the best known application of limit 
state design is to structural steelwork. Until about 1950, steelwork design was 
invariably based on the result of an analysis which treated the structure as elastic. A 
structure is said to be safe if the maximum stress calculated on that basis is less than 
an allowable stress, which is a defined fraction of the yield stress of the steel. It is 
progressively realised that this approach is incomplete and not entirely rational. In 
particular, it fails to recognise that very high stress, well beyond allowable stress, 
occurs in small regions of the structure at quite low loads. It also leads to 
inconsistencies between one structure and another. For instance, two structures may 
both be at the allowable stress limit under a certain load, and have different factors of 
safety against collapse. Structural engineers resolve this problem by concentrating on 
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collapse, which is one of the limit states that make a structure unusable. It turns out 
that collapse loads can be predicted far more reliably, consistently and easily than any 
state that depends on an allowable stress. Moreover, design based on a limit state 
against plastic collapse allows for worthwhile economies in steel. 
Nowadays, most design codes are based on limit state theory. More and more 
structural engineers are using limit state design concepts readily and comfortably. The 
central concepts of a limit state design theory are: (1) All the separate conditions that 
make the structure unfit for use are taken into account. These are the separate limit 
states. (2) The design is based on the actual behaviour of- the materials and 
performance of structures and me{nbers in service. (3) Ideally, design should be based 
on statistical methods with a small probability of the structure reaching a limit state. 
Usually partial factors are used to account for the probability of the characteristic 
loads being exceeded and the assessed design strength not being reached. Thus limit 
state design simply provides a basic framework within which the performance of the 
structure can be assessed against various limiting conditions. When formulating 
procedures nowadays, it is customary to do so in a way, which recognizes the inherent 
variability of loads, materials, construction practices and approximations made in 
design. Point (3) above implies the recognition of the facts that, load and material 
strength vary and approximations are used in the design. In addition, imperfections in 
fabrication affect the strength in service. All these factors are usually realistically 
assessed by use of some concepts from probability theory. 
Limit states are broadly divided into two categories corresponding to the two types of 
performance requirements, i. e, ultimate limit state (ULS) and serviceability limit state 
(SLS). Due to limitations of strength and stability under the imposed loads, the 
attainment of an ultimate limit state is regarded as an inability to sustain any increase 
in load. When the ULS is reached, the whole structure or part of it collapses. A 
serviceability limit state corresponds to impaired performance such that the functional 
requirements cannot be fulfilled. When the SLS is reached, the structure or part of it is 
unfit for normal use but does not indicate that collapse has occurred. 
Generally speaking, the idea of limit state design of casing is quite simple. A designer 
focuses his attention on conditions which directly limit the continued safe and 
convenient operations of a casing, rather than on indirect factors which may be related 
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to limits on operations but do not immediately define those limits. Therefore, limit 
state design is a method through which the risks of failure inherent in a casing design 
can be determined. An overall idea of the safety and adequacy of the design can be 
thus attained. The implementation of probabilistic concepts also asks the designer to 
consider the real situation as opposed to a series of intuitive assumptions that may 
have been sufficient in the past. 
2.3.2 Limit State Equation 
The limiting capacity of a structural element in a particular behaviour mode while 
meeting its functional requirements is described by a limit state equation. It is a 
mathematical expression based on the mechanics of a material model, experimental 
results, or a combination of the two. For each limit state, a mathematical model is 
necessary, which incorporates variables describing uncertainties with respect to loads, 
structural response, geometry, the interaction of the casing components, resistance, 
workmanship, environment etc. The limit state equation G(Z) can be normally 
formulated in terms of a load effect contribution L(Z) and a resistance contribution 
R(Z), which can be written as, 
G(Z) = R(Z) - L(Z) (2.2) 
where, Z= (ZI , ZZ ..., Z) are the design variables such as wall thickness, material 
yield strength and loads etc. According to the definition, a limit state function must be 
chosen in such a way that a negative value of G indicates that the combination of 
Z= (Z1, Zz ... , Z. ) results in a failure. That is, 
>0 (Z belongs to the safe set) 
G(Z) =0 (Z lies on the limit state surface) (2.3) 
<0 (Z belongs to the failure set) 
The probability of failure P(F) of a particular limit state consequently equals to, 
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P(F) = P(G(Z) S 0) =J fZ (Z)dZ (2.4) 
G(Z)sO 
where ff(Z) is the probability density function of all the basic variables. 
Design for an ultimate limit state may conveniently be explained with reference to the 
typical diagram shown in Fig. 2.4. It compares the strength R(Z) of a number of 
nominally identical structures with the load spectrum L(Z) that might be expected to 
occur during lifetime of those structures. The overlapped area stands for the 
probability of failure in the limit state design. The fact that both quantities appear not 
as single vertical lines but as curves, termed frequency distributions, is in recognition 
of the variability not only of the loads experienced by a structure, but also of the 
factors which influence the strength of the structure. The load curve is broad, 
reflecting the variability of loading on a structure, while the greater degree of control 
















Fig. 2.4 Illustration of probability of failure for a ultimate limit state 
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2.4 Review Of Casing Design Methods 
2.4.1 General 
A primary goal of casing design is to ensure that the total effect of the applied loads is 
lower than that of casing strength, given the uncertainties in the estimation of the load 
effect, resistance and their relationship. Based on engineers' experience, almost all of 
the casings have been historically designed using the working stress design method 
(WSD) from as early as 1939 (Payne and Swanson, 1990). Recently, the need for 
more safety awareness as well as cost efficiency in casing design has prompted a 
closer investigation of the application of reliability based limit state design methods. 
As a result, two formats of reliability based limit state design methods, load and 
resistance factor design and quantitative risk assessment design, are proposed for 
casing design. Beginning in the late 1980's and early 1990's, load and resistance 
factor design (LRFD) is developed and implemented, while a first attempt to apply 
quantitative risk assessment to casing design is described by Reeves et al (1993). A 
general description of the three casing design methods as well as a comparison is 
given in the following sections. 
2.4.2 Working Stress Design Method 
The oil and gas industry has historically used working stress design method in the 
design of casing strings. Most of present-day design procedures of casing are still 
based on this deterministic methodology. It is a simple system of comparing a 
calculated worst case load against the rating of a casing, well understood by the 
average drill engineer. This design process defines the load as an estimation of the 
maximum anticipated load, while the strength of the casing is defined as a lower 
bound of material strength. According to this method, a designer must assure that the 
maximum possible load will not exceed the expected minimum allowable strength. A 
safety factor is usually used as a contingency. The origin of such a safety factor is 
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almost empirical, which has rarely been subjected to field or analytical verification, as 
shown in a review of design practice by Payne and Swanson (1990). To make matters 
worse, the safety factor is fixed from design experience by various design standards, 
which may be totally different from each other. 
The primary role of a safety factor is to account for uncertainties in the design 
variables and parameters, especially for the load effect and the strength (or resistance 
in some literature) of the structure. However, these safety factors give little indication 
of the probability of failure of a casing in working stress design, as they do not 
explicitly consider the randomness of the design variables and parameters. The true 
safety margin in the casing design is largely unknown. In addition, it is reported 
(Payne and Swanson, 1990; Maes and Breitung, 1993) that small changes in the safety 
factor have a huge impact on the economics of drilling practice. 
In general, the working stress design procedure can be expressed by the following 
relationship, 
SF x L,, (Z; ) S R,,,;,, (Z; ) (2.5) 
where, Z, are the variables and parameters such as pressure, diameter, yield stress 
etc. L,, is the worst case load, SF is the safety factor, and R.,,, is the minimum 
resistance. The ratio R,,,, / SF is called the safe working stress, hence the name of the 
design procedure. 
Although working stress design is conceptually simple and has worked well in most 
cases in the past, it has many drawbacks. These problems are: 
" It is over conservative in most cases. The casing is designed to the worst case 
load, with no regard to the likelihood of occurrence of the load. Moreover, 
working stress design uses conservative elasticity based theories and minimum 
strength in design. Over design leads to more costly casing purchase in practice. 
" The design parameters are not tried to the risk level inherent in the resulting 
design. It gives the engineer no insight into the degree of risk or safety of the 
design, thus making it impossible to assess the risk cost balance. 
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" The working stress design treats all wells the same regardless of the cost or 
consequence. For example, consequences of a blowout due to a kick when drilling 
a shallow well in a remote location are different than those of drilling on an 
offshore platform. Working stress design does not distinguish these applications. 
" There is no rigorously defensible justification for the specification of many of the 
parameters used in working stress design. The safety factors are based on the 
engineer's experience, and not on the uncertainties inherent in the load and 
resistance estimation. 
2.4.3 Reliability Based Limit State Design Methods 
The general principles of reliability based design are given in ISO 2394 (International 
Organisation for Standardization, 1986), and a detailed discussion of the underlying 
theory is given by Kapur and Lamberson (1977). In reliability based design 
approaches, the uncertainties and variability in each of the design variables and 
parameters is explicitly considered. In addition, a limit state approach is used rather 
than elasticity based failure criterion. Thus, the failure criterion of working stress 
design is replaced by a limit state that represents the true limit of a casing for a given 
load effect. The implementation of probabilistic theory allows the estimation of the 
probability of failure of a casing design, thus giving a better whilst risk consistent 
design. 
2.4.3.1 Load And Resistance Factor Design 
The load and resistance factor design (LRFD) method is a reliability based design 
method. Maes et al (1995), Raney et al (1997) and the ISO standard 2394 (1986) 
described the steps in detail of an acceptable load and resistance factor design format. 
In addition, Raney et al (1997) gave a flow chart of a complete LRFD process as 
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implemented for production tubing in the oil company Mobil. In the LRFD format, a 
concerted effort is made to maintain an engineering understanding of the load and 
resistance formulation. The limit state theory is considered in this format, however, 
the design procedure is greatly simplified by the use of a design check equation 
(DCE), which enables the designer to check a casing design. Normally a design check 
equation is chosen to be a simple and familiar equation, where appropriate 
characteristic values of the design parameters are used along with partial factors that 
account for the uncertainties in the load and resistance, and the difference between the 
design check equation and the actual limit states. Similar to the safety factors used in 
WSD, only one characteristic value each for the load and resistance is used, called 
load and resistance factors. Load and resistance factors have been developed for each 
load combination and risk level. Therefore, a design is said to be safe when the 
product of load and load design factor is less than that of resistance and its factor. The 
load and resistance factor design method can be represented by the following 
inequality, 
Lfx Lchar (Z; ) SRfx Rchar (Zi) (2.6) 
where, Lf and Rf are the load and resistance design factors respectively. Lcha, and 
Rcha,. represent the characteristic values of the load effect and the resistance, with Z. 
being the characteristic values of each of the parameters and variables in the design 
procedure. A characteristic load in LRFD means a load, which has an acceptably 
small probability of not being exceeded during the lifetime of the structure. While a 
characteristic resistance refers to the specific resistance below which not more than a 
small percentage (typically 5%) of the results of tests may be expected to fall. 
In load and resistance factor design, any design that satisfies inequality (2.6) is a valid 
design. The design check equation can be functionally identical to a limit state 
equation. The functional relationship can be specified by a simple design formula 
similar to that in the WSD. It is suggested by the Drilling Engineer Association 
(DEA) that a single design factor equation be used in the first step of implementation 
of the LRFD. However, it is noted that inequality (2.6) is merely a conceptual 
representation. In practice, it may not be possible to risk-calibrate a single design 
factor in the way suggested by the DEA, or to separate the load and resistance factors 
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in the way suggested by inequality (2.6). Moreover, several load effect and resistance 
terms may be presented in the design check equation, with varying uncertainties, 
requiring the use of several partial factors as described earlier in the limit state design 
theory. 
It is observed from inequality (2.6) that the partial factors (e. g. load and resistance 
factors) are, in a sense, similar to the safety factors used in the working stress design 
(WSD) method. Comparing inequality (2.6) to inequality (2.5), it is noticed that both 
inequalities are based on deterministic values, and the safety factor in inequality (2.5) 
is replaced by two partial factors. Indeed, the ratio of Lf/Rf is analogous to the 
safety factor used in WSD, if the design check equation in LRFD happens to be 





Despite these similarities between the LRFD and WSD, there are three crucial 
differences. First, the load and the resistance effects in an LRFD are estimated from 
limit state theory, rather than conservative elasticity-based theories in the WSD. 
Secondly, the load and the resistance effects are treated separately, thus allowing the 
partial factors to separately account for the uncertainties. Finally, the most important 
point is that these partial factors in the LRFD are determined based on reliability 
theory, rather than safety factors being arbitrarily set based on experience in the 
WSD. 
It is necessary to give a more detailed description on partial factors in the LRFD. 
They are determined through a process of calibration, where the deterministic design 
check equation with partial factors is calibrated against the probabilistic limit state 
equation. Partial factors are chosen such that their use in the design check equation 
results in a design that has a pre-selected target reliability (e. g. target probability of 
failure or target risk level). For the partial factors to do so, the calibration process 
should prescribe a scope of the application of the LRFD, and the values of the partial 
factors should be optimized to ensure a uniform reliability across that scope. The 
objective is to obtain a set of factors that result in a design of the target probability of 
failure. In brief, the load and resistance design may be summarized as follows: 
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" Choose a desired target probability of failure. 
" Identify the characteristic values of each of the parameters, and the uncertainty 
and variability about these values. 
" For an assumed set of load and resistance factors, generate a set of `passed' 
designs from the DCE, across the scope of the structure, for all possible load 
magnitudes. In other words, all designs that `pass' the DCE are valid designs. The 
passing of a design is controlled by the assumed value of the load and resistance 
factors. 
" For each of the passed designs, estimate the probability of failure from the limit 
state equation, taking into account the uncertainty in each of the variables. 
" Determine the statistically minimum reliability assured by the assumed set of load 
and resistance factors. This is the reliability, i. e. probability of failure, that results 
from the use of these partial factors. The probability of failure of any design that 
results from the use of these partial factors in the DCE will statistically be less 
than or equal to the target probability of failure. 
" Repeat until the set of partial factors results in the desired target probability of 
failure. At the end of the process, a set of partial factors and their corresponding 
reliability are determined. If several target reliabilities are to be aimed for, the 
above procedure is repeated until a new set of partial factors is obtained. 
A brief description of the load and resistance factor design method is given above. It 
is noted that calibration is usually a time-consuming and rigorous step in devising an 
LRFD procedure. Several reliability theories and statistical details such as uncertainty 
estimation, pre-processing of high reliability designs, zonation, uniformity of 
reliability, multiple partial factors calibration etc, were given in detail by Maes et al 
(1995), and thus are omitted here for brevity. The LRFD prevents some of the 
fundamental criticisms of WSD, by using partial factors to account for design 
uncertainties based on reliability theory. Thus it is better than the WSD, as the partial 
factors are determined from a target probability of failure. However, not only is it 
very difficult to determine the partial factors for the load and resistance effects, but 
also it is still an indirect measurement of failure, like safety factors in WSD. Although 
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it is simple to use in casing design, the question of why use indirect partial factors 
instead of the probability of failure arises. As a result, a full quantitative risk 
assessment (QRA) concept is developed (Adams and Glover, 1998). 
2.4.3.2 Quantitative Risk Assessment 
Quantitative risk assessment (QRA) is another reliability based design method. As 
early as 1993, one major study (Adams et al, 1998) was undertaken on casing and 
tubing quantitative risk assessment, in which some early results were obtained. A 
project proposal, DEA (E)-64 "The use of QRA in Casing/Tubing Design", was 
developed and presented to the Europe chapter meeting in Amsterdam in 1993, and 
the USA chapter meeting in Houston in 1993 (Adams et al, 1993). Since then, 
quantitative risk assessment has received support from major oil and gas companies 
including AGIP, Amerada Hess, Amoco, BG, BP, Conoco, Exxon, the HSE, Mobil, 
Norsk Hydro, the NPD, Phillips, Saga, Shell, Statoil, Texaco, Total and Unocal. 
In quantitative risk assessment, the limit state equation is directly considered. 
Different from the load and resistance factor design (LRFD), the variables and 
parameters, which determine the load and resistance effects for the given limit state, 
are all treated as random variables. In the QRA design process, the probability of 
failure can be directly estimated if the magnitude and uncertainty of each basic 
variable are known. The uncertainties in the load and resistance terms in a limit state 
equation are calculated from the uncertainties of the basic variables and parameters, 
through an appropriate uncertainty propagation model such as Monte Carlo simulation 
(Payne and Swanson, 1990; Kapur and Lamberson, 1977; Maes et al, 1993). Figure 
2.5 illustrates the concept, with the load and resistance effects being shown as random 
variables. The shaded region shows the interference area, which is indicative of the 
probability of failure. Thus, in quantitative risk assessment, the probability of failure 
of a casing design can be estimated directly, given an appropriate limit state equation, 
estimated magnitude and uncertainty of each basic variable, and a reliability analysis 
tool such as Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Although simple in concept, the QRA method usually presents some difficulties to 
implement in practice. Firstly, the limit state equation is not always a manageable 
equation, which needs a complementary understanding of the mechanism between 
load and resistance. Secondly, the uncertainties in the load and resistance parameters 
have to be estimated each time, when a design is attempted. Thirdly, the density 
distributions of each variable in the limit state equation are not normally ready. The 
probability distributions and occurrence frequencies have to be determined after 
statistical analysis under a large collection of field load and casing material data. 
Finally, an appropriate reliability analysis tool is needed to estimate the probability of 
failure. It is suggested that the variables and parameters be treated as normal variants, 
and a first order reliability method (FORM) use to calculate the propagation of 
uncertainty (Walpole and Myers, 1993). However, the probability distributions are 
usually not all normal, and FORM propagation is not always appropriate because it 
only gives reliable information on the central tendencies of the resultant distributions 
while erroneous on estimating the tail probabilities. From Fig. 2.5, it is very clear that 
the tail probability plays a vital role in QRA. Therefore, it is important to obtain a 
detailed investigation of the efficiency and accuracy of a number of reliability 
techniques, including the first/second order reliability method (FORM/SORM), 
Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo with tail improvement etc. It is believed that the 
asymptotic importance sampling (AIS) technique can improve tail probability 
estimation (Maes et al, 1993). It is possible to determine an optimised reliability 
method to use in the QRA design process. Because the inherent variability of each 
parameter is considered directly, applying a full QRA in the limit state design of 
casing can really give how safe a design will be. Therefore, this project focuses on the 
development of a methodology of using full QRA in the limit state design of casing in 
cooperation with another researcher at the University of Wolverhampton. This thesis 
will mainly contribute to the mechanical aspects of limit state casing design for the 
derivation of the limit state design equations, while the other will focus on the 
evaluation of the reliability analysis techniques to give a full quantitative risk 
assessment of casing design by employing the limit state design equations developed 
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2.4.4 Comparison Of WSD And Reliability Based Design 
First of all, it is noted that the working stress design (WSD) and reliability-based limit 
state design are essentially two different approaches. In traditional working stress 
design, safety factors are relentlessly used without any idea of the inherent reliability 
or risk associated with any design. It is intuitively obvious that lower factors of safety 
lead to higher risk design. Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate the 
relationship of the use of the traditional safety factor to the reliability of a design, as 
ascertained from a QRA or.. LRFD approach. However, safety factors have no 
reliability information explicitly associated with them. If a WSD design is executed 
correctly, the resistance will exceed the load, and the relative magnitude of the 
difference between the two values will represent the safety factor as shown in Fig. 
2.6. The conclusion that can be drawn from the WSD is that designs made to the 
recommended safety factor are generally safe. Viewing the safety factor from a 
reliability perspective will give a useful insight into the reliability of traditional WSD 
designs. Therefore, comparisons are made on how to determine the load and 
resistance, for both WSD and reliability based designs. 
Fig. 2.6 Standard deterministic design (Working Stress Design) 
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Load Resistance 
2.4.4.1 Load Calculation 
In working stress design (WSD), the load calculation is different from company to 
company and sometimes different within the same company. However, the designer 
attempts to estimate the worst case load that can possibly occur on the casing during 
its service life. In load and resistance factor design (LRFD), load calculation must be 
done in accordance with a pre-set methodology. The reason for this is that the load 
factors have been calibrated from a set load methodology and the uncertainty is 
estimated on the basis of that load methodology. Any methodology can be used as 
long as it is consistently applied in practice. The closer the methodology is to the 
actual load, the lower the uncertainty, and hence closer the load factor to unity. In 
quantitative risk assessment (QRA), load calculation can be done in any way the 
designer wants. The designer attempts to define the load as close to reality as possible. 
The only criterion in load definition is that the error or uncertainty of the primary 
variables must be known or defined. In other words, the distributions of each load 
variables must be known first. It is noted that such information is available after an 
initial study of QRA through a joint industry project DEA-64 (1994). 
2.4.4.2 Resistance Calculation 
The resistance calculation in working stress design (WSD) is almost universally based 
on the equations from the American Petroleum Institution (API). The API Spec 5C3 
(1992) outlines the collapse, burst and tensile ratings for API tubular goods. Although 
these strength values have been used by the industry for decades, many casing 
designers recognize that API values are often conservative. This is for two reasons: 1) 
API uses the thin wall pressure vessel theory that is conservative; and 2) API uses the 
minimum values for wall thickness and yield strength. In reliability based limit state 
design, resistance calculation is based on the actual distribution of the parameters that 
determine resistance (such as wall thickness, yield etc. ), and upon the limit state 
equations. 
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2.4.5 Design Examples 
Optimizing the design of casings cannot only directly impact the well cost, but can 
also impact on the deliver ability of the well. The following examples are intended to 
demonstrate the advantages of using a reliability-based design (LRFD) for the casing 
by comparing the examples with the original working stress design (WSD) for the 
same load combinations. As the full QRA design of casings is still under 
development, the design examples are compared between the LRFD and WSD only. 
For comparison purposes, Tables 2.2 and 2.3 describe the definition of loads and the 
minimum safety factor required by the WSD in the following examples (Brand and 
Lewis, 1995; Lewis et al, 1995). For the LRFD casing design, the definitions of loads 
remain consistent with those used in the WSD. These loads are multiplied by the 
appropriate load factors for the designed probability of failure. The acceptability of 
LRFD design is described by the design factor, which is defined as the factored load 
divided by the factored resistance. The design factor describes the percentage of the 
available strength utilized for a given probability of failure, giving the engineer an 
indication of the allowable load to retain the desired probability of failure. 
Table 2.2 Load and safety factor for drilling casing 
Load Description of load 
Safety 
combination Factor 
Burst Minimum of fracture at shoe and methane gas to surface 1.0 
Collapse Above top of inside fluid, mud weight. Below top of inside 1.0 fluid, weight of mud minus internal pressure. 
Tension Buoyed weight of casing plus tension required to set slips. 1.6 
Table 2.3 Load and safety factor for production casing 
Load Description of load 
Safety 
combination Factor 
Burst Bottom formation pressure minus gas gradient to surface on 25 1 
top of packer fluid. . 
Collapse Above top of inside fluid, mud weight. Below top of inside 1.0 fluid, weight of mud minus internal pressure. 
Tension Buoyed weight of casing plus tension required to set slips. 1.6 
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2.4.5.1 Design Example 1 
The first example is a deep, sour (H2S), high temperature well (Brand and Lewis, 
1995). The pore pressure, mud weight, and fracture gradient curves for the area are 
shown in Fig. 2.7. As the well is planned for a single well field, maximizing flow is a 
primary design objective. Figure 2.8 illustrates the original design using WSD. In this 
design, an intermediate casing string is set prior to drilling into the over pressurised 
salt water sands. Table 2.4 shows the design loads and the safety factors for the 
selected 13 3/8" casing. It is noted that the selected material does not meet the 
minimum design requirements for burst and collapse, and other options have 
significant problems. Increasing the wall thickness of the selected casing will pose a 
problem in drill bit selection, availability and cause restrictions for running the next 
string of casing. Increasing the casing grade may result in a brittle fracture due to the 
high hydrogen sulphide (H2S) in the area. The design engineer is forced to choose 
between options and subjectively select the best alternative. The decision to run the 13 
3/8" N80 casing is rationalized due to the low flow potential for the formations that 
are open below the string. The engineer knows that the design guidelines have been 
violated and risk is being taken, but there are no options for quantifying the risk in 
this WSD design. 
Table 2.4 Design data for 13 3/Rýintermediate eacinv (WST)I 
C Resultant Load AP I Strength ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) Safety Factor 
Burst 5454 37.60 5380 37.09 0.99 
Collapse 4130 28.47 2761 19.03 0.67 
Tension 1000367 6896.53 1661000 11450.93 1.66 
The WSD loads and safety factors for the 10 3/4" tie back and 9 5/8" liner are shown 
in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. It is shown again that the design guidelines must be violated. 
The design is justified due to the fact that flow at the casing shoe is not possible. 
Therefore the casing is designed for a specific kick size. The production casing string 
is designed using a maximum estimated surface pressure of 8100 psi (55.8 MPa). The 
design loads and safety factors for 7 5/8" and 7.1 production casings are given in Table 
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Table 2.5 Design data of 10 3/4" tie-back (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) 
Safety Factor 
Burst 9332 64.33 8720 60.12 0.93 
Collapse 5896 40.65 6760 46.60 1.15 
Tension 633246 4365.60 1708000 11774.95 2.70 
Table 2. ö Design data of 9 5/8" liner (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength S f ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) a ety Factor 
Burst 6608 45.56 9410 64.87 1.43 
_Collapse 
5261 36.27 7340 50.60 1.40 
Tension 556603 3837.22 1477000 10182.44 2.65 
Table 2.7 Design data of 7 5/8" production casing (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength Safety ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) Factor 
Burst 8142 56.13 10920 75.28 1.34 
Collapse 5896 40.65 11510 79.35 1.95 
Tension 463528 3195.56 1051000 7245.60 2.27 
Table 2.8 Design data of 7" production casing (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength Safety ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) Factor 
Burst 8159 56.25 13280 91.55 1.63 
Collapse 10761 74.19 13900 95.83 1.29 
Tension 107740 742.76 1069000 7369.69 9.92 
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The well is redesigned in an attempt to increase deliver-ability due to the competitive 
nature of the field using the LRFD. The 13 3/8" casing is analyzed again by LRFD 
with probability specifications as shown in Table 2.9. Although the casing string 
design is not modified from WSD, LRFD allowed the risk of using this particular 
string under the described well conditions. This casing string is acceptable for the 
designed probability of failure. The probability of failure for the kick load 
combination is selected due to the risk to the health and safety of the personnel and 
the environment. Considering the depth of the next string, the cost is estimated at 
medium. The probabilities of failure for the running and cementing load combination 
and the lost circulation load combination are selected due to the minimal risk to safety 
and the environment and the cost impact for a collapse or tensile failure in this string. 
Table 2.9 Design data of 13 3/8 ' intermediate casine (LRFD) 
Load Combination Probability of failure Design Factor 
Kick 10 0.73 
Running and 
Cementing 10"3'5 0.62 
Lost Circulation i05 "' 0.54 
To meet the design requirement of increased deliver-ability, the 9 5/8" by 10 3/41. 
casing string is redesigned as both intermediate and production casing in LRFD. This 
allows an enlarged tubing size from 4 1/2" (designed in WSD) to 5 1/2". Although the 
savings in the 7" by 7 5/8" production casing will be offset by the increased cost of 
the tubing, this design will increase the deliver-ability. The design probabilities of 
failure are selected at 10"8 for the kick and the tubing leak load combinations, due to 
the high risk to life caused by the high concentrations of H2S. The probability for a 
deep failure in the 9 5/8" liner is selected at 10-6'5 due to the decreased cost and 
consequence of failure. The failure probability for the accidental collapse load 
combination for the 9 5/8" liner is selected at 10.2, as this is an accidental condition 
that possibly will not occur until the end of casing service life. The LRFD design 
probabilities of failure and design factors are shown in Table 2.10 and Table 2.11. 
As the design factors for all load combinations are below 1.0, the 9 5/8" by 10 3/4" 
casing is acceptable for the design probability of failure. A diagram of the resulting 
LRFD design is shown in Figure 2.9. This design allows for usage of a5 1/2" casing 
at virtually the same well cost as the original WSD utilizing 4 1/2" casing. 
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Table 2.10 Design data of 10 3/4 " tie-back (LRFD) 
Load Combination Probability of Failure Design Factor 
Kick 10' 0.83 
Tubing Leak 10-11 0.92 
Running and Cementing 10" ' 0.64 
Lost Circulation 10' ' 0.38 
Accidental Evacuation 10' 0.99 
Table 2.11 Design data of 9 5/8" liner (LRFD) 
Load Combination Probability of Failure Design Factor 
Kick 10" 0.46 
Tubing Leak - -="10' Open 
10 Case 0.73 
Running and 
Cementin 10-3'5 0.33 
Lost Returns 10" ' 0.25 
Accidental Evacuation 10 0.82 
2000 ft 
II 11 20" K55 
8000 ft I7 13 3/8" N80 
12000 ft 
 10 3/4 C90 x 
9 5/8 C95 
24000 ft 115 1/2" Q125 
Fig. 2.9 Casing design from LRFD (example 1) 
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2.4.5.2 Design Example 2 
The second example describes a well drilled from a platform. The pore pressure, mud 
weight and the fracture gradient curves are shown in Fig. 2.10. The well design sketch 
from the WSD is shown in Fig. 2.11. The calculated loads for the proposed 9 5/8s 
intermediate casing in WSD are shown in Table 2.12, with the loads for the 7" 
production casing shown in Table 2.13. 
Table 2.12 Design loads for 9 5/8"intermediate casing (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength S f t F t ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) a e y ac or 
Burst 6868 47.35 7930 54.67 1.15 
Collapse 3251 22.41 6620 45.64 2.04 
Tension 583350 4021.61 1086000 7486.88 1.86 
Table 2.13 Design loads for 7" production casing (WSD) 
C Resultant Load API Strength S f t F t ase (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) a e y ac or 
Burst 7492 51.65 9960 68.66 1.33 
Collapse 8479 58.45 10180 70.18 1.20 
Tension 482330 3325.18 814000 5611.72 1.69 
The well is redesigned by LRFD in an effort to determine if the 9 5/8" casing can be 
used as a combination of production and intermediate casing for cost saving as shown 
in Fig. 2.12. An LRFD design for the drilling and production load combinations 
including the design probabilities are shown in Table 2.14. The design probability of 
failure for the kick and tubing leak load combinations are selected due to the fact that 
this well is drilled off a platform. As the platform is designed for a probability of 
failure of 10-6, and a burst failure open to the production zone can damage the 
platform, the probability of failure is set slightly lower than that of the platform. As 
shown, the 9 5/8" casing is acceptable for production casing for the design probability 
of failure. The design is found to be acceptable, and the well is successfully drilled 
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Table 2.14 Design loads for 9 5/8" production casing (LRFD) 
Load Combination Probability of Failure Design Factor 
Kick 10-0.3 0.60 
Tubing Leak lo-6.5 0.82 
Running and Cementin 1V. 
5 0.47 
Lost Returns 1o-3.5 0.17 
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Fig. 2.12 Casing design from LRFD (example 2) 
2.5 Applying QRA In The Limit State Design Of Casing 
From the comparison of examples designed by LRFD and WSD respectively, it has 
been shown that design from LRFD can achieve an acceptable probability of failure 
as well as possible cost savings. However, the probability of failure from LRFD 
design is for a pre-set load condition. For a different load combination, the pre-set 
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probability of failure is not applicable. However, a full QRA design can provide the 
casing engineer with a real probability of failure for any load condition. In addition, it 
is anticipated that a full QRA can achieve even more cost savings. Therefore, the next 
stage of development of casing design is to consider a full QRA implementation for 
every well design, or at least to have the capability of doing so. The benefits of a full 
QRA are twofold. It is a tool by which the designer can quickly and objectively 
evaluate casing design on a risk basis. It is also useful in that it allows the regular 
revalidation of the design, maintaining accuracy in the light of fresh information or 
changes in conditions. There are a number of issues for implementing a full QRA 
casing design, which are briefly described in the following sections. 
2.5.1 Randomly Distributed Variables 
Quantitative risk assessment (QRA) uses randomly distributed variables. The real 
case of many variables is one whereby there is no absolute and simple way of 
predicting the outcome in any single case. Taking yield stress as an example, if a 
tensile test is performed on one steel sample, a single value for yield strength is 
produced. However, if the same test is performed on an identical specimen, it will 
yield at a different value. If this process is repeated, a large range of values will be 
obtained. This will produce a distribution of possible yield strength, each one having a 
different frequency of occurrence. This behaviour characterises an underlying normal 
distribution as shown in Fig. 2.13. A probability density function shows which values 
are more likely to occur by representing higher probability through a larger area under 
the graph over that range. 
Each of the input variables in a casing design has a probability density function 
associated with it. For example, on the load side, there is a pore pressure distribution, 
a kick size and intensity distribution. When predicting casing resistance, diameter, 
thickness and yield strength are not single-value quantities, but also have distributions 
associated with them. The spread of the values for a probability density function can 
be measured by the standard deviation, showing how far the values deviate from the 
mean. Another method of expressing the spread is through the use of the coefficient 
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of variance (COV), which combines the mean and standard deviation into a single 
dimensionless coefficient, often useful where only limited or generic data is available, 


















frflrftL* S(Yield) Many Tests Normal Distribution 
Fig. 2.13 An example of how a probability distribution is formed 
After the input probability density functions are defined, the design process begins. 
Quantitative risk assessment uses probabilistic mathematics and statistics to factor 
together the load and resistance variables into two distributions. The first defines all 
the possible values that a load case can have. The second distribution will govern 
casing resistance. Despite a safety factor and good design practices in WSD, there 
will be a few times in a large number of applications of a particular design, in which 
load exceeds resistance. This is almost inevitable. Rather than ignoring the possibility, 
it is far more sensible for a design engineer to ensure that this failure rate is reduced to 
an economic level. 
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2.5.2 Tolerable Risk Levels (TRLs) 
A tolerable risk level is defined as the maximum acceptable failure probability level 
for a particular casing design. In general, tolerable risk level depends on the 
consequence and nature of failure (i. e., the hazard to human health and safety, damage 
to the environment economic lost, and the amount of expense and effort required to 
reduce such a potential hazard). Many researchers have addressed how to determine 
the tolerable risk level for the purpose of developing an optimal limit state based 
design code (Turkstra, 1970; Ravindra and Lind, 1973; Allen, 1981; Ellingwood et al, 
1982; Keilty and Rabia, 1996; Maes et al, 1993; Adams et al, 1993; Jiao et al, 1997). 
In general, risk level is determined by cost and safety. The appropriate risk level 
depends on an analysis and an evaluation of the consequences of a limit state failure 
with respect to each of these attributes. It is noted that the economic and the safety 
aspects of a well risk analysis are interrelated. 
Each failure event has a consequence. Consequence of failure is defined as both the 
risk to life and the environment and the cost, given a failure occurs. The failure mode 
and the resulting cost of a failure are the primary drivers in determining the 
appropriate design probability of failure. For different load combinations, the 
probability of failure may vary in a particular string for a given well, depending on the 
failure consequence. In general, only failures during drilling and production will 
potentially lead to a blowout, failure during the remainder of the well operations 
(cementing, pressure test etc) will in general lead to a casing repair. The severity of 
each event consequence depends on the conditions that, whether a repair is necessary, 
whether a repair is possible, whether hydrocarbons are released to the environment. 
The consequence levels are chosen as follows: 1) surface blow-out; 2) deep surface 
blow-out; 3) major repair; 4) repair; 5) no repair necessary. The consequence of each 
failure event is determined and allocated to one of the above consequence levels. The 
next step is to select the acceptable probability of failure for each level, which is 
achieved by calibration against historical data, sensitivity checking and reference to 
established industry standards. 
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The optimum risk level is not the same for all load combinations and failure modes 
because the consequences are much different. As the consequential failure cost is hard 
to quantify, a guideline for selecting the appropriate probability of failure values as 
shown in Table 2.15 is proposed for casing design (Brand and Lewis, 1995; Lewis et 
al, 1995). Thus, quantitative risk assessment involves not only an assessment of the 
likely probability of failure, but also consideration of the effect of each type of failure. 
Table 2.15 An example of a set of guidelines for tolerable risk levels 
COST 
High Medium Low 
I 
10 10 10' Severe 
10-' 10" - 10-11 Low 
Consequence 
2.5.3 Reliability Techniques For Full QRA 
There are a number of reliability techniques available when implementing a 
quantitative risk assessment (QRA) approach in the limit state design of casing. A 
brief description of each is given in the following sections. 
2.5.3.1 Convolution Integral 
This method is highly abstract and mathematically elegant, which requires 
reformulation for each failure case. Mathematical expression of each probability 
density function is integrated, and the relative size of the failure area is determined. 
Finally a failure rate can be determined on the basis of limit state design equations. 
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2.5.3.2 Gaussian Linearisation 
This procedure takes the mathematical formulation for the various input probability 
density functions, and converts each to an expanded series of terms, which can be 
linearly combined to produce the desired formulation. Therefore, a failure rate can be 
produced. This process is relatively simple, although it requires a new formulation for 
every design case. It introduces some degree of error when the series are truncated. It 
is noted that the conventional integrals and Gaussian linearisation are implemented in 
commercial MathCAD spreadsheets. 
2.5.3.3 FORM/S ORM 
The first/second order reliability method (FORM/SORM) converts the probabilistic 
density functions into a standard form, performing a transformation on each one. The 
normalised probabilistic density functions are then substituted into the equation (for 
example, a limit state equation), and a failure probability can be determined. This 
method is advantageous in that it is accurate, quick, repeatable, and requires very little 
rearranging for each different case. It is reported that the FORM/SORM technique has 
been implemented as a computer program, by integrating a global finite element 
program for casing and tubing analysis (MacEachran and Adams, 1991) within a 
proprietary package for FORM/SORM calculation. 
2.5.3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation 
Monte Carlo simulation randomly selects a value for each input variable in the 
probability density function. In this way, a single value for each input variable is 
obtained, and input into the standard equations. If this process is carried out 
repeatedly, a picture of system response for all combinations of inputs (or at least a 
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representative sample) is obtained. Thus the proportion of failures can be directly read 
from the results. This process is conceptually simple, requiring very little additional 
formulation and effort. However, due to the very large number of calculation 
repetitions required (often of the order of several million), a powerful computer is 
required to perform the task in an acceptable time. In addition, the time consuming 
procedure must be repeated for every assessment. 
2.5.4 Implementation Of QRA In Casing Design 
In order to make the most of a quantitative risk assessment implementation in casing 
design, a number of issues will need to pay attention. First of all, companies should be 
willing to do more than simply re-jig their safety factors. A change in design 
procedures presents a number of potentially valuable opportunities to improve the 
whole design process, but also a number of challenges that must be met. Secondly, the 
acquisition, quality control and subsequent use of all types of data are central for the 
adequate execution of a quantitative risk assessment. To enable a QRA based limit 
state design, the casing collapse and burst are determined by combining mechanical 
models with a large statistical database of casing mechanical properties. These casing 
data may come from cooperating mills, or indirectly through mill test reports (MTRs). 
The load combination data (pore pressure, fracture gradients, temperature etc) will 
come from real field data supplied by the drilling data centre (Lewis et al, 1995). 
These data are provided in sufficient quantity to give statistical significance. The 
mean value and distribution of each variable can be identified by reliability analysis. 
The next step is to identify the possible failure modes under the load combinations. A 
mechanical model can be constructed for each failure model, and a limit state 
equation can be derived, or assessed from existing equations. The quantitative risk 
assessment can be implemented by employing reliability techniques. Therefore, 
probability of failure of the casing design can be obtained and compared to the pre-set 
tolerable risk level (TRL). If the calculated probability of failure is less than the pre- 
set TRL, the limit state design is accepted. Otherwise, the design process can be 
performed repeatedly until the calculated probability of failure is less than the TRL. 
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The above design process of applying full QRA in the limit state design of casing is 
further illustrated in Fig. 2.14. 
2.6 Summary 
The traditional deterministic casing design method (WSD) has a number of 
shortcomings such as poor economics, inflexibility and uneven risk. The fundamental 
criticism is that the deterministic:, design cannot tell how safe a design will be. On the 
contrary, reliability based limit state design can give an answer to that question. A full 
QRA design can give the actual probability of failure of a casing design, while an 
LRFD can only give the minimum reliability. 
Reliability based design of well casing/tubing system has undergone rapid 
development in recent years. However, nearly all the work to date has been limited on 
the load and resistance factor design. In comparison with LRFD, the full 
implementation of QRA design can provide maximum benefits. However, little work 
is found on the implementation of a full QRA design methodology, partly because of 
the relatively more complicated technical background and the conservatism of the 
industry when facing new technology. Therefore, a full QRA methodology is 
proposed to be applied in the limit state design of casing in this project in 
collaboration with BG Technology at Loughborough. 
Two catalogues of limit states are usually considered in the limit state design. As a 
first step of this investigation of applying a full QRA methodology in the limit state 
design of casing, only the ultimate limit states are considered in this thesis. Before a 
limit state equation can be built, a set of failure modes under different load conditions 
need to be identified and are described in the next chapter. 
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Well history data Geometry Data Material Data 
Fracture gradient Internal Pressure Diameter Young's Modulus 
Pore pressure Wall Thickness Possion's Ratio 
Temperature External Pressure Ovality Material Hardening 
etc Eccentricity Anisotropy 
Load Data and Load Resistance Variable 
Combination 
F4ilure Modes and 
Mechanical Model 
PDFs 
Limit State Design Equations PDFs 
Suitable Casing Grade 
Reliability Simulations: 
Convolution Integrals 
Gaussian Linearisation Change Casing 
FORM/SORM 
Monte Carlo Simulations 
Monte Carlo with Tail Improvement 
Probability of Failure 
Less Than No 
Preset Tolerable Risk 
Levels 
Yes 
Output design results and 
design probability of failure 
Fig. 2.14 Implementation of full QRA in limit state design of casing 
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Chapter 3 
Identification Of Casing Failure Modes 
3.1 Introduction 
A fundamental principle in drilling is to maintain equilibrium with the natural 
formation pressure along the entire length of an open hole, which is achieved by 
filling the hole with weighted fluids (mud) of requisite density. When formation pore 
pressure is monotonically increasing with depth of penetration, the equilibrium can be 
readily achieved. However, an anomalous change in pressure gradient, e. g., a high- 
pressure formation underlain by a low-pressure formation, can be encountered, which 
causes a local imbalance in pressure. Drastic imbalance of pressure in either direction 
caused by incorrect mud weight, can cause an accident that can load the casing with 
large internal or external pressure. Therefore, the casings in a well are subjected to 
forces due to self-weight and end restraint, pressure loads induced by the contained 
moving fluids within 'and outside a given casing, plus the accidental loads caused by 
the loss of drilling fluids. In addition, variation of temperature along the length of a 
pipe during installation and subsequently as hot fluids are produced, or when hot or 
cold fluids invade or are injected into a pipe, induce additional loads. In general, all 
loads described above can be reduced to a few fundamental forces consisting of the 
internal and external pressures as well as the axial tension and compression of the 
casing body. Depending on the predominance of a particular loading, and the 
environmental conditions affecting the casing material behaviour, a number of failure 
mechanisms that define ultimate casing capacity can thus be identified. Failure 
analysis in the oil and gas industry shows that the principal failure mechanisms, which 
must be assured in the design process as intended casing performance, include 
collapse failure under excessive external pressure, burst failure under excessive 
internal pressure, and casing tensile failure under axial forces. Therefore, casing 
should be initially designed for collapse, burst and tension. A more detailed 
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description of these principal failure modes in the casing design is presented in the 
following sections. 
3.2 Casing Collapse 
The casing collapse failure mode models the conditions in which either a high- 
permeable zone (thief zone) is encountered during well drilling; the mud weight 
exceeds the formation fracture strength; the mud pumps become unavailable; or a 
combination of these. Casing collapse failure is assumed to occur once the external 
pressure exceeds the ultimate casing collapse strength. Usually the primary collapse 
load is supplied by the fluids on the outside of a casing, which are usually the mud 
and possibly the cement in which the casing is set. The backup fluids are generally 
considered either negligible or partially supportive in the casing collapse design, as 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The former results from complete loss or evacuation of the mud 
inside the casing, while the latter results from partial loss of internal mud. In practice, 
complete evacuation is assumed for surface casing, and partial evacuation for 
intermediate and production casings. Therefore, the ultimate collapse limit state is 
caused by the excessive formation pore pressure when the casing is accidentally 
evacuated of internal fluids. In the partial loss of internal mud, it is assumed that the 
fluid column drops to balance the pore pressure at the lost circulation depth. In 
practice, this is an extreme situation, as it requires that one drills into a high 









Fig. 3.1 Collapse failure mechanism 
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3.2.1 Collapse Load Calculation 
External pressure acting on the outside of the casing originates from the column of 
mud used to drill the hole. Since the hydrostatic load of a column of mud increases 
with depth, collapse pressure is the highest at the bottom and zero at the top. 
For conductor casing, the collapse pressure at the casing shoe is equal to the 
superposition of external pressure due to a column of seawater from sea level to the 
casing set depth and the pressure caused by the mud inside the casing. 
Surface casings are normally designed with no collapse backup fluid inside the pipe. 
In other words, complete evacuation is assumed. As the internal pressure is zero, the 
external pressure is caused by the mud in which the casing is set. Therefore, the 
collapse load is calculated as follows, 
= P,  
Hcso S Pcs (3.1) 
where, Pis is the collapse load of surface casing at casing seat, pm is the mud density, 
Hcso is the vertical casing setting depth, and g is the gravity acceleration. 
For intermediate and production casing, complete evacuation is virtually impossible. 
During lost circulation, the fluid column inside the casing will drop to a height such 
that the remaining fluid inside the casing just balances the formation pressure of the 
thief zone as shown in Fig. 3.2. When the mud pressure exactly balances the 
formation pressure of the thief zone, the fluid loss into the formation will cease. 
Assuming that the thief zone is at the casing seat, the following relationship should 
hold during lost circulation, 
Hcso Pf 9 =1 Pm; 9 (3.2) 
where, I is the length of mud column inside the casing, p, is the mud density inside 










Therefore, the collapse load is still zero at the surface. At depth (I1,. ß -1), the 
collapse load is provided by the hydrostatic pressure of the same column of external 
mud, which is expressed by, 
PCSD-L = Pm 9 (11 c. sn -1) (3.4) 
In addition, the collapse load of intermediate and production casings at the casing seat 
is calculated as follows, 
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Pcl =(HcsvP, S)-(lP., 9) 
(3.5) 
where, Pc, is the collapse load at the casing seat. 
3.2.2 Collapse Resistance Calculation 
There are two modes of collapse for an ideal casing, i. e. elastic collapse and plastic 
collapse, assuming that it has, perfect roundness, with no variation of the wall 
thickness and no residual stress. As early as 1939, Clinedinst (1939) derived a 
theoretical elastic collapse equation, which was accepted by the American Petroleum 
Institute (API) as the elastic collapse equation in the same year. The yield onset 
collapse pressure was later proposed for the calculation of the plastic collapse strength 
for a thick infinite long cylinder. However, imperfections such as ovality and 
eccentricity will drastically reduce the ultimate collapse strength of casing while their 
impact on the collapse strength is very difficult to evaluate analytically. As a result, 
practical calculation of casing collapse resistance has been based mainly on curves or 
empirical equations, which relate the collapse pressure and diameter to wall thickness 
ratio for materials of various yield strength. With the development of numerical 
analysis, it is now possible to accurately simulate the whole collapse process of casing 
with imperfections. Therefore, the ultimate collapse resistance term in a limit state 
equation will be determined in Chapter 5 on the basis of numerical analysis. For 
brevity, it is omitted here. 
3.3 Casing Burst 
Large internal pressure in a casing can arise either as a result of pressure testing, a 
kick or tubing leak. It may also arise from injection of a fluid, or shutting in of a well 
during production. Therefore, the load calculation of casing burst is divided into three 
cases, i. e., tubing leak, gas kick and pressure test. Under these conditions, the casing 
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body is simultaneously subjected to pressures on its internal and external surfaces and 
an axial load. However, the internal pressure makes the largest contribution to the 
casing stresses and determines the dominant failure mode. The backup fluid on the 
outside of the casing will supply a hydrostatic pressure that helps resist casing burst as 
shown in Fig. 3.3. Thus the effective burst pressure is the differential pressure of the 
internal load minus any outside pressure. Casing burst is assumed to occur once the 
differential pressure exceeds the ultimate burst strength. Two distinct failure modes, 
consisting respectively of ductile and brittle failure, can be identified corresponding to 





ackup = resultant --40- 
Resultant 
Fig. 3.3 Typical relationship between burst load, backup and resultant 
Under internal pressure, ductile casing burst is achieved when the yielding of the 
entire pipe cross-section precedes the pipe failure. Ductile burst requires a limit state 
model based on a fully plastic section of a thick casing. With the casing loads 
dominated by internal pressure increasing, yielding of the pipe body starts first at the 
inner fibre (Johnson and Mellor, 1973; Harvey, 1986). The ultimate casing burst 
strength is attained as the plastic zone spreads under increasing loads until the outside 
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fibre of the casing yields. Well-executed experiments show that the ultimate burst 
capacity of casing is only slightly larger (typically 2 to 3%) than that corresponding to 
the yielding of the outside fibre of casing under excessive internal pressure (Brand 
and Lewis, 1995). Therefore, yielding of the outside fibre can be considered to 
represent the ultimate limit state of the ductile casing burst. 
In some oil and gas well applications, casings are subjected to an aggressive 
environment containing compounds such as hydrogen sulphide (H2S). Such 
environment induces brittle burst behaviour in casing material. In addition to the 
concentration of compounds such as H2S, other parameters that influence brittle 
behaviour include material toughness properties, service temperature, magnitude of 
the tensile stress and flaw or discontinuity size and distribution. Ideally, the casing 
ultimate burst capacity in brittle behaviour should be determined by the critical mode 
I stress intensity factor value KI,, where this value is determined by proper 
experiments (Gulati et al, 1994). However, these critical stress intensity factors under 
corrosive environment for the steels used in casing design are currently not available. 
Therefore, it was proposed by Gulati et al (1994) that the ultimate casing burst 
capacity in brittle behaviour be determined by comparing the maximum principal 
tensile stress with an experimentally determined threshold value below which brittle 
failure is precluded. It should be pointed out that those threshold values show a 
pronounced dependence on the service temperature, grade, and H2S concentration. As 
more and more high strength materials are used for casings, as well as a high 
temperature existing in the real well, it is reasonable to assume a more ductile burst 
failure for a real casing under excessive internal pressure. Therefore, emphasis is 
placed on ductile casing burst rather than a brittle casing burst. A simple criterion for 
identifying the ductile burst failure is given in Chapter 6. 
3.3.1 Burst Load Calculation 
There are three load cases, which will cause casing burst failure to occur. For each 
load case, the calculation of ultimate burst load is different. However, calculation of 
the ultimate burst resistance is the same for the three load cases. 
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3.3.1.1 Casing Burst Due To Tube leak 
This load case models the condition in which the tubing develops a leak during the 
produced oil and gas flow. In this case, the tubing pressure at the leak point is exerted 
on the fluid in the production casing, resulting in casing burst failure, as shown in Fig. 
3.4. The physical mechanisms, which transfer excessive pressure to the production 
casings, are very complicated and have not been clearly understood yet. The analysis 
strategy in this thesis, therefore, uses an extreme rather than an expected load 



















and develops just below the wellhead. This is a conservative assumption, because the 
field data shows that a significant proportion of tubing leak events occur late in the 
well life (DEA 64,1994). 
There are two cases for the calculation of this ultimate burst limit state load term, 
depending on the production fluid density. If the production fluid is denser than the 
back-up pressure gradient, the highest stressed point is just above the production 
packer, with cemented section back-up pressure. If the production fluid is less dense 
than the back-up pressure gradient, the highest stressed point is at the wellhead, with 
drill mud in the outer annulus. Therefore the ultimate burst limit state load can be 
calculated as follows: 
If the production fluid is denser than the back-up pressure gradient, the load is given 
by, 
Pb-,, =[F' -ppf g(dpe s -dWh)+pi g(dMke -dkh)1-pogdpacker 
(3.6) 
If the production fluid is less dense than the back-up pressure gradient, the burst load 
is given by, 
Pa-d = [F. es -pfg 
(d 
pens - 
dWh )] - po g dWh (3.7) 
where, Pb-,, is the burst load due to tubing leak, P.. is reservoir pressure, ppf is the 
production fluid density, d pert, 
is the perforation depth, d,,, is the wellhead depth, p, 
is the fluid density in the production casing, dp, CkeF 
is the packer depth and p,, is the 
cement density outside the production casing. 
3.3.1.2 Casing Burst Due To Gas Kick 
This load case models the condition in which a kick occurs during drilling, and 
subsequently is circulated out of the well. In general, this load case governs both the 
casing size and the casing setting depth. As the kick circulation is fairly complex in 
the real situation, several methods, including Kastor's method, the Driller's method 
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and the Wait-and-Weight method, are proposed for the calculation of an annulus 
pressure profile during a well kick (Rabia, 1987). It is proposed by the Drilling 
Engineer Association (DEA) that casing burst load calculation can be based on a 
fairly simple single bubble model, with the bottom-hole pressure held constant during 
circulation. In fact, this roughly equates to the use of the Driller's method for well 
control. A brief description of a single gas bubble circulating up the annulus during a 
kick is shown in Fig. 3.5 to help understand pressure variation in the annulus. Initially 
after a kick is detected, the well is shut-in. After the well is shut-in, formation fluids 
continue to enter the wellbore until the hydrostatic pressures exerted by mud inside 
the drill-pipe and the drill-pipe shut-in pressure (DPSIP), and by the invading fluid 
(assumed here as aas), mud in annulus and casing shut-in pressure, are equal to the 
formation pressure. When it happens, further entry of formation fluids will cease, and 
the shut-in pressures on the casing are assumed to be constant values. Figure 3.5(a) 
shows the situation when the gas bubble is still at bottom hole giving an annulus 
surface pressure of P. As the gas bubble rises up the hole, it expands slightly due to 















(a) Before circulation (b) Gas halfway up (c) Gas at surface 
Fig. 3.5 Diagram of the single bubble method for casing hurst design (Rabia, 1987) 
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difference between the reduced pressure at the top of the gas bubble and the 
hydrostatic head of a smaller mud column. Consequently, the surface shut-in pressure 
is now higher than when the gas bubble is at bottom, which is shown in Fig. 3.5(b) as 
PQl . Eventually the bubble arrives at the surface exerting a maximum surface annulus 
pressure P.. x as seen 
in Fig. 3.5(c). 
In general, the kick influx volume is a function of the rate of penetration, the hole 
diameter, the response time and the formation permeability (DEA 64,1994). There 
are two possible cases for this ultimate burst limit state model. If the formation does 
not fracture during kick circulation, the limit state loads of casing burst due to gas 
kick are giving by kick circulation. However, if the formation fractures during 
circulation and underground flow develops, the casing ultimate burst limit state loads 
are given by a hydrocarbon column from the minimum fracture strength in the open 
hole section. 
In the ultimate burst limit state kick circulation model, there are two possible cases, 
i. e. the initial top-of-bubble height may be below or above the inspection point. If it is 
below the inspection point, the pressure is a function of the kick volume and intensity. 
Conversely, if it is above the inspection point, the pressure is a function of the kick 
intensity only. In both cases, the kick intensity is calculated using a real gas model, 
which assumes a constant annulus area depending on whether the inspection point is 
within the open or cased hole. Therefore, the ultimate burst load due to gas kick 
without formation fracture is given by (DEA 64,1994), 
Cased Hole Pb_Kk = P, - po g d2 (3.8) 
Open Hole Pb_gk = PZ 
where, Pb_gk is the ultimate burst load due to gas kick, p,, is the back up pressure 
gradient, d2 is the depth of relevant inspection point, P2 is the pressure at relevant 
inspection point. When the shut-in influx volume V, is less than the transition volume 
V, 
, 




When the shut-in influx volume V; is greater than the transition volume V,, 
PZ=P.,, -P;,, g(d, -dz) (3.10) 
P,., - Pm S (d, -d 2) V, = (d, -d2)Aann TZ I 
(3.11 a) 
in 
c=(K; -Ob)gd, +pmgd2 (3.11b) 
P; n = 
Pý T" Zý 
Po (3.11c) 
Po Ti Zl 
P,.. _ (Pm + K; -Ob) g d, (3. ll d) 
Pa = Sr Pair (3.1le) 
where, p;,, is the influx density, P.,, is the influx pressure, T. is the absolute 
temperature at the relevant inspection point, Tl is the absolute temperature at influx 
depth, Aann is the annulus area, d, is the influx depth, K, is the kick intensity, Ob is 
the overbalance, p,,,, is air density at standard temperature and pressure, g, is the 
kick gas gravity at standard temperature and pressure, and, 
Zo and Z, are calculated from the ideal gas state equation, 
PV = ZRT (3.12) 
where, R is real gas factor and T is the temperature at inspection point. 
If the formation fractures during kick circulation, the casing ultimate burst limit state 
load is given as follows, 
' 
-f ={Pf.,, c-P; S(dstioe-d2)}-P0Sdz 
(3.13) 
where, Pfrnc is the formation fracture pressure and d, hM, is shoe depth. 
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3.3.1.3 Casing Burst Due To Pressure Test 
This load case models the condition in which a test pressure is applied to the casing to 
verify its integrity prior to drilling ahead. Because pressure tests are almost invariably 
performed with balanced inner and outer fluid densities, their hydrostatic 
contributions to the burst load term are cancelled. Therefore, the ultimate burst limit 
state load for the un-cemented section is the test pressure only. The ULS load term for 
a cemented casing section, on the other hand, contains both top pressure and 
hydrostatic contributions. In summary, the ultimate burst load for this limit state is 
given by 
Uncemented Pb_,, = P. tt (3.14) 
Cemented Pb_ot = [Pc,. v,, + P,,, g 
(d,,. - d,. )]- Pcrmýnt g (d,,,, - d,,, ) 
where, P. -P, 
is the ultimate burst limit state load, P, rs, 
is the test pressure, d, is the 
top of cement depth, pceme, is the cement density. 
3.3.2 Burst Resistance Calculation 
The resistance calculation of the ultimate casing burst limit state is relatively simple 
compared to the burst load calculation, since it is simplified as an infinite long 
cylinder under excessive internal pressure. Analysis and experiments have been 
performed in order to develop a predictive model for the ultimate burst limit state. 
Assuming the casing material to be ductile, a notable analytical model based upon 
Von Mises's yield criterion for a thin walled casing is proposed for casing burst ULS 
(Klever et al, 1993). The model is further developed to predict the ultimate burst 
strength of a thick walled casing (Stewart and Klever, 1998). For the purpose of 
developing a quantitative risk assessment for casing design, an evaluation of these 
casing burst models is necessary. Therefore, the existing predictive equations for the 
casing burst will be carefully assessed on the basis of numerical analysis and 
experiments. The most accurate predictive equation will be selected for this ultimate 
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limit state design. How to determine the most accurate burst equation will be 
discussed in detail in the Chapter 6. 
3.4 Casing Tension 
In the general case, axial loads on the casing arise due to buoyancy, bending, drag, 
shock and pressure test. Most axial tension loads on the casing arise from the weight 
of the casing itself. In a casing design for axial tension, a load case is assumed to 
model the condition in which the over-pull pull force is applied by the drill rig to 
attempt to free the pipe when the casing becomes stuck during operating. The failure 
is assumed to occur once the extreme fibre stress exceeds the temperature degraded 
ultimate tensile stress. It is noted that, casing tensile failure is an assumed failure 
mode, rather than one determined from field data such as casing collapse and burst. 
Tensile loads are defined by computing the buoyancy forces acting on the casing and 
the casing weight. The buoyancy forces are defined as the product of wellbore 
pressures acting on the horizontal cross sectional area. In this failure mode, forces 
acting on the vertical sections of the casing are considered negligible since the inside 
and outside forces approximately cancel each other. Therefore, the ultimate load of 
casing tension is given by, 
La: =(PsA3gd-Pm A, d+P,, p) 
Ä 
(3.15) 
where L,, represents the ultimate load of axial tension, ps is the density of steel, Ar 
is the cross sectional area, d is the casing shoe depth at stuck point and Pop is the 
over-pull force. 
It is assumed that the resistance term of the ultimate axial tension limit state contains 
the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and the degradation due to temperature, which will 
be further investigated in Chapter 7. In general, casing axial tension failure is the least 
important failure mode compared to casing collapse and burst. However, casing 
collapse and burst resistance will be altered if the casing is loaded in tension 
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simultaneously. It is very important that these effects, termed biaxial effects, must be 
analyzed to ensure they do not reduce the casing ratings below the required burst or 
collapse requirements. 
3.5 Summary 
Three fundamental failure modes, (i. e. casing collapse, casing burst and casing axial 
tension), have been identified according to the predominance of a particular loading. 
On the basis of the casing operating conditions, a set of equations for the calculation 
of ultimate load of each failure mode has been proposed. It is noted that the load is an 
ultimate limit state load rather than a real load condition, since the real casing running 
condition is very complex and is still the subject of debate. Only a brief review of the 
determinations of the ultimate material resistance for each failure mode is given in 
this chapter, as they are fully investigated and discussed in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4 
Numerical Analysis Of Casing Failure 
4.1 Introduction 
The problem of casing failure is complicated because of the large deformation and 
material non-linearity involved'iii the process. In addition, an actual problem of casing 
failure often presents difficulties because there are many important factors, which 
strongly influence the ultimate strength of casings. These important geometrical 
factors are the ratio of outside diameter to wall thickness (D/t ), the initial ovality and 
eccentricity. The important mechanical properties are Young's modulus, Poisson's 
ratio, the yield strength and the stress-strain curve. Residual stress and applied axial 
stress may be listed as other important factors. 
The effects of mechanical properties on the casing ultimate strength have long been 
studied using classical theories. For example, the earliest work on casing collapse can 
be traced back as early as 1884 when Levy first developed a rational expression for 
the elastic collapse of a long cylinder under external pressure. Later in 1939, 
Clinedinst (1939) examined the assumptions implicit in the elastic failure of a pipe 
under external pressure and developed an elastic collapse equation. In particular, 
Holmquist and Nadai (1939) developed the theory of plastic collapse, and pointed out 
that out-of-roundness (ovality) and variation of wall thickness (eccentricity) were 
important geometrical factors influencing the material resistance of casing to collapse. 
Timonshenko (1960) investigated the effect of ovality on the casing strength under 
external pressure and proposed a collapse equation including the ovality parameter. 
The investigations on the effects of the geometrical imperfection were further 
continued (Donnell, 1956; Arbocz and Babcock, 1969; Heise and Esztergar, 1970; 
Small, 1978). Due to the limitations of theoretical analysis, numerical methods, 
including finite difference method, finite element method (FEM) and boundary 
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element method (BEM), were gradually introduced and many advances have been 
made since then. 
4.2 The Finite Difference Method 
The finite difference method is a direct mathematical tool. Starting with the partial 
differential equations governing equilibrium, it is possible to derive a system of a set 
of ordinary differential equations that describe the stress field in the material on the 
basis of Von-Mises or Tresca yield criterion. Compared to FEM and BEM, it depends 
more on mathematical derivation since it directly solves the differential equations. 
The use of this method needs a good understanding of the problem, which somehow 
limits its popularity in the numerical analysis of casing failure. Huang and Pattillo 
(1980) used this finite difference method to directly solve the equilibrium equations in 
a theoretical analysis of casing collapse on the basis of J2 incremental theory and J2 
deformation theory. The numerical results agreed well with those from the empirical 
formulae proposed by the American Petroleum Institute (API) for casing design. Yeh 
and Kyriakides (1986) studied the problem of casing collapse by using a two- 
dimensional finite difference formulation with both geometrical and material non- 
linearity. 
4.3 The Boundary Element Method 
The boundary element method was proposed as early as the finite element method 
(Brebbia, 1978). It involves the numerical solution of a set of integral equations that 
connect the boundary, or surface traction to boundary displacements. Unlike FEM, the 
BEM is based on the solution of integral rather than differential equations and 
consists of discretization of only the boundary or the surface of the body into a 
number of elements. Therefore, the number of dimensions in the problem is reduced 
by one (e. g. from 3D to 2D or 2D to 1D), and the computational effort is greatly 
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reduced. However, it is extremely important for BEM to obtain the fundamental 
solution for the corresponding integral equations. For casing failure, it is usually very 
difficult to find such a fundamental solution as it is governed by high material and 
geometrical non-linearities. The application of the boundary element method for 
casing failure problems is thus limited. 
4.4 The Finite Element Method 
In the last quarter century, the finite element method has experienced enormous 
growth in both theoretical development and applications (Zienkiewicz, 1977; 
Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989 and 1991). Having been used since the early 1960s, it 
is certainly the most popular, flexible and powerful tool for casing strength research. 
Especially with the rapid development of powerful computers, large commercial finite 
element analysis packages have been developed. Examples are ABAQUS, ANSYS 
and NASTRAN. Because of its high efficiency and accuracy, finite element analysis 
is becoming more and more popular to design engineers. As the finite element method 
has been developed for many years and there are many books (Zienkiewicz, 1977; 
Owen and Hinton, 1980; Cook et al, 1989; Rao, 1989; Cheung, 1996) that give a 
detailed description of the method, only a brief review of FEM is presented here for 
discussion. 
4.4.1 General Description Of The Finite Element Method 
While looking for a mathematical description of a physical phenomenon, the engineer 
derives a set of partial differential equations valid in a certain region and places 
boundary conditions on this system. For practical applications, only one solution for a 
particular set of numerical data is required. However, only the simplest forms of 
equations are capable of being solved exactly with the available mathematical 
methods. Therefore, numerical techniques, such as finite element method, are 
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considered for an approximate solution by changing the differential equations to a 
system of algebraic equations. The basic methodology of the finite element method is 
very simple. It requires a discretization of a region or body into an assembly of 
elements as shown in Fig. 4.1. Each element is connected together at points referred 
to as nodes. A field variable, such as displacement, is assumed to act over each 
element in a predefined manner. The variable is often incorporated in the solution 
through a polynomial equation referred to as a shape function, which is defined in 
terms of the values of the field variable at the nodes. 
Fig. 4.1 Discretization of a region into a number of finite elements 
Once the problem has been discretized, the governing equations for each element are 
calculated and assembled to give the system equations, which describe the behaviour 
of the whole body. Usually it takes the following form, 
[K]{d}={f} (4.1) 
where, [K] is a square matrix, known as the stiffness matrix, (d) is the vector of 
unknown nodal displacements and If) is the vector of applied nodal forces. Equation 
(4.1) is analogous to the equilibrium of load-displacement relationship for a one- 
dimensional spring. To find the displacements developed by a given force, the 
equation is inverted and solved for {d), provided boundary conditions are applied. It 
is noted that the solution to Equation (4.1) is not trivial in practice because the number 
of equations involved tends to be very large. Fortunately, the stiffness matrix is 
usually banded, and many techniques have been developed to store and solve the 
equations efficiently. After solving the unknown nodal values, it is straightforward to 
calculate the strain and stress from the prescribed displacements. 
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4.4.2 Performing A Finite Element Analysis 
A finite element analysis can be considered to be a four-stage process for any type of 
problem, whether it is linear or non-linear, and is described as follows: 
1. Description of operation - Obtain a complete mathematical description of the 
process or object in numerical form. 
2. Pre-processing - Input data of geometry, mesh, material properties, boundary 
conditions and initial state parameters. 
3. Finite element calculation - Stiffness-matrix equation formulation, assemblage and 
computational algorithm to obtain the values of state parameters (i. e., displacement, 
strain and stress) and updated mesh geometry, state parameters and boundary 
conditions. 
4. Post-processing - Output the results from the calculation in a format which can be 
easily interpreted. 
4.5 Key Features Of FE Modelling In ABAQUS 
Finite element modelling of casing failure process is a key component of this 
research. As all the finite element analyses carried out in this thesis are performed 
using the general finite element code, ABAQUS/Standard (1998), an introduction to 
ABAQUS is presented. Several key techniques in modelling the casing failure using 
ABAQUS are described briefly. 
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4.5.1 About ABAQUS 
ABAQUS is a suite of powerful engineering simulation programs capable of solving 
problems ranging from relatively simple linear analysis to the most challenging non- 
linear simulation. ABAQUS contains an extensive library of elements that can 
virtually model any geometry. In addition, it has an equally extensive list of material 
models that can simulate the behaviour of most engineering materials. 
In general, ABAQUS consists of two main analysis modules, i. e. ABAQUS/Standard 
and ABAQUS/Explicit. Because - ABAQUS/Explicit is a special purpose analysis 
module that uses an explicit dynamic integration FE formulation, it is only suitable for 
short, transient dynamic problems such as impact, and for some non-linear problems 
involving changing contact conditions such as metal forming simulations. Different 
from ABAQUS/Explicit, ABAQUS/Standard is a general purpose FE analysis module 
designed for advanced analysis applications. It uses an implicit integration scheme, 
which provides a wide range of linear and non-linear solutions involving the static, 
dynamic, thermal and other kind of responses of a structure. An important aspect of 
flexibility within ABAQUS is that, it allows the user to step through the history to be 
analyzed. This is accomplished by defining the analysis procedures. In general, 
analysis procedures are divided into two classes, i. e. general analysis and linear 
perturbation analysis. User-defined material and user subroutines are also available to 
give users more flexibility. 
4.5.2 Non-linear Solution Methods 
Let V denote a volume occupied by a part of the solid body, and let S be the surface 
bounding this volume. Let the surface traction at any point on S be the force t per unit 
of current area, and let the body force at any point within the volume of material 
under consideration be f per unit of current volume. The force equilibrium for the 
volume can be expressed, 
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ItdS+IfdV=0 (4.2) 
The "true" or Cauchy stress matrix o at a point of S is defined by, 
t=n, a (4.3) 
where, n, is the unit outward normal to S at the point. Using these definitions, 
equation (4.2) can be rewritten as, 
I n, odS + if dV =0 (4.4) 
Gauss's theorem allows a surface integral to be rewritten as a volume integral 
according to, 
)is= ä )( v (4.5) 
where () is any continuous tensor function. Applying the Gauss theorem to the 
surface integral in the equilibrium equation gives, 
n, QdS =läI QdV (4.6) 
Since the volume is arbitrarily, this equation must apply point-wise in the body. Thus 
the differential equation of translational equilibrium is given, 
(IL) Q+f =0 (4.7) 
These are the three familiar differential equations of force equilibrium. In deriving 
them, no approximation has been made with respect to the magnitude of the 
deformation or rotation. That is, the equations are an exact statement of equilibrium 
so long as it is precise about the definitions of surface traction, body forces, Cauchy 
stress, volume and the area. 
The basis for the development of a displacement interpolation finite element model is 
the introduction of some locally based spatial approximations to parts of the solution. 
To develop such an approximation, the three equilibrium equations represented by 
Equation (4.7) need to be replaced by an equivalent equation using virtual work 
principle. If taking the dot product of Equation (4.7) with the virtual velocity field &, 
it results in a single scale equation at each material point. Integrating over the entire 
body gives, 
)U+f 





By using the chain rule and Gauss theorem, the virtual work statement, Equation (4.8) 
may be rewritten as, 
ItSvdS+ ff BvdV = 
fa-( ax )dV (4.9) 
It is noted that, (. ) represents the dot product. The virtual velocity gradient 
ä& 
can 
be decomposed into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part, 
aý aý as Tý aý aý T +- -[ 
] 
=aD+as2 (4. ý0) ax 2 ax L .. T 2 ax ax 
Finally, the virtual work equation in the classical form can be obtained, 
I T. SDdV=I&tdS+ jövfdV (4.11) 
where, t, f, and or are an equilibrium set and, 
Q= 6T (4.12) 
The left hand side of Equation (4.11), the internal virtual work rate term, can be 
replaced with the integral over the reference volume of the virtual work rate per 
reference volume defined by any conjugate pairing of stress and strain. Written as the 
virtual work principle, it gives, 
1az` 
"SFdV° = 
ItT övdS+ If TävdV (4.13) 
where, z` and e are any conjugate pairing of material stress and strain measures. In 
general, the finite element interpolator is expressed, 
U=N,, UN (4.14) 
where, N,, are interpolation functions which depend on some material coordinate 
system, U IV are nodal variables. The virtual field, Sv , must be compatible with all 
kinematic constraints. Introducing the above interpolation constrains the displacement 
to have a certain spatial variation, so that öv must also have the same spatial form 
&= NN&N (4.15) 
Therefore, the continuum variational statement Equation (4.13) can be approximated 
by a finite variation over the finite set öv . Now, 
öE is the virtual rate of material 
strain associated with öv , and because 
it is a rate form, it must be linear in 8V. 
Hence, the interpolation assumption gives, 
Sý = QN 8vN (4.16) 
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where, ßßN is a matrix which depends, in general, on the current position, x, of the 
material point being considered. The matrix ßN that defines the strain variation from 
the variations of the kinematic variables is derivable immediately from the 
interpolation functions once the particular strain measure to be used is defined. 
Without loss of generality, the matrix f3N can be written as 
NN =ßN(x, NNr) X4.1%) 
Since the &' are independent variables, if each one is chosen to be nonzero and all 
others zero in turn, a system of non-linear equilibrium equations can be derived, 
j 
N. z` dV 
°= jNN t dS +f NN f dV (4.18) 
This system of equations is the basic finite element stiffness (assumed displacement 
interpolation) model, and is of the form, 
F'v(uM)=0 (4.19) 
where, F" is the force component conjugate to the Nh variable in the problem, and 
u'4 is the value of the M" variable. The basic problem in an FE analysis is to solve 
Equation (4.19) for uM throughout the history of interest. 
ABAQUS generally uses Newton-Raphson's method as a numerical technique for 
solving the non-linear equilibrium equations. The basic formalism of Newton- 
Raphson's method is as follows (ABAQUS manual, 1998): 
Assuming that, after an iteration i, an approximation u. "' to the solution has been 
obtained. Let cM1 be the difference between this solution and the exact solution to the 
discrete equilibrium Equation (4.19). This gives, 
FN(u +C'1)=0 (4.20) 
Expanding the left-hand side of this equation in a Taylor series about the approximate 









If uM is a close approximation to the solution, the magnitude of each c; ', will be 
small, and so all but the first two terms above can be neglected. Thus it gives a linear 
system of equations, 
K "c +, = -F N (4.22) 
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where, K, -"P = 
aFN "' 
auP 
(u; ), is the Jacobian matrix, and, 
FN=F "' (u; ") (4.23) 
The next approximation to the solution is, 
u. +cm1 (4.24) i+I 
The iteration continues until the difference c'"1 is sufficiently small. 
In most cases, ABAQUS uses Newton-Raphson's method to solve the non-linear 
equations as described above. However, the method has disadvantages. At each 
iteration, the complete Jacobian matrix has to be calculated and solved. The 
calculation of the Jacobian matrix may be a problem because, in many important 
cases, it is difficult to derive the form of matrix algebraically. The solution of the 
Jacobian matrix may be difficult because of the computational effort involved. As the 
problem size increases, the direct solution of the linear equations can dominate the 
entire computation effort. 
The most commonly used alternative to the Newton method is the modified Newton- 
Raphson method, in which the Jacobian matrix in Equation (4.22) is only recalculated 
occasionally. Therefore, this method is attractive for mildly non-linear problems 
involving softening behaviour, but it is not suitable for more severe non-linear cases. 
Another alternative is the quasi-Newton method. The basis of quasi-Newton method 
NM 
is to obtain a series of improved approximations to the Jacobian matrix, K; , that 
satisfy the secant condition, 
NM 
FN(UM)-FN(u")=Kt (um-um) -um) (4.25) 
which can be symbolically rewritten as 
P-r Grp ]-'FN 
C; +I - -LKr 
1, (4.26) 
where, the inverse of the Jacobian matrix can be obtained by an iterative process. 
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4.5.3 Modified Riks Algorithm 
Casing failure is a case of instability type of failure and may involve geometrical non- 
linearity. During the period of load-displacement response, the load and the 
displacement may decrease as the solution evolves. After the ultimate load, the load- 
displacement response shows a negative stiffness, the structure must release some 
strain energy to remain in equilibrium. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain non-linear 
static equilibrium solutions for unstable problems such as casing failure, where the 
load-displacement response may exhibit the type of behaviour sketched in Fig. 4.2. 
The modified Riks method is aii algorithm, which allows an effective solution of 
static equilibrium state during the unstable phase of the response. It is assumed that 
, 
the loading is proportional. All load magnitudes vary with a single scalar parameter. It 
is further assumed that the response is reasonably smooth, which means sudden 
bifurcation does not occur. The essence of the Riks method is that it solves 
simultaneously for the loads and displacements (ABAQUS theory manual, 1998). 
ABAQUS uses another quantity, the arc length along the static equilibrium path in 
load-displacement space, to control the progress of the solution. 
Load 
Displacement 
Fig. 4.2 Typical load-displacement response of an unstable problem 
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_N 
Let P be the vector of reference loads, as defined in the *CLOAD and *DLOAD 
options in an ABAQUS input file. Assuming a load magnitude parameter A, the 
N 
current configuration of load vector may be expressed using AP for proportional 
_N 
loadings. Assume u to be the displacement vector at that time. In ABAQUS, the 
solution space is scaled to make dimensions approximately the same magnitude on 
each axis by default. This is done by measuring the maximum absolute value of all 
displacement variables, u, in the initial linear iteration. Therefore, the scaled space is 
spanned by: 




Displacements = uN = (u /u) (4.27b) 
_N_NI 
where P= (P P )'- . The solution path is thus the continuous set of equilibrium 
points described by the vector (u"; A) in the scaled space (ABAQUS theory manual, 
1998). All components of this vector will be of order unity. Without loss of 
generality, it is supposed that the solution has been developed to the point 
A° =( u°"; 2°) as shown in Fig. 4.3. The tangent stiffness, Kö "' , can be formed, and 
we solve: 
_M -N 
K Nm vo =P (4.28) 
_N 
Denote vö to be the displacement increment vo scaled by u. The current increment 
size of magnitude parameter, t. ° , (A° to A' in Fig. 4.3) is chosen from a prescribed 
arc length, Al, in the solution space, such that, 
42 (vo ; 1) " (vo ; 1) = Ol Z (4.29) 








Fig. 4.3 The modified Riks algorithm 
ace 
ü" 
The value of Al is initially suggested by the user in an ABAQUS input file and 
adjusted by the ABAQUS automatic load incrementation algorithm (ABAQUS theory 
manual, 1998). The sign of A20 , the direction of response along the tangent 
line, is 
chosen so that the dot product of AAo 
(vö 
; 1) on the solution to the previous increment, 
(Aui; &ý_1 ), is positive, 
AÄo(vö ; 1) (Au 1; ý-iý>0 (4.31) 
That is, 
_N _N 
Mio vo Au-i+Li2 1>0 (4.31) 
In this way, the point A`(uö +Aovö ; 20 +io) can be found. Thus, the solution is 
now corrected onto the equilibrium path in the plane passing through A' and 
orthogonal to (VO ; 1), by the following iterative algorithm: 
Initialize AA; = AAo, Au' = iovö , 
for the i th iteration (i =1,2,3, etc. ), 
a) Form IN, KNM , the inter al forces (stress) at the nodes at the state 
(uö +Du7; Ao +AAj), 
IN_1ßN 





b) Check the equilibrium, 
R" _ (Ao +p, % )P" _IN (4.33) 
If all the entries in R7 are very sufficiently small, the increment has converged. If 
not, the following step proceeds. 
c) Solve equation 
KNM {v ; cM I= JPN; RN ) (4.34) 
It is noted that two load vectors, P" and R" , are solved simultaneously and two 
displacement vectors, v,. " and q, are obtained. 
d) Scale the vector (v. "'; 1) and add it to (c,. "; p, ) , where p; = R"PN 
/ P2 is the 
projection of the scaled residuals onto P', so that the solution can move from A' 
to A'+' in the plane orthogonal to (vt' ; 1) . This gives the 
following equation, 
{(0; -p; )+(c. "; p; )+p(v. "; 1)}"(va ; 1)=0 (4.35) 




vi vo +1 
Now, the solution point is A` (uö + Du. " + c7 + pv7' ; A,, + &4. +, u) . 
e) Update for the next iteration, 
(4.37) 
i=i+1 
and return to step a) above for the next iteration. 
It is noted that the implementation of Riks algorithm in ABAQUS also includes the 
additional update, vo = v, 7 , after each iteration. This causes the equilibrium search to 
be orthogonal to the last tangent, rather than to the tangent at the beginning of the 
increment. The main motivation for this additional modification comes from the use 
of the method in plasticity problems, where the first iteration of each increment uses 
the elastic material stiffness to establish the direction of straining. The total path 
length traversed is determined by the load magnitudes supplied by the user in the 
loading options, while the number of increments is determined by the data card 
supplied with the *STATIC option, assisted by ABAQUS automatic incrementation 
scheme if chosen. 
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4.5.4 Material Plasticity Modelling 
4.5.4.1 General Introduction 
Casing failure nowadays occurs with excessive plastic deformation. As a result, a 
better understanding of the material plasticity behaviour is very important to 
accurately determine the ultimate strength of a casing. However, it is neither possible 
nor necessary to have a complete. treatment of the classical mathematical theory of 
plasticity within the confines of a single section. The history of plasticity theory dates 
back to 1864 when Tresca published his yield criterion. Tremendous progresses have 
been made by many researchers since then (Hill, 1950; Johnson and Mellor, 1973; 
Khan and Huang, 1995). 
4.5.4.2 True Stress-Strain Curve 
Nominal stress and strain are defined on the original dimensions. In particular, 
nominal stress, o-, ß,,,, 
is defined as the load divided by the original cross-sectional 
area, while nominal strain, E,, o,,,, 
is defined as the deformed length divided by the 
original length, i. e., 
Al 
6.0, 





where, Al is the deformed length, 10 is the original length, AO is the original cross 
sectional area and F is the force in the material. As an alternative, true stress, or, and 
strain, e, are defined on the current dimensions, 
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dl 1 
e= fdc= j1n 
b to 
1° l0 (4.39) 
F 
a=- A 
where, 1, is the current length and A is the current area. 
In plasticity theory, the material is usually assumed to be incompressible based on 
experimental evidence. Therefore, the relationship between the true and nominal 
stresses is formed by considering the incompressible nature of plastic deformation, 
" 10 A =1, A (4.40) 
Thus, an expression relating the current area to the original area is formed, 
A=A0 
j° (4.41) 





A Ao lo 0,,, 
(10) 
I Ol +l 
with '_ o =1 + eom , and, 10 10 
a= Gnom (1 + Enom) (4.43) 
The nominal strain can be expressed as, 
_Al _1-l0 -l: -1 (4.44) nom 10 10 10 
Adding unity to both sides of this expression and taking the natural log of both sides 
provides the relationship between the true strain and the nominal strain, 
C=1n(1+Eno) (4.45) 
4.5.4.3 Defining Material Plasticity In ABAQUS 
When defining elastic-plastic material data in ABAQUS, true strain and true stress are 
used. ABAQUS expects these values and interprets the data in the input file 
accordingly. The *PLASTIC option defines the true yield stress of the material as a 
function of true strain. In particular, it approximates the smooth stress-strain 
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behaviour of the material with a series of straight lines joining the given data points in 
the *PLASTIC option. Any number of points can be used to approximate the actual 
material behaviour, therefore, it is quite simple to generate a very close approximation 
of the actual stress-strain curve. 
However, the strains provided in material test data used to define the plastic behaviour 
are not likely to be the plastic strains in the material. Instead, they will probably be the 
total strains in the material. Therefore, the total strain values will need to be 
decomposed into the elastic and plastic strain components. The plastic strain is 
obtained by subtracting the elastic strain, defined as the value of true stress divided by 
the Young's modulus, from the. total strain value. This relationship is expressed, 
e°l = El _e = EI -a 
E 
(4.46) 
where, EP' is true plastic strain, e' is total true strain, ed is true elastic strain, or is 
true stress and E is Young's modulus. 
An example of a stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 4.4 to demonstrate how to 
convert the test data defining a plastic material behaviour into the appropriate input 
format for ABAQUS. The six points shown on the nominal stress-strain curve are 
used as the data for the *PLASTIC option. The first step is to use Equations (4.43) 
and (4.45) to convert the nominal stress and nominal strain to true stress and true 
strain. Once these values are known, Equation (4.46) is used to determine the plastic 
strains associated with each yield stress value. The converted data are shown in Table 
4.1. It is noted that there is little difference between nominal and true values at small 
strains, while there are very significant difference at larger strain values. Therefore, it 


















0.1 0.2 Nominal Strain 
Fig. 4.4 An elastic-plastic material behaviour and corresponding ABAQUS input data 
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involves large deformation. The format of the input data defining the material 
behaviour is also shown in Fig. 4.4. ABAQUS interpolates linearly between the data 
points provided to obtain the material's response and assumes that the response is 
constant outside the range defined by the input data. 
Table 4.1 An examnle of converting data for ABAOUS 
Nominal Stress 
(MPa) 
Nominal Strain True Stress 
(MPa) 
True Strain Plastic Strain 
200E6 0.00095 200.2E6 0.00095 0.0 
240E6 0.025 246E6 0.0247 0.0235 
280E6 0.050 '294E6 0.0488 0.0474 
340E6 0.100 374E6 0.0953 0.0935 
380E6 0.150 437E6 0.1398 0.1377 
400E6 0.200 480E6 0.1823 0.1800 
4.6 Summary 
Numerical analysis techniques including boundary element and finite element 
methods were reviewed in this chapter. Due to its efficiency and accuracy, the finite 
element method is dominant in the field of casing failure analysis. Therefore, the 
fundamentals of finite element analysis are briefly reviewed. A general introduction 
of this commercial FE package has been given. Several key features of the proposed 
FE analysis, including the non-linear equilibrium equation solution, Riks algorithm 





The steadily increasing demand for energy and the necessity of ensuring an adequate 
energy supply has led to a situation, in which boreholes are being drilled to ever 
greater depths worldwide in the search for oil and gas reservoirs and for subsequent 
production. As a result, exploration of offshore areas with water depths between 1000 
ft (300 m) and 7000 ft (2100 m) is on the increase (Verner et al, 1983; Langner, 
1984). 'Such enormous depths, as well as the penetration of difficult geological 
formations (plastic clays and plastic salt), imposes stringent demands on the load- 
bearing capability of casing strings, while the limitations on technical feasibility are 
frequently attained. Therefore, tubular structures such as well casings will have to 
withstand the high loads dictated by the extreme depth. 
During installation and depending on the laying method used, casing sections can 
experience a combination of external pressure, internal pressure, bending and tension 
loads. However, when eventually the casing reaches the sea floor and depending on 
the terrain, it can be considered, in most cases, to be relatively free of other loads but 
the external pressure. Excessive external pressure will lead to catastrophic collapse of 
well casings. As a result, one of the most important and decisive factors in the design 
of casing strings is thereby the collapse strength. 
Deep-water application of casing implies use of tubulars with low diameter to 
thickness ratios (D/t) and, when possible, use of high strength materials. If a casing 
under consideration collapses in the elastic state, an improvement of the collapse 
strength for a large ratio of D/t can no longer be achieved by the use of a steel grade 
with higher strength. Selection of a casing with thicker wall thickness is the only way 
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to improve the collapse strength to withstand the external pressure. However, 
limitations are imposed on the casing geometry too, as a result of the given clearance 
conditions. Externally, restrictions are governed by the internal diameter of the 
previously landed casing. Internally, allowance must be made for the drift diameter 
corresponding to the next drill bit size. Moreover, casing with a D/t ratio as low as 
10 has been considered in the feasibility studies for deep-water applications (Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1986). For this value of D/t, the collapse strength is determined by the 
inelastic behaviour of the casing material. As a result, any serious attempt at 
predicting the collapse strength must involve a careful modelling of the inelastic 
material characteristic. The importance of the inelastic material effect was recognized 
very early by Southwell (1915). Other factors, such as geometric imperfections and 
residual stress, must be re-examined in the light of the strong dependence on the 
inelastic material properties. Hence, it is vital that an accurate method be established 
for the calculation of collapse strength, in order to permit a better utilisation of the 
available casing grades without safety compromise. 
5.2 Review Of Casing Collapse 
Casing collapse is an instability type of failure. The elastic collapse is one in which 
failure occurs under elastic deformation, while the plastic case is one in which failure 
is preceded by permanent plastic deformation. The collapse strength of a casing under 
external pressure depends, in general, on a number of factors. The length, diameter 
and wall thickness of a casing, as well as the physical properties of the casing 
material, the yield point, elastic limit and Poisson's ratio, are especially decisive. 
These parameters also determine whether a plastic or elastic failure occurs under the 
action of external pressure. Moreover, there are additional factors, which more or less 
strongly influence the ability of a casing to withstand external pressure. These include 
the lobe number of casing collapse pattern, geometrical imperfections and residual 
stress. 
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5.2.1 Elastic Collapse Equation Review 
For a perfect infinitely long cylinder under external pressure, Levy developed a 





where, P is the elastic collapse strength, E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, 
D is outside diameter and t is wall thickness. It is noted that in deriving Equation 
(5.1), the external pressure is 'assumed to act on the mean diameter instead of the 
outside diameter of the casing. For large ratios of D/t, Equation (5.1) is approximated 
closely by 
2E 1 
1- v2 (D/t)3 
(5.2) 
Stewart (1906) developed an empirical equation for elastic collapse in connection 
with his experiments on welded steel tubes, which was written in a similar form to 




where, C is an experimental constant with a value of 0.761. Apart from the 
fundamental assumptions made by the general theory of elasticity, Equation (5.3) 
assumes that a linear distribution of stress occurs along the wall thickness. Clinedinst 
(1939) investigated the critical collapse strength by assuming both linear and 
hyperbolic distributions of stress along the wall thickness of casings. For a hyperbolic 
stress distribution, elastic collapse strength was calculated by: 
2E 3x 
(5 4) P 
(1-v2) (tD) 
where, 











Equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.4) and (5.6) can be used without any serious error in the 
elastic range. If taking Equation (5.4) as the comparison base (because it has the most 
logical assumption made in the derivation), it was shown (Clinedinst, 1939) that 
Equations (5.4) and (5.6) gave practically identical results, whereas Equations (5.1) 
and (5.2) deviated considerately for a casing with relatively low values of D/t. 
However, an assumption of linear distribution was relatively safer. Therefore, 
Equation (5.6) is recommended for the calculation of the elastic collapse strength of a 
perfect round long casing. 
In summary, the elastic collapse strength of a perfect casing depends only on the D/t 
ratio and on the material constants, i. e. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. It is 
noted that, an axial stress has no influence on the elastic collapse strength (Holmquist 
and Nadai, 1939). 
5.2.2 Plastic Collapse Equation Review 
For casings exhibiting ideally plastic material behaviour, damage due to external 
pressure occurs because the material begins to yield. A yield onset pressure is often 
used as an approximate estimate of the plastic collapse strength, which is given by the 





where, c,, is the yield strength. It is noted that the state, in which the tangential 
stresses induced at the inner surface of the casing body by the external pressure attain 
the yield strength, is assumed as the plastic collapse load limit in this Equation. 
However, the inception of plastic deformation of the material at the inner surface of 
the casing does not imply that the casing has already failed. Instead, an elastic-plastic 
boundary is formed with augmenting loads, which shifts from the inner surface of the 
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casing toward the outside. Thus, the casing body is subdivided into an interior, 






Fig. 5.1 Elastic and plastic material zones under external pressure 
A partially plastic transition occurs for a realistic casing between the range of elastic 
behaviour and the yield strength. The collapse behaviour of casings, which fail in the 
transition range, represents a problem of instability, as does that of elastic collapse 
behaviour. However, prediction of the critical collapse strength can no longer be 
found based on Young's modulus only. A tangent modulus, E,, which represents the 
local slope in the stress-strain material curve of casings, is used to replace Young's 
modulus. Thus Equation (5.2) may be rewritten for an approximate prediction of 






However, the calculation of the collapse strength from Equation (5.8) yields a value, 
which is rather low in comparison with that obtained from experiment. Timoshenko 
(1933) proposed that the critical plastic collapse strength in the transition range be 
calculated by replacing Young's modulus in the elastic collapse equation by a reduced 









is the local slope *in =the stress-strain curve of the casing material. It is 
noted that Er =E when 
d6 
=E. 
Considering the analogy between casing collapse and buckling of a straight bar, 
Holmquist and Nadai (1939) proposed the following equation for the calculation of 





Another equation proposed by Clinedinst (1939) had the following expression, 
2E, 1 
(5.11) P= 
(1-v2) D D-1 2 
t 
(t 
In as much as the plastic collapse strength depends on the shape of the stress-strain 
curve, casings made from materials having the same conventional yield strength can 
have considerably different plastic collapse strength if their material curves have 
different shapes. In contrast to Young's modulus, the reduced modulus, E,, is not a 
constant, but rather depends on the particular value of the stress. Exact knowledge of 
the stress-strain behaviour of the material is necessary for the determination of the 
plastic collapse strength. Therefore, it is extremely important to carefully model the 
actual material of casings as accurately as possible in solving the casing plastic 
collapse problem. 
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The axial stress has no effect on the elastic collapse strength, whereas the presence of 
axial stress greatly affects the plastic collapse strength. On the basis of Von Mises 
yield criterion, Holmquist and Nadai (1939) derived a calculation for the plastic 
collapse strength under a combination of external pressure and axial loading, 
PA = Po 1- 
4 
(Oa/6y )2 
2 (07AlCry) (5.12) 
where, PA is the plastic collapse strength under axial stress, Po is the plastic collapse 
pressure without axial stress and QA is the applied axial stress respectively. 
In summary, for the calculation of the collapse strength in the elastic-plastic range, an 
accurate knowledge of the stress-strain relationship of casing material is extremely 
important. Imperfections may occur in the casing body, and can influence the collapse 
strength dramatically. For these reasons, it appears both sensible and expedient to 
describe the collapse strength of casings exhibiting elastic-plastic collapse behaviour 
with the use of simple empirical formulae from the start. The elastic-plastic collapse 
behaviour of casings is also extremely important in the practice simply for the fact 
that, standardised dimensions of oil field tubular goods lie for the most part in this 
range. 
5.3 Factors Influencing The Collapse Strength 
The collapse strength of casing is governed by the DIt ratio or by a power thereof. If 
the damage is caused by yield of the material, the collapse strength is directly 
proportional to the yield strength of the casing. If, on the contrary, the collapse is 
controlled by the geometrically determined instability of the casing body, the collapse 
strength is dependent on Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. In addition, the 
collapse strength of a casing is influenced by other factors, of which the most 
important ones are described in the following sections. 
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5.3.1 Number Of Lobes 
One of the important quantities for appraising the stability behaviour of a casing 
subjected to external pressure is the number of lobes, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The 
number of lobes depends on the casing length and the D/t ratio. Southwell (1915) 
developed a formula, which took into account the influence of the length and lobe 
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where, n, denotes the lobe number, L denotes the length and Z. is a parameter for 
the boundary conditions. 
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Fig. 5.2 Lobe number and shape for plastic collapse 
N--4 
Sturm (1941) made a correction term of the effect of lobe number to Equation (5.2) 
for the calculation of elastic collapse strength, 
l 
I (2n, 2 -v) 
_ 
2E 1 nt4 -n, 







(1-v2) (D/t)3 3n, '' 
(5.14) 
Equation (5.13) was simplified subsequently by substitution of an enveloping curve 
for the family of n, -curve for each D/t ratio, which was approximately described by 





Zb (11 (týD)z (5.15) 
9 LD 36 I\1-vz) 
Equation (5.15) was further simplified (Saunders and Winderburg, 1931) by 
substituting the value of ;i /16 for Zy, and by performing the calculation with 
v=0.3. Thus, 
(t/D)o. s (5.16) P =1.11 
2E 2 
(1-v2) LD 
According to Saunders and Windenburg (1931), the lobe number itself can be 
calculated by means of the following formula: 
nr = °f7.06 (D/L) 2 (D/t) (5.17) 
The validity of Equation (5.17) was confirmed by performing tests on specimens 
made of steel and aluminium (Krokel, 1965). In particular, a comparison of the 
theoretical lobe numbers from Equation (5.17) with those obtained from the tests, was 
performed by Krug (1983). Jasper and Sullivan (1931) obtained an important 
conclusion that, for a value of L/D greater than 8, only the lobe number n, =2 
occurs regardless of the diameter or wall thickness, which is basically in agreement 
with Equation (5.17). As the L/D ratio of a casing is usually greater than 8, the lobe 
number can be taken as two without inducing any significant error. Therefore, the 
effect of lobe number on the collapse strength can be neglected for well casings and 
will not be included in the following numerical investigation. 
5.3.2 Critical Casing Length 
Oil field tubular goods are usually manufactured in lengths corresponding practically 
to infinitely long cylinders. In the case of collapse failure due to external pressure, 
therefore, only a lobe number of n, =2 occurs. In order to determine accurately the 
actual collapse strength of a casing, however, it is necessary to employ sufficiently 
long specimens during the test. In this thesis, the critical casing length is defined as 
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the length for which only a lobe number of 2 occurs, and for which the clamping of 
ends exerts no influence on the test result. 
After transformation of Equation (5.16) and insertion of the critical collapse strength 
PC according to the classical Equation (5.2), the following relationship is obtained 
(Saunders and Windenburg, 1931), 




For the condition P=P, it yields the critical casing length, 
L, ý =1.11D(D/t)0'5 (5.19) 
A number of other means of calculations can be found in the literature, which differ 
only in the modified values of the constants in the equations. Those equations are 
summarised below (Krokel 1965): 
Kantorowitch : LL =1.73 Lo 
Domaschnew : LL =1.17L0 
Brounwell L., =1.11L0 (5.20) 
Ebner : LL = 0.66L0 
Cook Lc =1.734 
where, 4 denotes the expression D(D/t)o. s 
Independent of the wall thickness, Karman (1965) gave a multiple of 6 to 8 times the 
diameter as the critical casing length. The test results performed on casing specimens, 
steel grade J55 with 2 inches (50.8 mm) outside diameter by Jurgens (1973), provided 
evidence that the effect of the specimen length on the ultimate collapse strength 
became negligible at a multiple of 8 to 10 times the diameter. Krug (1983) conducted 
a large number of experiments to study the effect of casing length to diameter ratio on 
the collapse strength, which fully supported the aforementioned conclusion as shown 
















f K-55, D/t=273 '  N-80, D/t=22.09 f N-80, D/t=19.35 
X N-80, D/t=17.16 X P-110, D/t=15.45 " V150, D/t=13 
Fig. 5.3 Influence of casing length on the collapse strength (Krug, 1983) 
In contrast to the methods described here for determining the critical length in the 
elastic range, Clinedinst (1977) came to the conclusion after evaluating the API test 
results that the LID ratio exerts no influence on the elastic collapse, but does affect 
the collapse strength in the plastic transition range. For the yield range, sufficient test 
results were not available at that time. The influence of the length on the collapse 
strength in the transition range is shown in Fig. 5.4. The resulting multiple for the 
critical casing length is 8 times the specimen diameter. An empirical equation for 
conversion of the collapse strength of short specimens was thus given by Clinedinst 
(1977) 
8D 
P (LID) = PLID=8) (
D) o 0708 (5.21) 
L 
For the yield range, Jurgens (1973) proposed the following approximation: 
P_Pc(, +0.1D) (5.22) 
where, PP denotes the critical collapse strength for an infinitely long specimen as 
calculated from Equation (5.2). 
12 
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In summary, it can be safely concluded that casing length exerts a negligible small 
effect, on the ultimate collapse strength as long as the length of practical casing is 
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Fig. 5.4 Influence of casing length on the collapse strength (Clinedinst, 1977) 
5.3.3 Ovality 
It is a well known fact that the actual collapse strength deviates significantly from the 
theoretical prediction determined by classical equations. This discrepancy is usually 
attributed to a variety of imperfections in the materials and/or geometry of a real 
casing, of which the ovality (out of roundness) appears to be the leading offender 
(Small, 1978). In general, ovality and eccentricity (non-uniform wall thickness) are 
always presented in seamless and even welded casings. In the particular case of 
seamless casing, ovality depends on several operational factors, but generally the 
manufacture can produce a casing of high collapse strength with a maximum ovality 
of 0.5% (Assanelli et al, 1999). As a result, predictions of casing ultimate collapse 
strength are usually made by applying a substantial safety factor to the applicable 
classical theories. 
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The effect of ovality on the collapse strength has long been studied in order to 
quantify the safety factors. Among them, a very common procedure is to assume that 
the initial cross shape is the same as the appropriate elastic buckling mode for the 
round casing as shown in Fig. 5.5. It is noted that the lobe number of two is assumed 
for the infinitely long cylinder as discussed before. Therefore, the initial pattern of 
ovality, w, (0), is expressed by, 
w. (8) = wo cos(20) (5.23) 
where wo and 0 are depicted in Fig. 5.5. 
Fig. 5.5 Buckling pattern of an infinitely long casing 
The ovality serves as a measure of the fluctuation in outside diameter over the cross 
section of a casing. In this thesis, ovality is defined by, 
u=2 
(D"'ax - D""°) (5.24) 
(Dmax + Dmin ) 
where u is the ovality parameter, while D,,, ax and 
D,,;, are the maximum and 
minimum outside diameters respectively. 
According to the API specification, the outside diameter of a casing is indicated to a 
tolerance of 
.±0.7percent, 
that is, the maximum permissible ovality amounts to 1.5 
percent. Jasper and Sullivan (1931) presented a study on the effect of ovality on the 
collapse strength based on theoretical derivations. Their research concluded that, the 
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decrease in collapse strength does not depend only on the respective magnitude of the 
ovality itself, but also increases with augmenting D/t ratio. 
Timoshenko and Gere (1961) recognised the importance of the initial ovality and 
derived an elastic collapse strength formula to include the effect of initial ovality as 
follows: 
P_ 
4o (t / D) 
(5.25) 
Pov FA + AZ - 4B 






It is proposed (Nishioko et al, 1978, Hirakawa et al, 1980) that Equation (5.25) can be 
used to evaluate the plastic collapse strength of a casing with initial ovality. 
On the basis of Timoshenko theory, Heise and Esztergar (1970) presented an equation 











B1 = PE D 
It is clearly evident (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961; Jurgens, 1973) that the collapse 
strength is most strongly influenced by the ovality in the elastic-plastic range. By 
means of a detailed comparison between nearly round casings with those exhibiting 
more pronounced ovality in the tests, Jurgens (1973) presented the following equation 
for assessing ovality: 






Vf and yi denotes the fluctuation in wall thickness (eccentricity). 
If the initial ovality is less than 0.005, 
BZ =1 + 
3K 
0.8065-0.0182 (5.30a) 
C2 = 0.9818 





C2'=. O. "8596 
For simplicity, the fluctuations in wall thickness are neglected here. That is, the 
coefficient i is set to unity. Except for values of the D/t-ratio at which the 
maximum reduction in collapse strength, depending on the material, calculations from 
Equation (5.29) exhibit a point of discontinuity in correspondence with the conditions 
expressed by (5.30a) and (5.30b) at an ovality value of 0.005. This gives rise to 
considerable differences in the collapse strength reduction. Hence, the application of 
Equation (5.30) is not advisable, especially since this range of ovality is relevant 
within the vast majority of commonly used casings. 
In summary, many efforts have been conducted to investigate the effect of initial 
ovality and as a result, a number of equations have been proposed to quantify the 
reduced casing collapse strength due to initial ovality. However, care should be taken 
as some may give predictions with considerable error. Detailed review shows that it is 
possible to quantify the effect of initial ovality on the casing collapse strength by 
assessing those proposed equations and validation from the experimental data. 
5.3.4 Eccentricity 
Depending on the conditions prevailing during manufacture, casing can exhibit 
different values of the wall thickness over a cross sectional plane. This kind of 
imperfection is termed eccentricity, i. e. non-uniform wall thickness. The variation in 
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wall thickness usually depends on temperature distribution before piercing, piercing 
method, and to a lesser extent on the rolling operation (Assanelli et al, 1999). 
Eccentricity also varies with the ratio of outside diameter to wall thickness, decreasing 
as the ratio decreases. Experimental observations suggest that, the casing section 
consists of two eccentric circles as a result of piercing displacement during the 
manufacturing process as shown in Fig. 5.6. It can be clearly seen that the centres of 
inner and outside circles are not at the same point. The variation in wall thickness 
proceeds continuously from a minimum to a maximum on the opposite side. 
Therefore, the eccentricity parameter lp' is defined in this thesis as, 
2(t -r) (5.31) ` 
(rmax + tmin ) 
where t,,, ax and trr; n 
denote the maximum and minimum wall thickness respectively. 
Fig. 5.6 Eccentricity of a casing 
In contrast to burst failure due to excessive internal pressure, casing collapse is not 
governed by the weakest spot in the casing wall. Instead, the whole cross section of 
casing must be taken into consideration during collapse failure analysis (Geller, 
1931). Thus, under some circumstances, a casing specimen whose wall thickness is 
locally below the permissible limit, but whose average wall thickness exceeds the 
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nominal thickness, is able to withstand a higher external pressure than the one with 
constant nominal wall thickness over the circumference. According to the API 
specifications, the permissible variation in the wall thickness of a casing is specified 
only by a negative tolerance of -12.5 percent. 
On the basis of a theoretical investigation for determining the extent to which 
eccentricity influenced the collapse strength, Geller (1931) found that the decrease in 
collapse strength amounted to less than 2 percent for casing with a tolerance of -12.5 
percent in the wall thickness. Another calculation leads to a very close result to 
Geller's, which has the following expression (Jurgens, 1973): 
- AP = 210'' (5.32) 
where ý denotes the relative deviation of the smallest wall thickness from the 
nominal value, = 
t" -t m'° and OP is the reduction in collapse strength due to 
t. 
eccentricity. For a tolerance of -12.5 percent for the wall thickness (e = 0.125 ), a 
reduction of the collapse strength by 3.3 percent can be obtained from Equation 
(5.32). 
For the calculation of plastic collapse strength of a casing with initial eccentricity, the 
following equation was proposed (Tokimasa and Tanaka, 1986): 
P« =Pp (1- 2) 
(5.33) 
where P« is the collapse strength with eccentricity. It is noted that 
2Qt D/t-1 
PP =Min D , 2Qy (D/t)Z 
(5.34) 
According to the investigations conducted by Kanda et al (1983) and Mimura et al 
(1987), the effect of variation in wall thickness could be calculated with the use of the 
following equation: 
P« = Pcro 1- 1- 2(1 
it/D) 
ºV (5.35) 
Here Pß, 0 represents the collapse strength of the perfect round casing without 
eccentricity. 
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In practice, however, it is difficult to separate the effect of eccentricity on the collapse 
strength from the considerably greater influence of the ovality. Therefore, efforts will 
focus on accurately understanding the effect of eccentricity. As a result, the numerical 
simulation of casing with eccentricity alone will be performed for this purpose. 
5.3.5 Residual Stress 
In the course of the manufacturing processes, residual stress may remain in the casing 
body as a result of non-uniform -'mechanically or thermally induced deformations 
during individual production steps such as rolling, quenching, tempering and 
straightening. Such residual stresses may occur as tensile or compressive stresses over 
the whole or part cross section. If the stresses induced by external forces are 
superimposed on the residual stresses, the presence of the latter can be either 
favourable or detrimental with respect to the overall load bearing capability of the 
casing, depending on the imposed stresses. In general, it is believed that, compressive 
residual stresses in the casing decrease the collapse strength, while tensile residual 
stresses give rise to an increase of collapse strength. The opposite is true of the 
resistance to the internal pressure. Since casing must be optimally manufactured to 
withstand all kinds of loads in practice, it is expected that the residual stress be kept as 
low as possible, and usually this can be accomplished by keeping the eccentricity 
small, by hot straightening, and possibly by stress-relief heat treatment, or a 
combination of the latter (Kanda et al, 1983; Mimura et al, 1987). 
Frame (1938) examined the residual stresses on 122 collapse test specimens by means 
of the slit-ring method. For this purpose, rings of 1 to 1.5 inches (25.4 mm to 38.1 
mm) in length were cut in the axial direction after the designation of measuring points 
in each casing, and the gap width due to the opening or closing of the slit was 
measured. For the calculation of the residual stress, o'6, , the following equation was 
employed, under the assumption of a linear distribution of stress over the wall 
thickness, 
Qs,? R =42 (5.36) 
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where, a and R were measured as shown in Fig. 5.7. 
Tamano (1982) provided another calculation for the circumferential residual stress at 
the inside surface of test casings as 
E t(DL -D f) (5.37) 
1-v2 (Db -t)(Df -t) 
The suffixes b and f here correspond to before and after longitudinal slit cutting, 
respectively. It is noted that the length of the specimen in the test is predetermined at 
2.5 times the casing outside diameter. 
A better method of determining the residual stress is shown in Fig. 5.8 (Nippon Steel 
Corporation report, 1979). The annular cross sectional area of a ring specimen is 
continuously decreased by means of stepwise reaming of the internal diameter. The 
deformations, e,, and e,, which thereby occur in the axial and tangential directions, 
are measured. In particular, the residual tangential stress is determined by: 
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Fig. 5.7 Determination of residual stress (Frame, 1938) 
a6R _E (Ao _A )dtJAZ+AoQ (5.38) 1- v2 Z dAZ 2A2 
where dy is the drilled internal diameter, d is the inner diameter, and 
A0 =d2(4) 
A2 = db (4) (5.39) 
zJ = 6, + vEa 
Fig. 5.8 Determination of the residual stress (Nippon Steel, 1977) 
The residual stresses remaining in the casing section have been investigated by 
Nippon Steel after manufacturing processes such as quenching, tempering, 
straightening with different degrees of deformation and subsequent stress relief. This 
is a notable contribution to the problem as the distributions of residual stress over the 
casing wall thickness for variously treated casing specimens are obtained as shown in 
Fig. 5.9 (Nippon Steel Corporation report, 1979). It is found that, locally high residual 
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Fig. 5.9 Distribution of residual stresses over the casing wall (Nippon Steel, 1977) 
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In contrast to Nippon Steel's investigation, it is reported in the literature (Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1986; Bai et al, 1993; Issa et al, 1993) that the residual stress has no effect 
at all on the casing strength in the fully elastic collapse region and the fully plastic 
region. Even in the elastic plastic transition region, the effect of residual stress is very 
small and could normally be neglected. 
The mechanism of how residual stress affects the collapse strength of casings may be 
described as follows. The stress that is caused in the casing by the loading of external 
pressure is mainly compressive in the circumferential direction. It is at a maximum at 
the inside surface and decreases toward the outside surface. The equivalent stress 
becomes a maximum at the inside surface when there is no residual stress, therefore, 
yielding first starts at the inside surface. When there is a compressive residual stress in 
the inside surface, the equivalent stress in the inside surface further increases and 
yielding originates at a lower external pressure. When there is a tensile residual stress, 
it can offset the difference in equivalent stress between the inside and outside surface. 
Therefore, yielding may start simultaneously at both inside and outside surfaces at a 
higher external pressure. 
In summary, manufacturing processes, which do not involve annealing, will leave 
residual stresses in the casings. For example, all of the specimens tested by Yeh and 
Kyriakides (1988) were found to have residual stresses. The amount and the 
distributions of residual stress depend on the type of manufacturing process involved. 
It is widely believed that the residual stress will weaken the casing. The question as to 
what extent the residual stress may reduce the collapse strength is still debatable. 
Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the effect of residual stress on the casing collapse 
strength. 
5.3.6 Material Work Hardening 
It is generally known from experimental evidence that during the process of 
incremental plastic deformation, the loading surface changes size, shape, and location. 
A rule governing this aspect of behaviour, that defining the manner of constructing 
the subsequent loading surface, is called the hardening rule. Mathematically, 
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hardening is characterized by parameters, which vary with the plastic load history. 
The hardening parameter may vary in form from material to material. The choice of a 
specific hardening rule depends primarily on the case with which it can be applied and 
its ability to represent the hardening behaviour of a particular material. Work 
hardening defines the way the yield surface changes with plastic straining (Johnson 
and Mellor, 1972). 
In general, three possible hardening rules are commonly used in the analysis of casing 
collapse. These are perfect plasticity, isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening. 
Perfect hardening means that the yield stress does not change with plastic strain. For 
an elastic-perfectly-plastic material, deformation can increase unboundedly without 
any additional load after the yield stress is reached. Tamano (1983) assumed an 
elastic-perfectly-plastic material model in the investigation of casing collapse. The 
elastic perfectly plastic material behaviour is expressed by, 
e= 
a for a <0E 
E (5.40) 
0 ý_ E+Y for a=QE 
where y is a positive scalar and QE is the elastic proportional limit. 
However, as a perfect plastic material is an idealised material, it is only a very rough 
approximation to the actual casing material behaviour. Two improved hardening 
models have been proposed to evaluate the effect of hardening behaviour of a casing 
material on the plastic collapse strength by Tokimasa and Tanaka (1986). These are 
the elastic-linear hardening and elastic-exponential hardening models. In 
mathematical form, the elastic-linear hardening model can be expressed as, 
6= 
0E for O'_<UE 
(5.41) 
ýE (07 -aE) 
6=E+ for t7> o'E Er 
where E, is the slope of the idealized manner of the hardening range, the value of 
which is normally smaller than the Young's modulus, E. As an extension to this 
model, a piecewise-linear model consisting of several line segments may be 
constructed. The elastic-exponential hardening model is given by, 
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a'=Ee for Q<_aE (5.42) 
Q=ke' for Q>QE 
where k and n are material constants determined by best fit of an experimentally 
obtained stress-strain relationship. It is noted that these two material constants are not 
independent because the stress-strain curve must be continuous at a= QE , thus the 
condition QE = k(aE/E)" must be satisfied. 
Tokimasa and Tanaka (1986) assumed that, the effects of the coefficient E, of the 
linear-hardening law and the exponent n of the exponential hardening on the plastic 
collapse strength were as follows:. 
Ph = 217D/t -1 f(E, ) (5.43) E (D/t`2 
PSS = 2QE 
D/t -1 
(D/t)2 g(n) (5.44) 
Detailed finite element analysis gave: 
f(E, )=1+7.7x10-S E, (5.45) 
g(n)=1+0.231n13 (5.46) 
The ranges of E, and n for the above equations were given (Tokimasa and Tanaka, 
1986), 
5000: 9 E! 5 12000MPa 
40000: 9 E, <_ 80000MPa (5.47) 
0.05: 5 n: 9 0.12 
0.3<_n<_0.4 
Different to Tokimasa and Tanaka (1986), Assanelli et al (1998) assumed a bilinear 
material hardening model by considering the yield stress Qy to be independent of E,. 
In order to explore different hardening ranges, three values for the constant tangential 
modulus were considered by Assanelli et al (1998), i. e. E, equal to 0.0 (perfect 
plasticity), El = 0.057E, and E, = 0.1OE. The numerical results are summarized in 
Table 5.1. Assanelli et al (1998), therefore, concluded that the strain hardening of the 
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casing material did not play an important role in the determination of casing collapse 
strength. 
Isotropic hardening material behaviour is used very commonly for metal plasticity 
calculations because of its particular simple form. Isotropic hardening means that the 
yield surface changes size uniformly in all directions, so that the yield stress increases 
(or decreases) in all stress directions as plastic straining occurs. This hardening model 
was used in the derivation of the Issa equation for casing collapse (Issa and Crawford, 
1993). As a result, the effect of the isotropic strain hardening on the collapse strength 
was taken into account implicitly in the derivation. 
Table 5.1 Work hardening effect on casing collapse strength (Assanelli et al, 1998) 
D/t O lit % 
Collapse Strength (Mpa) 
va y( ) E, =0.0 E, =0.057E E, =O. IOE 
17.66 0.75 611 614 616 
17.66 0.35 684 686 688 
24.37 0.75 272 272 272 
24.37 0.35 296 297 297 
Furthermore, Bai et al (1993,1995 and 1997) employed an isotropic hardening rule in 
the analysis of casing collapse, which has the particular stress-strain relationship of 
cr =Ee ESEly 
nEe 
(5.48) 
6=a, +1-n E>ely 
alY 
where 6, },, e, y, and n are 
linear stress limit, linear strain limit and strain-hardening 
parameter respectively. 
If many strain reversals take place, the modelling of the Baushinger effect associated 
with these reversals is important. Therefore, the kinematic hardening rule may be 
used. In this model, the yield surface stays the same size in stress space, but moves 
around, thus modelling the strain induced anisotropy in the material to a limited 
extent. Assuming a large deflection-large strain class of kinematics, which 
incorporates the "plane sections remain plane" assumption, Yeh and Kyriakides 
(1986) investigated the material hardening parameter on the collapse strength of 
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casings. It is noted that in this analysis, the constitutive material behaviour is fitted to 
a three-parameter, Ramberg-Osgood model from the experimental tests as follows: 
n-i 
E1+ (5.49) 
where a and 6 are material constants. 
In summary, the material hardening behaviour will effect the collapse strength of 
casings. The question of how much the effect of the material hardening parameter has 
on the collapse strength remains unsolved. It is proposed by Assanelli et al (1998) that 
the effect of material hardening may be neglected. However, his conclusion is based 
on the assumption of an elastic linear hardening rule, which is too simple to represent 
the actual material hardening behaviour of a casing. Besides, the effect of ovality is 
not excluded from the analysis as seen from Table 5.1. It is quite possible that the 
effect of the material hardening parameter on the collapse strength may be cancelled 
by the effect of the initial ovality. Therefore, further investigations are necessary to 
clarify the effect of material hardening on the casing collapse strength. As the stress- 
strain relationship is very crucial for an accurate prediction of the collapse strength of 
a casing under external pressure, it is important that a general form of material 
hardening behaviour can be found to represent the actual casing material behaviour. A 
possible method is to find the best-fit curve of the experimental stress-strain relations 
for the majority of casings. 
5.3.7 Material Anisotropy 
Many of the thick walled casings are drawn, and many of the plates used for welded 
casings are rolled. These manufacturing processes tend to induce material anisotropy. 
The presence of material anisotropy was well proved by experiments (Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1988). Generally, the effect of material anisotropy is more pronounced in 
the plastic range (Hill, 1950). However, the influence of material anisotropy is 
ignored by most of the researchers in this field. 
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Theories describing the anisotropic material behaviour were proposed a long time ago 
(Hill, 1950). All metals exhibit anisotropy to a greater or lesser degree when deformed 
at room temperature. The mechanical properties of the metal vary in different 
directions, the amount and type of anisotropy are characteristic of the mechanical and 
heat treatments applied in manufacturing processes. Hill's anisotropic plasticity 
potential is simply defined in ABAQUS, consisting of ratios of yield stress in 
different directions with respect to a reference stress. The purpose of this review is to 
provide the mathematical relationship necessary to convert the strain ratios to stress 
ratios that can be input into ABAQUS. In general, Hill's potential function is a simple 
extension of the von Mises function to allow anisotropic behaviour, which is 
expressed as 
f(6)= F(Uy-(TZ)2+G(oZ-vj)Z+H(ax-6y)Z+2Qr 2+2Mzu2+2Nz,, 
y 
2 (5.50) 
In terms of rectangular Cartesian stress components, where F, G, H, Q, M, N 
are constants obtained by tests of the material in different directions. They are defined 
as: 
a02 1 1 1 11 1 1 
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Where co is the reference yield stress specified in the *PLASTIC option in an input 
file, R11, R22, R33, R12, R13, and R23 are anisotropy yield stress ratios 
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(R 
, R22 =ßz2 , and so on), which are specified in the *POTENTIAL option, Co 0o 
andro=oo/y"" 
From the experiment conducted by Yeh and Kyriakids (1986 and 1988), the casing 
material was found to have a lower yield stress in the circumferential direction than 
the one measured in the axial direction. This characteristic of the anisotropy 
distinguishes it from the normal anisotropy, which is known to exist in rolled metal 
sheets and to affect sheet metal forming. An experimental method was developed for 
establishing the parameters, which sufficiently described the anisotropy present in 
metal casings (Kyriakids and Yeh,, 1988). Therefore, the degree of material anisotropy 
can be quantified if Hill's definitions of equivalent stress and yield function for 
anisotropic materials are adopted. It is assumed that the yield stresses of the material 
in the circumferential and thickness directions are the same but different from the 
yield stress in the axial direction. Under these conditions, the material anisotropy 
parameter A can be quantified (Yeh and Kyriakids, 1986 and 1988) by: 
2+1 ýx 2 
2= as 
(5.52) 
where Qx and a, are the yield stresses in the axial and circumferential directions 
respectively. 
Once the appropriate value of material anisotropy is established, it can be used in the 
FE analysis for a more accurate estimate of the collapse strength of casings. Limited 
initial studies of the material anisotropy on the casing collapse strength performed by 
Yeh and Kyriakids (1988) showed that, A> 1 leads to a reduction of the collapse 
strength, while A<1 leads to an increase of the collapse strength. Another work (Bai 
et al, 1997) investigated the material anisotropy on the collapse strength envelope, and 
concluded that a higher material anisotropy led to a higher collapse envelope. 
In summary, material anisotropy will directly affect the collapse strength of a casing. 
However, current research on this factor is insufficient. It is therefore, necessary to 
quantitatively clarify the effect of material anisotropy since most of casings have 
varying amounts of material anisotropy. 
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5.4 Casing Collapse Test Database 
As pointed out in the previous sections, the collapse strength of steel casings is 
affected by a number of parameters. One of the main objectives of this research is to 
accurately predict the collapse strength of a given casing if these parameters are 
carefully measured and provided in the numerical simulation. As a result, along with 
the physical testing, accurate measurement must be performed to document the test 
itself as well as to feed numerical models. In application, the accuracy and reliability 
of any proposed numerical model must be validated by the experimental data. 
Therefore, a casing collapse test database is necessary before any numerical 
simulation can be discussed. In order to provide such a database, test data from 
available literature were collected and selected for this study. 
All of the data was obtained from full-scale casing collapse testing. The first source 
reported is from Clindinst (1977), for 2488 collapse tests on three grades of casing, 
K55, N80 and P110, conducted in the early 1960's. The majority of casing specimens 
in these tests had D/t ratios between 12 and 25, common values for oil field tubular 
goods. Although the diameter, wall thickness, specimen length, yield stress, and 
ultimate tensile stress of tested casings were reported, the ovality was not measured. It 
is important to note that, the test specimens (Clindinst, 1977) have a small length to 
diameter ratio of 2. Therefore, those data were discounted as unrepresentative and 
were not selected in the final collapse test database for the validation of the finite 
element analysis in this study. 
A significant number (2083) of collapse tests (Ju et al, 1998; Adams et al, 1998) have 
been conducted over the years since the Clindinst (1977) data were reported. The tests 
provided a fairly good representative basis for casing collapse. However, they are not 
available because of company confidential policy. The database constructed to 
validate the FE analysis in current study is based on the following sources: 
" Full scale casing collapse tests conducted by Nishioko et al (1978), Hirakawa and 
Tokimasa (1980). 
" Full scale casing collapse tests conducted by Krug (1983). 
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" Full scale casing collapse tests conducted by Yeh and Kyriakides (1986 and 
1988). 
Krug (1983) performed over 400 tests of steel casing grades with various dimensions, 
of which 97 long specimens (LID > 8) were subjected to external pressure only. 
Another 80 tests were provided by Nishioka et al (1978), Hirakawa and Tokimasa 
(1980), of which 28 long specimens were selected. In addition, 8 long specimen tests 
were provided by Yeh and Kyriakides (1986 and 1988). The D/t ratios of these 
selected test specimens in the database cover from 10 to 40, with casing grades from 
H40 to V150. The outside diameters of the selected test specimens range from 1 inch 
(25.4 mm) to 13 
8 
inches (339.7 mm). Furthermore, the ovality parameter ranges 
from 4x 10-` to 1.18x 10-2, while eccentricity varies between 1.7 x 10-2 and 
23.4x10-2. From the variations of these important parameters, the selected test data 
have a very good representative basis for the real casings. Therefore, these 133 tests 
comprise the collapse test database for this study to validate the finite element 
analysis. They have been used to evaluate and calibrate the potential collapse design 
equations used in the limit state casing design analysis of this study. The detailed 
collapse test data are listed in Appendix 1. 
5.5 Numerical Analysis Of Casing Collapse 
The problem of casing collapse is a complicated system governed by highly non- 
linear equations for the stress, strain and displacement because of the large 
deformation and material non-linearity. To make it worse, casing collapse strength is 
sensitive to geometrical imperfections. In this study, finite element analysis is 
performed using ABAQUS (1998), which allows accurate modelling of material non- 
linearity (plasticity) and geometric non-linearity (large deformation). To obtain an 
accurate modelling of material plasticity and large deformation, a Newton-Raphson 
solution technique is used to solve the non-linear equations. To prevent possible 
artificial locking in the calculation of stiffness matrices, a reduced integration 
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technique is employed in the FE program. During the simulation, a uniform pressure 
is applied to the faces of the elements on the outside diameter of the casing section. 
The line direction of the applied pressure changes as the casing section deforms and 
the pressure is increased incrementally. A modified Riks algorithm is employed to 
carefully control the external pressure to the ultimate load. Following the maximum 
external pressure, the program automatically reduces the external pressure so that the 
collapse simulation can be continued. In this way, the post collapse behaviour of a 
casing can be investigated, and the ultimate collapse strength can be obtained. 
It is noted that true stress and true strain, instead of engineering stress and strain, are 
used in the simulation and no- approximation is made in formulating the non-linear 
equations of the casing collapse problem. As normally the ratio of casing length to 
outside diameter is greater than 8, the effect of end restraint can be neglected. 
Therefore, the problem of casing collapse is dramatically simplified to a case of a 
plane strain problem and only one element is necessary in the longitudinal direction. 
The above procedures enable the FE programs to accurately model the collapse 
behaviour of a casing under external pressure. 
5.5.1 Modelling Of Geometric Imperfections 
The importance of initial imperfections, such as ovality and eccentricity, was well 
recognized long before (Timoshenko, 1933). In fact, casing collapse is an instability 
type of failure and sensitive to these imperfections. Casing collapse strength can be 
dramatically reduced even when only small imperfections are present. The Riks 
method is developed to solve this type of instability problem, and a modified Riks 
method is implemented in ABAQUS. However, the exact post collapse behaviour 
usually cannot be analyzed directly due to the discontinuous response (bifurcation) 
occurring at the point of collapse. In order to investigate completely the casing 
collapse behaviour in the simulation, it must be transformed into a problem with a 
continuous response instead of a bifurcation. This is accomplished by introducing a 
very small (in reference to a magnitude of imperfection presented in an ordinary 
casing) geometric imperfection pattern to the perfect geometry so that there is some 
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response in the collapse mode just before the critical collapse load is reached. Without 
this imperfection, the collapse process would not occur and the casing section would 
deform uniformly in the simulation. Kyriakides and Babcock (1981) clearly 
demonstrated that, the presence of initial geometric imperfections transformed the 
problem of casing collapse from one governed by bifurcation instability to one which 
exhibited a limit load instability. Thus, the ultimate casing collapse strength can be 
determined accurately and uniquely because no bifurcation occurs with the presence 
of a small initial imperfection. As a result, the problem left is to solve how to 
superimpose the geometric imperfection pattern into the finite element program. 
For the casing with a ratio of length to outside diameter greater than 8, a lobe number 
of 2 is assured. For this particular case of lobe number of 2, the casing collapse shape 
pattern is assumed (refer to Fig. 5.5) 
w; (0) = wo cos 20 (5.53) 




D1 )= 2(Do + 2wo - Do + 2wo) 4wo _ 
2w0 
(5.54) 
Dix + D,,,;,, 2D0 Do R 
Therefore, the initial ovality u can be constructed by the following expression, 
r=R+ w(O) =R 
[1 
+2 cos(20)] (5.55) 
where r is the imperfect casing radius, R is the nominal perfect casing radius, u is 
the initial ovality and 0 is the angular coordinate measured from the centre of the 
casing as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
Actual wall thickness of a casing varies along the circumference. Experimental 
observations suggest that the casing section be idealised as two eccentric circles as 
shown in Fig. 5.6. The maximum and minimum wall thickness can be determined, 
with t,,, aX =t+, 
5 and t,, =t-, 5 respectively. Therefore, the eccentricity parameter 
V is introduced into the FE simulation of casing collapse by: 
2(t. 
x -t)_ 
2(t +5 -t+ 8) _ 
28 
(5.56) 
tmex +t (t+J+t-(5) t 
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where 8 is the distance between the centres of inner and outside circles and t is the 
nominal wall thickness as shown in Fig. 5.6. 
It is assumed that all of the geometrical variables involved in the analysis are uniform 
as it is found that the geometric variables and imperfections do not substantially vary 
along the casing length (Yeh and Kyriakides, 1988). The imperfections are introduced 
to allow the collapse to occur, although they may not be plainly visible. 
In general, ABAQUS introduces the imperfections by perturbations in the geometry. 
Possible ways to define an imperfection in ABAQUS are available either as a linear 
superposition of buckling eigen-modes, from the displacements of a *STATIC 
analysis, or by specifying the--node number and imperfection values directly on the 
data lines. ABAQUS will then calculate the normals using the standard algorithm 
based on the perturbed coordinates. Unless the precise shape of an imperfection is 
known, an imperfection consisting of multiple superimposed buckling modes can be 
introduced in this way. Usually the approach involves a two-stage-analysis run with 
the same model definition. In the first analysis, an eigen-value buckling analysis is 
performed on the perfect structure to establish probable collapse modes and to verify 
that the mesh discretizes those modes accurately. The eigen-modes are written in the 
default global system to the result file using the *NODE FILE option with the 
GLOBAL=YES (default) parameter. 
In the second analysis, an imperfection in the geometry is introduced by adding these 
buckling modes to the perfect geometry using option *IMPERFECTION in an 
ABAQUS input file. The lowest buckling modes are assumed to provide the most 
critical imperfections, so that usually these are scaled and added to the perfect 
geometry to create the perturbed mesh. The imperfection thus has the following form, 
M 
ewi Q4 . (5.57) 1=1 
where (D; is the i`h mode shape and Q, is the associated scale factor. Usually the 
lowest buckling mode has the largest factor. In addition, magnitudes of the 
perturbation used are typically a few percent of a relative structural dimension such as 
a beam cross section or a shell thickness. 
After some imperfections are introduced, collapse analysis of a structure can be 
performed using the Riks method. However, the eccentricity and ovality imperfection 
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cannot be modelled simultaneously using the imperfection generation options within 
ABAQUS. It can be easily seen that there is an analogy relationship between 
Equations (5.53) and (5.57), because Equation (5.53) comes directly from critical 
collapse mode shape. Thus, the ovality can be easily implemented using option 
*IMPERFECTION in ABAQUS. However, the eccentricity assumption comes from 
experimental observation, which is hardly linked with the collapse mode shape. It is 
thus, impossible to model both ovality and eccentricity imperfections simultaneously 
using option *IMPERFECTION in ABAQUS. Fortunately, ABAQUS provides 
another option, which enables the ABAQUS input file to read node coordinates 
directly from an external file. Therefore, a Fortran program was written to construct 
the finite element model with the-desired geometrical imperfections using Equations 
(5.55) and (5.56). The code is listed in Appendix 2. The generated data with 
imperfections are read directly into the input file. In this way, the casing section can 
be modelled with outside diameter D, wall thickness t, initial ovality u and 
eccentricity V simultaneously. 
5.5.2 Element And Mesh Studies 
A right element and a suitable mesh density are extremely important for a finite 
element analysis. The correct choice of elements for a particular problem is vital 
because the formulation and order of integration used in a particular element can have 
a very significant effect on the accuracy and cost of the analysis, especially for a 
highly non-linear casing collapse problem. In addition, the numerical accuracy of the 
FE result depends on the mesh used. A suitable mesh density can be important in 
computational efficiency as well as convergence. Generally, element type and mesh 
density studies are necessary to ensure that the proposed FE model provides an 
accurate but unique solution to a problem. However, a converged mesh does not 
necessarily ensure that the result from a finite element analysis will match the actual 
behaviour of the physical problem, which also depends on other approximations and 
idealizations made in the FE model. For casing collapse in this study, detailed element 
type and mesh density studies are performed to eliminate the element type and mesh 
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density dependencies in the finite element simulation. Practical criteria for selecting a 
right element and a suitable mesh density are accuracy and computational efficiency 
as well as convergence on the basis of a series of comparisons with casing collapse 
test data. 
Several element types for a finite element analysis have been proposed for casing 
collapse in the literature. For example, Assanelli et al (1998) used a 9-node shell 
element within the FE package ADINA. Bai et al (1993,1995 and 1997) studied 
casing collapse problems by an 8-node isotropic shell element in ABAQUS. Issa and 
Crawford (1993) employed a second order, isotropic, generalized plane strain 
continuum element in the derivatjon of a new collapse design equation. In addition to 
these elements available in different finite element codes, new elements have also 
been developed for the modelling of casing collapse. An example is the 4-node 
quadrilateral QMTFC shell element, which was developed and used in the modelling 
of casing collapse by Assanelli et al (1999). 
The element type used in the current study focuses on the shell and continuum 
element in the ABAQUS element library. According to the guidelines within 
ABAQUS, a 10-node biquadratic quadrilateral generalized plain strain element 
CGPEIOR, an 8-node biquadratic plain strain element CPE8R, an 8-node biquadratic 
plain stress element CPS8R, and an 8-node doubly curved thick shell element S8R are 
chosen as candidate elements in this element study. As reported by Assanelli et al 
(1999), for a 2D simulation of casing collapse, the actual collapse test is dominated 
neither by a case of plane strain nor by a plane stress model. The absence of 
longitudinal restraint imposes a plane stress situation at the sample edge, while the 
length of the test sample (LID > 8) approximates a plane strain situation at its centre. 
Therefore, the general plane stress element CPS8R is included in the element study to 
determine, which assumption, either plane strain or plane stress, better describes the 
actual behaviour of casing collapse. In addition, different mesh densities are employed 
to determine a suitable mesh generation pattern in terms of accuracy and efficiency. 
Because of the crucial effect of the material inelasticity on the accurate prediction of 
casing collapse strength, this element study should be able to eliminate its influence in 
the comparisons. An assumption of an elastic-perfectly-plastic material in the element 
study will help to eliminate the material inelasticity effect. Thus, test samples with an 
almost perfect plastic material response are required. For this purpose, one of the test 
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specimens (Yeh and Kyriakides, 1988) was specially chosen for the validation data. It 
was reported that the material property of this test specimen exhibited an upper and 
lower yield point followed by an almost perfectly plastic response. The measured 
material and geometric parameters of the specimen are summarised in Table 5.2. 
These parameters are used to generate the imperfect geometry of the specimen in the 
element type study. Different numbers of layer across the thickness of the casing are 
generated, and different numbers of element around the casing circumference are 
designed for each candidate element. Predictions from the element type and mesh 
studies are compared and summarized in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.2 Specification of test specimen in the element study 
Dnom tnom D°"u, r tact l 
E CAP/ Prst 
Material D/t A 
(mm) (MM) (MM) (MM. ) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 
X-42 101.6 3.556 101.6 3.645 27.87 204.06 330.91 1.3 18.75 
From the element study, the best prediction is obtained using the generalized plane 
strain element CGEIOR in comparison with the experimental collapse strength. If the 
prediction error is defined by, 
Prediction Error = 
(PFE"' - P`5`) (5.58) 
ptla 
The element type and mesh studies have found that, predictions from the ordinary 
plane strain element are higher than the test results (with a maximum error of 4.7%), 
while predictions from the ordinary plane stress element are smaller than the test 
collapse strengths (with a maximum error of -6.1%). A very conservative prediction 
can be obtained if using a shell element. The results predicted from the normal plane 
strain and plane stress elements in this element study are basically in accordance with 
the output from the literature (Assanelli et al, 1999), where a general error level 
between-20% to +5% was reported for a prediction from the plane strain element, and 
a error level of -25% to -5% for the plane stress circumstance. This may be explained 
as follows. 
The imperfection measurement for the test specimen, such as ovality and eccentricity, 
are usually reported for the middle section in the experiments, while the imperfection 
patterns of the middle section may not be fully representative of the sample geometry. 
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As a result, disagreement exists between numerical and experimental results. In 
particular, the numerical prediction may be greater or smaller than the experimental 
collapse strength, if the imperfections of the middle section are more severe or less 
than the weakest section in the test sample. 
Table 5.3 Summary of element type and mesh studies 
Element number 




3 5 7 
100 18.86 18.86 18.87 
CGPEIOR 
50 18.85 18.85 18.86 
20 18.84 18.90 18.86 
10 18.95 18.90 18.88 
100 19.54 19.57 19.57 
CPEBR 
50 19.54 19.57 19.54 
20 19.59 19.59 19.59 
10 19.72 19.76 19.75 
100 17.76 17.73 17.73 
CPS8R 
50 17.76 17.73 17.74 
20 17.78 17.75 17.75 
10 17.95 17.87 17.86 
100 16.49 16.51 16.52 
S8R 
50 16.53 16.51 16.52 
20 16.55 16.59 16.55 
10 16.62 16.63 16.63 
A prerequisite in using a shell element is that, the thickness dimension of the structure 
is assumed to be significantly smaller than the other two dimensions and the stresses 
normal to the thickness direction are negligible. As a result, the shell thickness can 
only be defined by either option *SHELL SECTION or *SHELL GENERAL 
SECTION in ABAQUS, which uses numerical integration to calculate the stresses 
and strain independently at each section point through the thickness direction. 
However, these assumptions are not valid for thick casings with a D/t value as low 
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as 10. Especially, the circumferential deformation and stress are very important in the 
casing collapse problem and thus cannot be neglected in the analysis. Therefore, the 
above assumptions are the origins of its conservatism in predicting the casing collapse 
strength. 
The experimental setup may impose on the test specimen unilateral radial restraints at 
both ends (Assanelli et al, 1999). Those restraints cannot be described by the ordinary 
two-dimensional elements such as plane strain and plane stress elements. The 
difference in boundary conditions between a numerical analysis and an actual test 
partially accounts for the fact that, the collapse strength of a casing predicted from a 
2D plane strain or plane stress model, deviates from the test result. For a more 
accurate prediction, Assanelli (1999) proposed to use a 3-dimensional finite element 
model for casing collapse. However, a prediction error of 1.7% was still reported even 
using the 3D simulation, leading to greatly increased computational time and very 
slow convergence. The requirement of computational economics demands other 
options. 
It should be noted that the 2D plane strain element gives better predictions than those 
from the 2D plane stress element, and it is quite possible to give an accurate, while 
fast prediction using a modified plane strain element. Therefore, a generalized plane 
strain element is proposed in the simulation of casing collapse. In general, generalized 
plane strain theory (ABAQUS theory manual, 1998) provides for the modelling of 
cases where the structure has constant curvature with respect to one material direction, 
i. e. the axial direction. The theory involves a model that lies between two planes, each 
orthogonal to the axial material direction of the model. These planes may move as 
rigid bodies with respect to each other. A 10-node generalized plane strain element is 
basically similar to an 8-node plane strain element, while the former has two extra 
nodes to account for the relative movement of the bounding planes. The strain 
components in the cross section of the generalized plane strain model are computed 
from the displacements of the regular nodes of the element in the usual way as in the 
ordinary plane strain element. Although the generalized plane strain element is a 2D 
element, its initial length between the two bounding planes can be defined using the 
option *SOLID SECTION in ABAQUS. Therefore, the generalized plane strain 
element combines the advantages of an ordinary plane strain element and a 3D 
continuum element. With a 2D element, less computational effort is anticipated. The 
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above description explains the conclusion why the best prediction is obtained from a 
genearlized plane strain element. As seen from Table 5.3, the prediction from a 
generalized plane strain element with a finer mesh gives the most accurate collapse 
strength. 
Different mesh densities of 100,50,20 and 10 elements per layer in the circumference 
of the casing have been studied and the comparison is shown in Table 5.3. The 
convergence rate depends on the element type. It is obvious that the mesh with 10 
elements in the circumference is too coarse for a problem of casing collapse. With the 
mesh refined, the predictions from different elements converge to .a stable value with 
100 elements in the circumference. It is easily seen that, 3 layers with 100 elements in 
each layer in the circumference is enough for an accurate prediction of casing collapse 
strength as well as good computational efficiency. Therefore, the conclusion is made 
that the 10-node quadrilateral generalized plain strain element CGPE10R is capable of 
an accurate prediction for casing collapse strength. It is noted that element CGPEIOR 
is preferred according to the guidelines from the ABAQUS User Manual (1998). The 
mesh is designed to be 3 layers in the thickness direction with 100 elements along the 
circumferential direction, which is shown in a typical mesh plot Fig. 5.10. 
Fig. 5.10 An FE model with imperfections 
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5.5.3 Validation With Experimental Data 
Finite element analysis in this research has been validated through an extensive 
comparison with a series of full-scale experimental tests of commercial steel casings 
(Nishioka et al, 1978; Hirakawa and Tokimasa, 1980; Krug, 1983; Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1986 and 1988). The steel casings used in the experimental programs 
were manufactured according to the API specifications (1992). As the casings are 
often designed to withstand many severe operating conditions, the test data of casing 
collapse are collected to accommodate a wide variation in yield strength to meet the 
potential requirements in the casing design process. An important principle in 
collecting such collapse test data is that, the ratios of length to outside diameter 
(L/D) of the casings tested must be assured to be larger than 8. Usually, the test 
specimens are cut from approximately the middle of the sections provided. Care is 
taken to avoid permanently deforming the casings during the cutting. Additional 
sections are cut adjacent to the test specimens, which are used for mechanical material 
property measurements. 
The dimensions of the test specimens are first measured manually using micrometers. 
Usually six diametral measurements are made at approximate eight axial positions. 
The value of the ovality parameter can then be calculated from these measured 
maximum and minimum outside diameter values. The casing wall thickness is also 
measured with a micrometer at approximately 12 circumferential positions at each end 
of the test specimen. The actual radial imperfection and wall thickness variation are 
measured through a specially deigned imperfection scanning system (Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1988). Normally the imperfections are measured over the middle 6 
diameters in the test. Typical accuracy of the measured data is reported as follows. 
The wall thickness is within ±0.5x10-3 inch (0.01 mm), the radial imperfections are 
within ±0.5x103 inch (0.01 mm), the axial position is within ±2x103 inch (0.5 
mm), and the angular position is within ± 0.1 degree. 
The material properties of the test specimens are measured individually. First, a 
uniaxial test coupon is cut along the axis of the casing, which is used to obtain the 
stress-strain behaviour of the casing material. Substantial inelastic anisotropy is found 
to present in drawn, seamless casings. Because of the inherent difficulties in 
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measuring the material properties in the circumferential direction, a special biaxial 
test is developed for measuring such anisotropy (Yeh and Kyriakides, 1986). 
Following the imperfection measurements, the test specimens are sealed at both ends 
and placed in a high pressure test facility. The collapse experiments are then carried 
out under volume controlled loading conditions, where the pressurization rate is kept 
low enough to avoid strain rate effects. During the test, the applied external pressure 
is continuously monitored by a calibrated pressure transducer and analog time-based 
recording equipment. 
The geometry data as well as the material behaviour measured from experiments are 
carefully coded into the FE programs. The external pressure-strain response of the 
casing is recorded in the simulation to determine the collapse strength. A typical 
pressure strain plot is shown in Fig. 5.11. With the increment of external pressure, the 
measured pressure increases until the maximum pressure is reached and then a 
decrease in the pressure can be observed with a relatively large increase of 
deformation. The maximum pressure is then taken as the collapse strength of a casing. 
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Fig. 5.11 Typical predicted relationship between external pressure and strain 
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the pressure is recorded in the test facility. With the determination of the collapse 
strength as above, the comparison between the FEM and experiments is shown in Fig. 
5.12, with the biggest deviation less than 8-percent. Such an error level can be 
acceptable because of assumptions regarding material properties. It is crucial for any 
FE simulation to simulate the circumferential material properties as accurately as 
possible because material anisotropy might be induced in the manufacturing 
processes. However, anisotropy data are only available for Yeh's tests (Yeh and 
Kyriakides, 1986 and 1988), while the others do not include any information on 
material anisotropy. As a result, the axial material properties have to be used for those 
tests without any anisotropy data reported in the current validation. Some errors may 
also be introduced by the fact that the geometric imperfections are idealized, such as a 
uniform ovality. The current validation does, however, clearly demonstrate that the 
collapse strength of a casing can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy 
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Fig. 5.12 Collapse strength comparisons between experiment and FEM 
In addition to predicting the collapse strength, it is important that a good FEM model 
is capable of predicting the post collapse behaviour of a casing under external 
pressure. A typical casing collapse process from FEM is shown in Fig. 5.13. In 
addition, for one of the test specimens (Yeh and Kyrikides, 1986), pictures of the 
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casing after collapse are used in comparison with the predicted deformation prof-ilex 
from FEM as shown in Fig. 5.14. It is noted that in Fig. 5.14c, only half of- the casino 
is modelled because of symmetry. The excellent a`reenment between the collapse test 
data and the predictions from the FEM model as well as the post collapse behaviour 
justify a very satisfactory degree of confidence in using the finite element model 
developed in this thesis to investigate the problem of casing collapse. 
L 
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Fig. 5.13 Predicted progress of casing collapse 
It has been shown in the element type study that the 2 dimensional FEM model is 
accurate enough to predict the collapse strength of casings. Furthermore, 3D 
simulations using the 20-node quadratic brick continuum element C3D20R are 
performed in this validation for altogether 8 specimens from Yeh's tests (Ych and 
Kyriakides, 1986 and 1988). There are 3 layers in the thickness direction of each 
casing section plane as well as 15 layers in the axial direction. Each section is 
constructed with 60 elements in the circumference of the casing as seen in Fig. 5.14c. 
The geometry and initial imperfections, including ovality and eccentricity, are 
assumed uniform along the axial direction of the casing in the 3D simulation. The 
above assumptions are proved to be reasonable from experimental observations. In the 
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imperfection measuring process, the imperfections in wall thickness were found to 
retain their shapes and orientations along the length of casings for all test specimens 
(Yeh and Kyridkides, 1986 and 1988). As to ovality, almost all but one specimen 
retained their radial imperfection shapes and orientations along the casing length. 
Since the wall thickness is measured from the outside surface and the thickness 
variation does not exhibit axial variation, a conclusion can be made that, the inside 
surface of a casing must have similar imperfections as those in the outside surface. 
a) Experimental casing collapsed 
under External Pressure (Yeh, 1988) 
c) FEM predicted casing collapsed under 
b) Experimental casing section 
after casing collapsed (Issa, 1993) 
d) FEM predicted casing section 
external pressure (half casing) after casing collapsed 
Fig. 5.14 Predicted post collapse behaviour in comparison with experiment 
Similar to a 2D simulation, the external pressure is exerted in the normal direction of 
the outside surfaces in a 3D simulation, which is kept normal to the surface during the 
casing deformation. A typical stress distribution from a 3D simulation is shown in 
Fig. 5.15. Finally, it is found that the predicted collapse strength from a 3D simulation 
is exactly the same as that from a 2D model using the CGPEIOR element. From this 
3D validation process, it further proves that the collapse strength of an infinitely long 
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casing can be predicted accurately using the 2D modelling of the severest casing 
section. 
Fig. 5.15 Typical stress distribution of a casing in 3D simulation 
Little is given in the literature on the effect of orientation of eccentricity with respect 
to ovalization on the collapse strength. For simplicity, two specimens have been 
selected for this particular purpose with specifications shown in Table 5.4. A number 
of different representations of the initial imperfections are considered and final 
comparisons are summarised in Table 5.5. The first case is the perfectly circular one. 
The minimum values of elastic collapse strength (from Equation 5.6) and the plastic 
collapse strength (from Equation 5.7) are calculated as the collapse strength of a 
perfect casing. As expected, if the geometric imperfections are neglected, the 
predicted collapse strengths are unconservative in comparison with the corresponding 
experimental values. In the next case a uniform ovality with a constant wall thickness 
are assumed, and collapse strengths are obtained from FEM with an elastic-perfect- 
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plastic material behaviour. They are lower than those for perfectly circular case, and 
higher than those from experiments. In the third and fourth cases the wall thickness 
are assumed to be eccentric in addition to the initial ovality. The two orientations of 
eccentricity differ by a phase angle of 90 degrees. Addition of the eccentricity has the 
effect of reducing the collapse strengths, however, it is smaller than that of ovality. It 
is found that the orientation of eccentricity with respect to ovality has little effect on 
the predicted collapse strength. Therefore, in the following simulation, the effect of 
orientation of the imperfections will be neglected. 
It was reported that both of these two test specimens exhibited residual stress (Yeh 
and Kyridkides, 1986). However, the residual stress distributions of the tested casings 
were not available. As a result, some extent of prediction error may be expected in the 
comparison. An additional important point from this particular study on the 
orientation of imperfections is that, the material hardening and anisotropy are very 
important for an accurate prediction of casing collapse strength, as prediction errors 
are greatly reduced as seen from Table 5.5, if these material parameters are known. 
In conclusion, a methodology using finite element analysis has been developed to 
investigate the problem of casing collapse under external pressure. The accuracy and 
reliability of the proposed FEM model has been validated through a very careful 
comparison with a series of full-scale test data. The validation proves that, if the 
material behaviour and imperfection variables are known, the ultimate collapse 
strength can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. There is a high degree 
of confidence in using the method to accurately model the problem of casing collapse. 
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Table 5.4 Casing specification 
Spec. No 1 2 
Material X-42 X-65 






Dlt 27.87 31.97 
E (ksi) 
(GPa) 














n* - 6.5 
1.3 1.0 
*n is the material hardening parameter andA is the anisotropy parameter. 
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Table 5.5 Imperfection orientation study 
FEM Model Specimen No. 1 2 
D (in. ) 4.0 4.012 
Perfect Geometry 
(mm) 101.6 101.91 
t (in. ) 0.1435 0.1255 
(mm) 3.645 3.1877 
I 
Dlt 27.87 31.97 
Pao (MPa) 22.29 14.68 
Idealized Ovality 
5 27.4 
Imperfection (u X10-4) 
Pure ovality Eccentricity 
0 0 
(VI) 
PFEM (MPa) 20.23 13.28 
Both ovality Ovality 
5 27.4 




PFEM (MPa) 19.62 13.12 




PFEM (MPa) 19.62 13.12 
Experimental Collapse 
Pressure (psi) 2720 1764 
(MPa) 18.75 12.16 
FEM with PFEM (MPa) 19.62 11.78 
hardening ErrorFM 4.64% -3.2% 
FEM with PFEM (MPa) 18.87 11.78 
anisotropy ErrorFEM 0.7% -3.2% 
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5.5.4 Generalized Material Behaviour 
A detailed literature review on casing material behaviour suggests several forms of 
material behaviour may be suitable for a generalized material behaviour for casing 
collapse, which are listed below: 
" Elastic-linear hardening material model, Equation (5.41) (Tokimasa and Tanaka, 
1986; Assanelli et al, 1999) 
" Elastic-exponential hardening material model, Equation (5.42) (Tokimasa and 
Tanaka, 1986) 
" Isotropic material hardening model, Equation (5.48) (Bai et al, 1993; 1995 and 
1997) 
" Ramberg-Osgood material model, Equation (5.49) (Yeh and Kyriadies, 1986 and 
1988) 
The only way to determine the most suitable material behaviour is to evaluate the 
predictive accuracy of all four candidate material behaviours against full scale test 
data. The process to determine a generalized material behaviour is very time 
consuming. A huge number of computational efforts have been spent in the 
comparison to select the best material behaviour as well as to determine the value of 
the associate variables. Considering the large number of test data available, it is 
neither necessary nor possible to perform all the simulations of each test on the basis 
of these candidate material behaviours. Therefore, six representative test data selected 
from the test database, which are shown in Table 5.6. It is noted that the principle to 
select the test data is to enable those points varying in the whole interested DI t range 
(10 to 40), their yield stress varying between 267 MPa (40 ksi) to 862 MPa (125 ksi), 
with different extents of material hardening and anisotropy. The above criterion 
enables the selected data be a suitable representation of the whole test data. The 
generalized material behaviour is determined such that it gives the best predictive 
collapse strength in comparison with actual test results. 
For the representative data, simulations are performed for all forms of candidate 
material behaviours. Compared with tested collapse strengths, typical results are 
shown in Fig. 5.16 to 5.19 with respect to different material behaviour. It is therefore 
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concluded that the best predictions are from the three-parameter Ramberg-Osgood 





where 0m is a material parameter determined by the material yield strength. 
It is clear that the generalized material behaviour above has the ability to simulate 
different casing materials with desired yield strength. To further validate the 
representation of the generalized material behaviour, simulations have been 
performed for more data in the:, collapse database. Again, the predictions are very 
close to the actual collapse strength as shown in Fig. 5.20. It is clearly demonstrated 
that, the proposed generalized material behaviour can represent for the realistic 
material behaviour of casings in this research. Thus, the determined generalized 
material behaviour is used in the forthcoming parametric studies as well as in the 
derivation of collapse design equations. 
Table 5.6 Typical test data for the determination of a generalized material behaviour 
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 
D/t 18.66 25.66 27.87 28.65 31.97 34.67 
u . 0008 . 0012 . 0005 . 0015 . 
00274 . 0005 
v . 030 . 0505 . 0383 . 0208 . 





























n 13.0 14.5 0.0 14.0 6.5 12.0 
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Fig. 5.16 Predicted collapse strength from an elastic-linear hardening material 
model in comoarison with experiments 
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Fig. 5.20 Comparison between FEM and experiments using the generalized material behaviour 
5.6 Parametric Studies And Discussion 
It has been demonstrated in the validation that the developed FEM model can be used 
to predict accurately the ultimate collapse strength of a casing under external pressure. 
In addition, a generalized material behaviour has been determined from the test data. 
In this section, parametric studies are performed to investigate the effects of major 
factors on the ultimate collapse strength. Furthermore, some discussions are given in 
comparison with previous studies on casing collapse. 
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5.6.1 Effect Of Outside Diameter To Wall Thickness Ratio 
The ratio of outside diameter to wall thickness (D/t) of a casing considered in this 
parametric study is from 10 to 40, not only because this range is where most 
commonly used casings are located, but also the API formulae are weak in this region 
of D/t. In general, the plastic collapse Equation (5.7) or elastic collapse Equation 
(5.6) can give a relatively accurate prediction of a casing with D It lower than 10 or 
greater than 40 respectively. Effect of outside diameter to wall thickness ratio on the 
casing collapse strength is shown in Fig. 5.21. With the increase of D/t values, the 
collapse strength of casings decreases. In general, the smaller the D/t, the larger the 
ultimate collapse strength. The curve fluctuates when considering multiple 
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5.6.2 Effect Of Ovality 
The importance of initial ovality on the ultimate casing collapse strength is well 
demonstrated in the experiments (Yeh and Kyriakides, 1986). For example, in all 
casings examined by Yeh and Kyriakides (1986), an initial ovality of 5 percent caused 
more than 50 percent reduction in the collapse strength. The experimental observation 
is further proved by the prediction from the finite element simulation of current study. 
Bai et al (1997) presented an investigation to study the effect of initial ovality on the 
collapse strength of casings: under external pressure, where the magnitude was 
required to be greater than 0.005. However, common values of initial ovality as 
measured from experiments are much smaller than 0.005. For example, an initial 
ovality with a magnitude as small as 4x10-4 is reported in the experimental data in 
Appendix 1. As a result, an extrapolation method was employed by Bai et al (1997) to 
transform the collapse strength with an initial ovality of 0.005 to that with a much 
smaller magnitude of ovality. Such an approximation will bring extra prediction errors 
inevitably. It is also noted that a shell element is employed in Bai's program, which is 
unable to provide an accurate prediction for the problem of casing collapse as already 
pointed out in the element study of this thesis. The use of an unsuitable element may 
explain why Bai's program requires a big initial ovality value as input, which makes 
the result unconvincing. The smaller the initial ovality that can be simulated, the more 
convincing the results. The finite element program in the present study extends the 
initial ovality modelling capability, and can accurately simulate an initial ovality as 
small as 10"5 by using a generaized plane strain continuum element. This in turn 
implies that the choice of the generaized plane strain element for casing collapse is 
suitable. 
The effect of initial ovality on the ultimate collapse strength of casings under external 
pressure is shown in Fig. 5.22 with ovality varying from 10"5 to 10-2. It is noted here 
that, the magnitude of 10-2 is not the upper limit of initial ovality modelling capability, 
but because a casing seldom has a greater initial ovality in practice. In fact, the 
program can model any magnitude of ovality between 10-5 and 1. With the increase of 
ovality, the collapse strength decreases greatly. In addition, the effect of ovality on the 
collapse strength is greater for a casing with a relatively high D/t value than that 
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with a low D It. It is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5.22 that, a 1-percent initial ovality 
causes an approximate 50 percent reduction in the ultimate collapse strength for a 
casing with a relatively high D/t value. Therefore, initial ovality has a dramatically 













Fig. 5.22 Effect of initial ovality on the ultimate collapse strength 
5.6.3 Effect Of Eccentricity 
Eccentricity is the second most important parameter affecting the ultimate collapse 
strength. The importance of eccentricity is recognized in the literature (Kennedy and 
Venard, 1962; Nordgren and Murphey, 1968; Tokimasa and Tanaka, 1986; Yeh and 
Kyriadies, 1986). However, an apparent lack of dependable measurement of how the 
thickness varies along the casing length still exists. A fundamental limitation in using 
a shell element in the finite element analysis is that, it cannot model the variation of 
wall thickness of a casing. As a result, the effect of initial eccentricity on the collapse 
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strength has not been studied when employing shell elements (Bai et at, 1993; 1995 
and 1997). 
In general, initial ovality and eccentricity coexist. For the idealized geometry assumed 
in this study, the oval section has two planes of symmetry and the section with non- 
uniform thickness one. Theoretically, an infinite number of geometric combinations 
of the two imperfection patterns are possible. For two particular casings, two extreme 
combinations of both imperfections have been studied in the validation process. A 
conclusion has been drawn that the orientation of imperfections with respect to one 
another has a negligible effect on the casing collapse strength. In this section, it is 
noted that ovality is not considered in the analysis, as the aim is to find out the sole 
effect of eccentricity on the ultimate casing collapse strength. 
The effect of eccentricity on the ultimate casing collapse strength is shown in Fig. 
5.23. With the increase of eccentricity, the collapse strength decreases. The effect of 
initial eccentricity on the collapse strength is greater for a casing with a relatively 
lower D/t value than that with a higher D/t. It is clearly demonstrated that 30 
percent of initial eccentricity causes about 15 percent reduction in collapse strength 
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Fig. 5.23 Effect of initial eccentricity on the ultimate collapse strength 
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strength and the slope of the casing response to external pressure are affected by the 
value of initial eccentricity. The wall thickness variation causes a non-uniform 
membrane stress distribution around the circumference so that it leads to the 
development of a limit load, which is lower than the bifurcation load of the perfect 
casing. 
In summary, the presence of initial eccentricity reduces the ultimate casing collapse 
strength. Its effect is more pronounced for casings with relatively low values of Dir. 
However, its effect on the ultimate collapse strength is relatively minor than that of 
initial ovality. This conclusion is in agreement with similar observations from the 
experiments (Tokimasa and Kanata, 1986; Yeh and Kyriadies, 1986). 
5.6.4 Effect Of Residual Stress 
Manufacturing processes usually leave residual stress in the casing. The amount and 
distribution of residual stress depend on the type of manufacturing process involved. 
It is widely believed that the residual stress weakens the casing. However, the 
question as to what extent the residual stress may reduce the ultimate collapse strength 
is still a subject of debate. Tamano et al (1983), as well as Tokimasa and Tanaka 
(1986), claimed that the circumferential residual stress greatly reduced the collapse 
strength, while Issa and Crawford (1993) thought that its effect was very small and the 
effect of residual stress was neglected in the Issa equation. Therefore, it is necessary 
to clarify to what extent the residual stress may affect the ultimate collapse strength of 
a casing. 
Based on the experimental measurements, a linear solution of pure bending of a 
curved bar (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961) is assumed to model the approximate linear 
distribution of residual stress in the casing wall thickness (Yeh and Kyriadies, 1986; 
Bai et al, 1993). To model the induced stress distribution, a more accurate solution of 
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where, r is a polar coordinate and R, 5 r: 5 R, with internal radius RR =R-t. It is 
noted that k is a mathematical constant (Pa m'2). o', is prescribed and can be 
determined from the boundary condition. Thus, k can be evaluated from Equation 
(5.60). In this way, the residual stress is evaluated from Equation (5.61) and modelled 
approximately in the finite element analysis. 
In the current study, initial residual stress is introduced into the FE program as initial 
stress by an option of *INITIAL STRESS in ABAQUS. It is noted that the 
distribution of initial stress must be assumed to be in equilibrium with the applied 
load and the boundary conditions or at least close to an equilibrium state in 
ABAQUS. The effect of residual stress on the ultimate collapse strength is shown in 
Fig. 5.24, assuming the maximum magnitude of circumferential residual stress to vary 
from 0 to 0.4 ay . It is clearly shown that the effect of residual stress is very small on 
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Fig. 5.24 Effect of residual stress on the ultimate collapse strength 
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5.6.5 Effect Of Material Hardening 
The stress-strain relationship used in FEM is crucial for an accurate prediction of the 
collapse strength of a casing under external pressure. In view of this importance, a 
Ramberg-Osgood type of generalized material behaviour is determined to be 
representative of the realistic casing material behaviour, and has been adopted in the 
current study. Therefore, the stress-strain behaviour of the material has been 
calculated according to Equation (5.59) and converted to true stress and strain format 
as required by ABAQUS. For the particular case of test specimen 2 as listed in Table 
5.5, though its material behaviour just presents a smooth hardening, the predicted 
ultimate collapse strength will be 7.9% higher than the experimental collapse strength 
if adopting an elastic-perfect-plastic material model. The predicted deviation is 
reduced to -3.2% by adopting the generalized material model as described in the 
validation process. Furthermore, the effect of material hardening on the ultimate 
collapse strength is shown in Fig. 5.25. It is seen that the predicted collapse strength 
of a casing with a relatively low value of D/t decreases dramatically as the 
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Fig. 5.25 Effect of material hardening on the ultimate collapse strength 
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relatively high D/t casing increases with the increase of the hardening parameter, 
though the effect of material hardening is relatively small for high D/t casings. 
5.6.6 Effect Of Material Anisotropy 
Manufacturing processes, such as drawing and rolling, tend to induce material 
anisotropy, which is more pronounced for casings with Dl t values between 10 to 40. 
However, none of the previously published design equations for casing collapse so far 
is derived with the effect of anisotropy considered. For a majority of cases, 
experiments proved that, material anisotropy occurred in the form of a difference in 
the measured yield stress in the hoop and axial directions (Yeh and Kyriadies, 1988). 
In general, the yield stress in the axial direction is larger than that in the hoop 
direction. For a relatively thick walled casing, which does not collapse in the pure 
elastic collapse range, such an anisotropy directly affects the ultimate collapse 
strength. An anisotropy parameter A is introduced to model the effect of material 
anisotropy, as expressed in Equation (5.52). 
In the current FEM analysis, the effect of material anisotropy is carefully modelled by 
means of the parameter A. In ABAQUS, anisotropy yield can be introduced by user- 
defined stress ratios that are described in Hi11's potential function. In particular, an 
option of *POTENTIAL in connection with *PLASTIC is used to define an 
anisotropy yield model within ABAQUS. Therefore, the effect of material anisotropy 
on the ultimate collapse strength is obtained and shown in Fig. 5.26. It is clearly 
shown that material anisotropy directly affects the collapse strength. The presence of 
material anisotropy in general tends to reduce the collapse strength when A>1. Its 
effect is greater for casings with relatively low D It values. However, it is interesting 
to note that for a D/t value of 22, the presence of material anisotropy is somehow 
beneficial. In addition, the prediction deviation between the experiment and FEM can 
be reduced greatly when the anisotropy parameter is considered in the program 
(Huang and Mihsein, 2000). It also proves that material anisotropy is a very important 
factor for casing failure in the plastic range. Thus, it is obvious that the best prediction 
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Fig. 5.26 Effect of material anisotropy on the ultimate collapse strength 
5.7 Development Of A New Design Equation For Casing 
Collapse 
In general, the collapse strength of a casing is calculated in accordance with the API 
equations given in the API Bulletin 5C3 (1992) in the casing design process for the oil 
and gas industry. During practical application, it is found that the API design 
equations for casing collapse design give widely varying failure probabilities over the 
D/t region of 10 to 40 for casings (Adams et al, 1998a and 1998b). For casings with 
relatively low DI t values, they give unconservative design (excessive risk); while for 
casings with relatively high D/t values, over-conservative designs are obtained 
(excessive safety). Under design leads to potential severe failure while over design 
leads to extra amount of high grade casing purchase. It is therefore, necessary to 
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develop more advanced design methods, in order to remedy the limitations of the 
widely used API design equations. On the basis of the elastic and plastic collapse 
theories, several design equations have been proposed for the collapse strength 
calculation in the casing design process, which are listed below for the purpose of 
evaluating a most suitable design equation in the limit state design of casing, 
" Tamano et al (1983) 
" Tokimasa and Tanaka (1986) 
" Issa and Crawford (1993) 
In the current study, detailed development of an advanced design equation for the 
limit state design of casing is described by evaluating the candidate equations. A 
fundamental selective principle is that the most suitable predictive equation gives the 
most accurate prediction from the conservative side in comparison with experimental 
data. 
5.7.1 Review Of Collapse Design Equations 
In four sets of predictive equations for casing collapse, the API collapse equation is 
the most complicated using the nominal rather than the actual dimensions. In 
particular, the API formulation is based on the equations of theoretical elastic collapse 
strength and yield onset strength, with a specially fitted expression for the plastic 
(actually elastic-plastic) collapse from a statistical analysis. The other three design 
equations all employ the theoretical elastic and yield onset equations within a global 
expression allowing for the effect of strength decrement. The coefficients for the 
decrement terms are generally obtained from an elastic-plastic finite element analysis. 
It is noted that Tamano et al (1983) also modifies the yield strength term to allow for 
the fact that the yield onset strength underestimates the actual collapse strength. 
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5.7.1.1 Calculation According To The API Equation 
Four equations, i. e. elastic collapse, yield strength collapse, plastic collapse, and 
transition collapse, are proposed by the API for calculating the collapse strength of 
casings. The API recommends the use of a minimum elastic collapse strength value, 
which is equal to 71.25% (safety factor) of the theoretical values obtained from 
Equation (5.6) (Clinedinst, 1939). Given a Young's modulus of E= 207 GPa and a 
Poisson's ratio v=0.3, the API elastic collapse strength, PE, is calculated by, 





The yield strength collapse pressure, Py, refers to the external pressure that generates 
the minimum yield stress on the inside wall of a casing, and is calculated using 
Equation (5.7). Although tests have indicated that the actual values of the collapse 
strength are in fact higher, the incipient yield of the material in the casing has been 
considered to be the decisive criterion by the API. No further correction factor has 
been introduced to take into account the geometrical deviations from the nominal 
dimensions. 
The equation for the plastic collapse strength is found empirically, and is given by, 
p= Qy 
ýýý 
- BAPI - CAN (5.62) 
where the two parameters, AAP, and BAP, , are 
dependent on the respective yield 
points. A constant pressure, CAP, , has been calculated statistically 
for each steel 
grade, in order to take into account the effect of tolerance limits of dimensions. 
However, the introductions of the parameter CAMS and the associated generalized 
decrease of the critical external pressure give rise to an anomaly. The curve 
corresponding to the plastic collapse strength, which depends on the respective value 
of the yield strength, no longer intersects the curve for the elastic collapse strength. 
Consequently, it is no longer possible to take the elastic collapse behaviour into 
consideration. This problem has been mathematically solved by the creation of an 
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artificial collapse type, i. e. transition collapse. The transition collapse strength, Pr. , is 
calculated by: 
PT =a y 
FAP7 
_ GAP! (5.63) 
D/t 
where the constants FA,,, and GAP, are dependent on the respective parameters AAP, 
and BAP, . The constants involved 
in the API equations are summarized below: 
AAPI = 28.762+1.5488x10-3Qy -1.6209x10-907 y3 
BAP, = 0.26233+7.3400x 10-4a y 
C,,, =-32.13+0.30867a y-1.5204x10-SQy2+7.7804x10-9cT 
3 (5.64) 
3.237 x 105 
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It is noted that the above formulae for calculating the individual parameters have been 
converted for the use of SI units. 
5.7.1.2 Calculation According To The Tamano Equation 
Similar to the API calculation, Tamano et al (1983) adopts the theoretical elastic 
collapse Equation (5.6) for the calculation of elastic collapse strength. However, the 
customarily used yield onset collapse Equation (5.7) for an ideal thick walled casing 
is re-examined. A general yield strength is developed for the plastic collapse strength 
of an ideal casing as the yield onset collapse strength underestimates the actual 
collapse strength. The general yield strength means the critical external pressure 
needed when the whole section of a casing area turns into the plastic stress state. The 
general yield collapse strength under external pressure alone is derived from a finite 
element analysis: 
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The effects of the initial ovality, eccentricity and residual stress have been evaluated 
by regression analysis, and the following empirical formula for the determination of 
the collapse strength of a casings is obtained (Tamano et al, 1983): 




°° +PEPGOHT (5.66) 
where, PE and PGO are the elastic collapse strength and the general yield collapse 
strength calculated from Equation (5.6) and Equation (5.65) and 
H, = 0.0808u + 0.00114V/ - 0.1412 
07RO (5.66) 
Qy 
where u, ii and 0 R9 are ovality, eccentricity and residual stress. 
5.7.1.3 Calculation According To The Issa Equation 
The elastic collapse strength is calculated by the theoretical elastic collapse Equation 
(5.6) according to Issa and Crawford (1993). However, in contrast to an elastic- 
perfectly-plastic material assumed in the derivation of the Tamano equation, a strain 
hardening elastic-plastic material is employed in the derivation of the Issa equation. 
Similar to applying a general yield collapse strength in the derivation of Tamano 
equation, an elastic-plastic collapse strength, P£P, is proposed to replace the yield 
onset collapse strength calculated from Equation (5.7), which is: 
P 
Qy (D/t -1) All (5.67) EP = (D/t)2 [iý AD2 +A, 3 Qr/E) D/t) 
with 
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All = 7.0333 
A12 -,,: 0.1295 (5.68) 
A, 3 =12.3298 
Finite element analyses were performed to obtain a collapse equation for the nearly 
perfect casings. Its name originates from the fact that a limit load type of collapse 
strength is obtained with a small initial imperfection. After regression analysis, the 
best function to describe the collapse strength of a nearly perfect casing is found to 
have the following expression: 
P, P =L2 
(PE + PEP) -2 (PE -PEP 
)Z 1 5.69) 
where Pp represents the collapse strength of a nearly perfect casing, P. is the 
classical elastic collapse pressure from Equation (5.6) and PEP is the elastic-plastic 
collapse strength calculated from Equation (5.67). 
Reduction functions are constructed due to ovality and eccentricity based on the finite 
element analyses. The ovality reduction is derived by constructing a series of 
allowable ovalities in accordance with the API specification (1992), which has the 
following form: 
9,1 CDI1 (5.70) t 1+ B, I +B,, I D) uB" lt 
with Bý1 = 0.1648 , B, 2 = 0.5972 and B, 3 = 0.7618. 
In addition, the eccentricity reduction function is fitted with a simple polynomial 
expression by regression analysis, which is expressed as: 
h, (qr) _ (1- u)(1+CIIV+C, 2yi2) (5.71) 
with C = 0.8123 and C12 = -1.1272. 
Therefore, the ultimate collapse strength of a casing under external pressure is 
calculated by: 
P, =J,. xSr(u, t Ixh, (1! /) (5.72) 
l 
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5.7.1.4 Calculation According To The Tokimasa Equation 
According to Tokimasa and Tanaka (1986), The elastic collapse strength of a perfect 
round tube is calculated from Equation (5.2), while the plastic collapse strength is 
obtained by finite element analysis as: 
Pp =20.04 (D/t -1)/(D/t) 2 (5.73) 
where °0.04 corresponds to the proof stress of offset strain of 0.04. It is noted that by 
using arp0,, the effect of work hardening has been considered implicitly. 
Including the effects of geometric imperfections and residual stress, the Tokimasa 
equation is expressed as follows: 
Pcr =Fx f(u)x. f (OX f(QRQ) (5.74) 
where P. is the minimum value of the elastic and plastic collapse strength. In 
addition, the reduction functions f (u) ,f (y/) and 
f (o'RB) are listed in Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 Summary of the Tokimasa equation (1986) 
Factors Elastic Collapse Plastic Collapse 
D/t PE = 12 y2 
(t/D) 3 P, = 20'0.04 
Dlt tt 
2 
f(u)=A- A2-4B f(u)={1-r(1-Pc/PP)} 
Ovality 2 r=0.0856D/t -1.14 A=1+1.5u(Dlt-1)+B 
P =2P 
/(A+ A2-4B) B=PPIPE c P 
Eccentricity f (L) =1 f (yi) =1-ý/2 
(a) a'R, <0 .f 
(a'RO) =di 
(a) ixe >0f (QRO) = min(di " d2) 
Residual stress f (0 R9) 7Re d, =1+O. 82 
0'y 
d2 = 
[2(1-0.8QRO/0',, V {1 + (1- 2t/D)2 
} 
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5.7.2 Evaluation Of Collapse Design Equations 
Although the above collapse design equations have been proposed for the calculation 
of collapse strength by considering the influences of the dimensional imperfections 
and residual stress, the question as to whether it is safe to use these equations for a 
specific casing design is still uncertain. An evaluation of these empirical equations 
using available experimental casing collapse data can give a confident answer. 
Therefore, detailed comparisons have been conducted between these predictions from 
different design equations and the full scale experimental data. 
It is found that almost all - of . the predictions from the Tamano equation are 
unconservative as shown in Fig. 5.27. The potential risk in using the Tamano equation 
for casing design is unacceptably high. The possible reason for its high risk arises 
from the fact that the material model is assumed to be isotropic, elastic-perfectly- 
plastic without material hardening. To make it worse, the yield stress in the 
circumferential direction is assumed to be 5% larger than that in the axial direction, 
which gives rise to the collapse strength. Another reason may come from the 














Exeperimental collapse strength (MPa) 
Fig. 5.27 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the Tamano equation, 1983) 
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section begins to yield. However, these assumptions may not be valid for the problem 
of actual casing collapse. Therefore, the Tamano equation overestimates the collapse 
strength of a realistic casing. 
The predictions from the Issa and Tokimasa equations are relatively closer to the 
experimental data with approximately half the predictions conservative and half 
unconservative as shown in Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.29, compared with those of the 
Tamano equation. It is observed that the Issa equation is better than the Tokimasa 
equation with a smaller deviation from the experiments. Though an elastic-perfectly- 
plastic material model is used in the derivation of the Tokimasa equation, the effect of 
material hardening on the collapse strength is considered implicitly using a proof 
stress of c0.04, which may be the reason why its predictions are more conservative 
than the Tamano equation. Different from the Tamano and Tokimasa equations, the 
Issa equation is developed on the basis of a strain hardening elastic-plastic material 
model fitted from tensile tests of the axial properties of commercial casing, which 
makes its predictions closer to the experimental data than those of the Tamano and 
Tokimasa equations. However, its material model is still assumed to be isotropic and 
the axial material properties are used to derive the Issa equation rather than the 












Experimental collapse strength (MPa) 
Fig. 5.28 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the Issa equation, 1993) 
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Experimental collapse strength (MPa) 
Fig. 5.29 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the Tokimasa equation, 1986) 
The predictions from the API equations for the collapse casing are compared with 
experimental data as shown in Fig. 5.30. It is found that it is conservative in the high 
collapse strength region, while unconservative in the relatively low collapse strength 
region. In addition, the API equation is the most complicated system among the 
predictive equations, derived from statistical analysis rather than theoretical 
deduction. 
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Fig. 5.30 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the API equation, 1992) 
5.7.3 Derivation Of Implicit Collapse-Design Equation 
From the evaluation of the existing design equations for casing collapse, it is 
necessary to establish a new design equation for casing collapse. Based on the 
generalized material model developed from experimental data, a large number of 
finite element analyses have been performed to investigate the casing collapse 
strength of different grades of casings. The interested yield stress range is from 40 ksi 
(276 MPa) to 125 ksi (862 MPa ), i. e. from grade K40 to grade P125. The D/t range 
(10 to 40) covered in this study focuses on relatively thick walled casings. 
The predictions from simulation are shown in Fig. 5.31. As expected, the predicted 
collapse strength is independent of material yield stress and corresponds closely to the 
elastic collapse equation for casings with relatively high D/t values. While for 
casings with relatively low D/t ratios, the predicted collapse strength depends 
strongly on the material yield strength. In the region between the elastic collapse and 
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elastic-plastic collapse, each of the predicted curves undergoes a transition at the onset 
of plasticity as a sudden change of curve slope. It is reasonable to assume that every 
curve in Fig. 5.31 has the same mathematical expression. The problem of determining 
this expression remains a non-linear regression analysis, however, an appropriate 
transformation of the variables can make the relationship between the transformed 
variables linear. It is found that the logarithm transformation of the ratio of 
predictions from FEM to expression 
2Q'' (D It - 1) 
Dot 
is almost linear to the abscissa 
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Fig. 5.31 Predicted collapse strength of casing of grade K40 to P125 
There are two different methods to determine the expression of a straight line from the 
sample points, i. e. the least square method and the minimum variance method. 
Fortunately, both methods yield exactly the same solution for a linear relationship. 
Therefore, the variables of the linear relationship can be determined. It is not 
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surprising that the two variables associated with the linear relationship have their own 
relationship against other parameters. After carefully recalculating the transformation, 
it is found that the two variables are approximately linear to the variable a., /E. 
Using the least square method, these variables are determined. Therefore, the 
proposed collapse equation with imperfections implicitly considered is expressed as 




`S` - D/t 
h, = 167.6393 -2.25314 (5.75) 
h2 = -10.57427 - 0.0571617 E 
A comparison has been performed against available test data as shown in Fig. 5.32. It 
is shown that the predictions from the new design Equation (5.75) are wholly 
conservative as expected. In addition, the predictions are more accurate than the 
predictions from the API equation in the relatively low collapse strength region as 
shown in Fig. 5.33. However, the new design equation is relatively too conservative in 
the very high collapse strength region, corresponding to a casing with an approximate 
D/t value less than 15, which arises from the approximations made in the derivation. 
Finally, the ranges of the parameters in the foregoing Equation (5.75) where it can be 
applied are given, 
10-45 u 52.74x10-3 
8.5x10-3 5 ý58.4x10-2 (5.76) 
277.8MPa < Qy S 861.8MPa 
In conclusion, this new empirical equation is simple to use, conservatively closer to 
the experimental data. For those casing design engineers who are familiar with the 
API design equations, it is particularly useful because they do not have the 
imperfection data in most circumstances. However, the effects of imperfections are 
considered implicitly, which make its predictions more conservative for those casings 
with very small imperfections. Therefore, it is necessary for a further refinement of 
the empirical design equation by considering the imperfections effect explicitly, 
which is described in the following section. 
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Implicit Design Equation 
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Fig. 5.32 Comparison between experiments and predictions from Equation (5.75) 
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Fig. 5.33 Comparison between the implicit Equation (5.75) and API equation 
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5.7.4 Refinement Of The Collapse Design Equation 
In the last section, a new implicit design equation for casing collapse was derived. 
However, a comparison has found that that the implicit design equation gives too 
conservative predictions for casings in a certain region of 10 <D It < 15. The possible 
reason can be traced back to the material modelling in the derivation. Although the 
geometric variables are reported in the collapse test database, the casing material 
parameters are much more complex. As a result, a generalized material behaviour is 
necessary in the derivation for the collapse design equation. The conservatism is thus 
introduced from the assumption of a generalized material behaviour. In this section, a 
further refinement of the implicit collapse design equation is performed, so that the 
predictions can approach the test results more accurately from the conservative side. 
It is noted that from the evaluation of existing collapse design equations as described 
in Section 5.7.2, the Issa Equation (1993) gives the best predictions in all of the 4 
previous published predictive equations. In addition, the derivation of the Issa 
equation is based on the same generalized plane strain theory as used in the current 
analysis. Therefore, it is possible to find a linear relationship between the Issa 
equation and the new implicit collapse equation, which is able to give a more accurate 
prediction. Assuming that the linear relation has the following expression, 
a, P, +A Pest =Pap (5.77) 
where P, and PSS, are the predicted collapse strengths from the Issa and the new 
implicit collapse equations respectively and a, and ß, are two scalar constants. 
The two constants in Equation (5.77) can be determined from regression analysis 
using the least square method. For every data point in the collapse test database, there 
is a corresponding prediction from the Issa equation as well as one from the implicit 











where the dimension length of 133 is after the total number of experimental data 
points used. 
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If matrix [P, Parr 1133x2 is inverted, 
ft" I= 
IPr PSS, ]-1 {PErp 
1 (5.79) 
, 61 
Because Equation (5.78) is over-determined, the inverse of [P, P-11 1,33.2 cannot be 
calculated in a conventional way, but has to be obtained from its least square solution 
to account for measurement errors. According to Hilderbrand (1965), Nobel and 
Daniel (1988), the inverse can be calculated according to, 







The explicit collapse design equation is expressed as follows, 
Pý = 0.4951 P, + 0.5647 P, sr 
(5.82) 
where PP is the predicted collapse strength. P, is calculated according to Equation 
(5.72) and Pest is calculated according to Equation (5.75). 
To validate the refined equation, comparison has been performed between the 
predictions from Equation (5.82) and the experimental data. It is clearly shown that 
the predictions accurately approach the experimental data from the conservative side 
as expected as shown in Fig. 5.34. Furthermore, comparison has been made with 
predictions from the API equations for the same collapse database as shown in Fig. 
5.35. It is clearly demonstrated that all of the predictions from the refined equation are 
closer to the test data than those from the API equations. In the D/t range of interest, 
the refined Equation (5.82) gives a more accurate prediction with a smaller deviation. 
Compared to Fig. 5.32, the conservatism associated with the implicit empirical 
Equation (5.75) has been greatly reduced. In addition, by including the Issa equation 
in the refined collapse design equation, the parameters of imperfections are expressed 
explicitly. Therefore, if the imperfections are known, the refined Equation (5.82) 
should be used in the design of casing collapse. The implicit empirical Equation 
























Fig. 5.34 Comparison between experiments and predictions from Equation (5.82) 
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5.8 Summary 
In this chapter, a state of the art of casing collapse is reviewed. In particular, 
attentions are paid to analyse the major factors affecting casing collapse strength. A 
large number of test data have been collected, of which altogether 133 test data were 
selected in the collapse database. 
Attention is next turned to develop a finite element model, which was capable of 
accurately predicting the casing collapse strength. A detailed element study has been 
conducted to eliminate the possible element dependency, and a generalized plane 
strain element is chosen carefully in comparison with other elements. Mesh study 
clearly shows that 3 layers with 100 elements in each layer in the circumference is 
enough for casing collapse in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency. By 
carefully modelling those variables reported in the experiments, extensive finite 
element analyses have been performed. The validation process proves that, if all 
parameters are known, the casing collapse strength can be predicted accurately. 
The capabilities of previously published collapse equations have been assessed using 
the available test data in terms of an accurate prediction. It is found that the Issa 
equation gives the best predictions with the least deviation. However, almost half of 
the Issa predictions approach the experimental data from the unsafe side. A concept of 
generalized material behaviour is thus introduced, and a realistic generalized material 
behaviour is determined. An implicit empirical casing design equation is proposed 
based on the regression analysis. The predictions from the implicit collapse design 
equation are conservatively close to the experimental data. However, care should be 
taken when it is used for casings with a D/t lower than 15. Further refinement has 
been performed to include the Issa equation in the final collapse design equation using 
a linear relationship. It has been proved that the refined equation gives a better 
prediction in all D/t regions. Comparison has proved that the refined equation for 
casing collapse is better than the API equations in terms of better accuracy and less 
deviation. Therefore, a conclusion is drawn that, the implicit collapse equation should 
be used when imperfection data are not available; the explicit collapse equation 





Burst strength is another important consideration in the design of casings, which is 
defined as the maximum value. of internal pressure required to cause the steel casing 
to fail. Present-day procedures for the burst design of well casings are still based on a 
deterministic working stress design methodology. This approach is very conservative 
and, leads to actual safety margins against burst that vary widely over different grades 
of steels. In this approach, the casing is designed such that the nominal casing burst 
strength is higher than the worst case design load. The limitations of such a 
deterministic design have been described in Chapter 2. Improved and novel 
approaches towards casing design call for models that can accurately predict a burst 
failure as opposed to a conservative assessment procedure. 
Progress has been made towards developing improved burst models for regular 
casings, considering the initial imperfections. Whereas conventional burst design 
makes use of a conservative estimate of the casing burst strength, applying limit state 
design techniques require the availability of a reliable casing burst model, which is 
capable of predicting the ultimate burst strength. A limit state design equation for 
casing burst is thus developed on the basis of that casing burst model. There are two 
modes of burst failure, ductile instability and brittle fracture. In practice, the chance 
for a brittle fracture is very rare. Therefore, only ductile burst failure will be 
investigated in this research. In general, the ultimate burst strength is attained as the 
plastic zone spreads under increasing internal pressure and the outer fibre of the 
casing yields. 
In the next section, a set of simple criteria is described to determine whether a given 
casing can be designed for ductile burst failure or not. Attention is next turned to the 
review of the equations used to predict the ultimate casing burst strength of ductile 
failure, which relates casing geometry and material behaviour to the ultimate burst 
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strength. Finite element analyses have been performed for casing burst, which is 
validated by extensive comparisons with experiments. Furthermore, a new burst 
design equation is proposed for the limit state design of casing burst after an 
assessment of previously proposed burst design equations. 
6.2 Criteria For Ductile Burst Failure 
Although the external environrrlent of a casing may impose an important effect, 
whether a ductile or brittle failure will occur depends basically on the casing material. 
In a practical design situation, a designer must have a set of simple criteria to decide 
which design procedure should be used. A brief description of these criteria is 
presented in this section, which is based on the empirical relationships between 
Charpy impact energy and the critical stress intensity for a material. The criteria are 
supported with Jt integral measurements and calculations for all specimens tested by 
Paslay et a] (1998). 
Studies in fracture mechanics have shown that the stress intensity factor, K, c, is a 
parameter which can be correlated with brittle fracture (Rice, 1968; Roberts and 
Newton, 1981). Therefore, the development of a ductile/brittle criterion should relate 
to this measurement. There have been many efforts devoted to establishing a relation 
between Klc values and the easily and commonly measured Charpy V-notch impact 
value, CVN. As a result, two criteria are derived below. One is based on a correlation 
between K, c and CVN in the transition zone of CVN versus temperature plots. The 
second criterion is based on a correlation between K, c and CVN as well as yield 
strength ay for the upper shelf of CVN versus temperature plots. These correlations 
are expressed by (Tallin et al, 1998) as: 





_ 0.1 (6.2) Qy Qy 
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It is noted that Equations (6.1) and (6.2) are empirical and the terms are not 
dimensionally consistent. 
It is important to establish values for K, c corresponding to the above equations, 
which is accomplished by using the concept of a plastic zone size. The maximum 
normal stress at the tip of a two dimensional, plane strain crack whose plane is 
perpendicular to a uniform far field tensile stress is K, / 2m (Rice, 1968). By setting 
this stress equal to the yield stress Q,, and K, to K, c, a value of radius, rp , may be 
found, which is a rough estimate of the plastic zone size as follows, 
2 
rp =1 'c (6.3) 27t 
The above result indicates that the plastic zone size estimate is proportional to 
When a fracture or sharp flaw is in a casing wall, the ratio of the plastic 
QY 
zone size rp to the wall thickness t, is a determining factor for the nature of fracture 
growth. Usually a factor, e 0, which 




27 r (6.4) °1 ay t 
To avoid brittle fracture, the plastic zone size ahead of the fracture-initiating flaw 
must be greater than that required to maintain plane strain ahead of the flaw. The 
ASTM standard test (1995) indicates that this condition is satisfied when 
Qo >0.5 (6.5) 
More recent brittle tests indicate that a value of 0.688 in the above inequality is 
appropriate for casing burst design (Tallin et al, 1998). Using 0.688 in the inequality 
for Mio and combining this with Equation (6.4) and the transition Equation (6.1), 
yields: 
CVN >_ 0.0179 (cr 2 t)°'79 (6.6) 
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For a proposed design for casing burst, both yield strength ay and wall thickness t 
will be known so that the minimum required value for CVN can be found to ensure 
that the material is above the transition condition. If Inequality (6.6) is not satisfied, 
brittle fracture may occur and will therefore be anticipated. Inequality (6.6) is the first 
criterion. 
The second criterion is now derived using the upper shelf Equation (6.2). The 
minimum value of 8 used to establish a K, c /t 7y value from Equation (6.4) is chosen 
to ensure at least a 50-75% shear fracture. The minimum value of 13 for this condition 
is about 1.5 (ASTM, 1995). Using 1.5 for the minimum value of ß in Equation (6.4), 
Equation (6.2) gives: 
CVN >_ cy (0.375 t+0.1) (6.7) 
If this inequality is satisfied, ductile fracture can be anticipated and design can 
proceed on that base. 
In summary, a combination of these two criteria is described as follows to give a 
specific set of conditions, which should be met before ductile (plastic) instability can 
be used as the basis for casing burst design, 
1. If Inequality (6.7) is satisfied, the casing should be designed on the basis of ductile 
burst failure. 
2. If Inequality (6.6) is not satisfied, the material should be assumed brittle and a 
brittle fracture burst design procedure should be used for the casing design. 
3. If Inequality (6.7) is not satisfied but Inequality (6.6) is satisfied, the casing lies in 
an area of uncertainty. It is not brittle, but also it is not quite fully ductile. In this 
case, brittle design is recommended for safety. 
The criteria presented above have been applied to the casing burst experiments 
(Parlay et al, 1998) with the validation shown in Table 6.1. The validation shows that 
all of the tested casings satisfy Inequality (6.7), therefore, their burst behaviours are 
controlled by ductile instability. This expectation was borne out in the burst tests. It is 
noted that, Test No 1 (Parlay et al, 1998) is the closest to not meeting the ductile 
criterion and it is also the test with the greatest deviation from fully ductile behaviour. 
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Table 6.1 Criterion validation for ductile instability of casing burst design 
Test 
No. 
cy t Eq. (6.7) Eq. (6.6) Test CVN 
(10 Psi) (MPa) (in. ) (mm) (ft lb) (Nm) (ft lb) (Nm) (ft lb) (Nm) 
1 67.6 466.0 . 352 8.94 15.7 
21.29 6.8 9.22 24 32.54 
2 100.9 695.6 . 254 6.45 19.7 
26.71 9.4 12.75 104 141.0 
3 131.4 905.9 . 575 14.6 41.5 
56.27 28.7 38.92 81 109.8 
4 120.7 832.1 . 524 13.3 35.8 48.54 
23.4 31.73 76 103.1 
5 88.6 610.8 . 408 10.4 22.4 
30.37 11.8 16.00 54 73.2 
6 122.6 845.2 . 407 10.3 31.0 42.04 
19.6 26.58 87 118.0 
7 92.9 640.5 . 388 9.86 22.8 
30.92 12.2 16.54 64 86.78 
8 87.5 603.2 . 567 14.4 27.4 37.15 
15.0 20.34 66 89.50 
9 100.3 691.5 . 154 3.91 15.8 
21.42 6.6 8.95 88 119.3 
6.3 Review Of Casing Burst Design Equations 
Under excessive internal pressure, ductile burst of a casing is achieved when the 
yielding of the entire pipe cross-section precedes the pipe failure. Ductile burst 
requires a limit state model based on the fully plastic section of a casing. As the 
casing loading, dominated by internal pressure, increases, yielding of the casing body 
starts at the inner fibre (Johnson and Mellor, 1983; Harvey, 1986). The plastic zone 
spreads under increasing loads until the outer fibre of the casing yields. Well-executed 
experiments show that the ultimate burst capacity of a casing is only slightly larger 
(typically 2 to 3%) than that corresponding to the yielding of the outer fibre of the 
casing under excessive internal pressure (Gulati et al, 1994). Therefore, yielding of 
the outer fibre can be considered to represent the ultimate limit state of ductile casing 
burst. For a cemented section of casing subjected to large internal pressure, a solution 




where Q., is the yield strength and R0 and R. are the outer and inner radii of the 
casing respectively. The wall thickness equals to (R0 - R; ) . 
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An exact solution for an arbitrarily thick end-capped casing on the basis of the Mises 
yield criterion was derived in an implicit form by Svensson (1958) and discussed in 
detail by Chakrabarty (1987). It is expressed as follows: 
A. Ro 
/3c j In r1 dr (6.9) 
ýR, rý r 
with 
e° /jc = kn+, 
(- 
a16.10 In () 
ra= r2-R2(2i2-1) 
where 6, s 
is the ultimate tensile strength, n is the material hardening parameter for a 
assumed Ludwik power law (1909) and 2; and Aa are the corresponding inner and 
outer circumferential stretches. 
Klever (1992) developed an analytical model with an isotropic hardening finite strain 
plasticity based on the Mises yield criterion for the burst strength of thin walled 
uncorroded casings. The model was further modified to include the Tresca yield 
criterion and extended to thick walled casings by Stewart (1994). The burst strength is 








where k is a yield criterion parameter which is unity for the Tresca yield criterion and 
2/ for the Mises yield criterion. It is noted that a ductile burst failure is assumed in 
the derivation of the Stewart model. 
In 1994, the DEA (Drilling Engineering Association) adopted the expression of 
Stewart (1994) for the calculation of the ultimate casing burst strength, which is 
rewritten to include a temperature effect as: 




where T is the temperature at the point of interest, T,, f is the reference temperature 
for thermal degradation, td is the thermal degradation, D`' is the local outside 
diameter and t,, the minimum wall thickness. It is noted that, a modelling 
uncertainty, mod u, is introduced to represent the material term k ("+`ý 
1. (2) 
Following Stewart's analytical model, an average burst model was proposed for 
regular and worn casings (Klever, 1998) as: 
t r1 1I+n 1 
I+n 
PbA 7 I-I +- 2a (6.13) b : ý.: 
(D - t) l2J) ups 
where n is the material hardening parameter, which is usually taken as the strain E,,,, 
corresponding to the ultimate tensile strength au,, . 
Considering the effect of axial loading on the basis of conventional work hardening 
plasticity theory, Paslay (1998) gave another modification to Equation (6.11) as: 
2 
Pb = 2a*.,, 
tom'" 1- ý`" (6.14) 
where tan is the minimum wall thickness of a worn casing, o is the applied axial 
stress, which is determined by the external axial force, Fea , 
U ax 
F,.  
ý` r(D - t)t 
(6.15) 
The API bulletin 5C3 (1992) provides another equation for the calculation of casing 
burst strength, which is expressed by: 
Pb = 0.875 
2Dt 
(6.16) 
It is noted that the API equation for casing burst is proportional to the yield stress, 
while the Klever and Stewart equations are proportional to the ultimate tensile 
strength. 
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6.4 Finite Element Analysis Of Casing Burst 
6.4.1 General 
As was done for the case of casing collapse study, finite element analyses are 
performed to investigate the ultimate burst strength of a thick walled casing using 
ABAQUS. It is assumed that a regular casing under internal pressure deforms such 
that its cross section remains circular. Therefore, the membrane forces are essential in 
the equilibrium equations, while bending does not play any significant role in the 
problem of casing burst. To obtain an accurate modelling of plasticity and large 
deformation, a Newton solution technique is used to solve the governing equations of 
casing burst. A reduced integration technique is employed in the simulation to prevent 
possible artificial locking in the calculation of stiffness matrices. The modified Riks 
algorithm is employed to carefully control the internal pressure to the ultimate burst 
strength. Following the maximum pressure, the program automatically reduces the 
applied internal pressure so that the casing burst simulation can be continued. In this 
way, the casing burst process can be simulated. As normally the ratio of casing length 
to outside diameter is more than 8, the effect of end restraint can be neglected in the 
simulation of casing burst. Similar to casing collapse, the problem of casing burst is 
reduced to a case of a plane strain problem, and only one element is necessary in the 
longitudinal direction. 
6.4.2 Modelling Of Geometric Imperfections 
There is little in the literature on investigations into the effects of geometrical 
imperfections, such as ovality and eccentricity, on the casing burst strength. 
Therefore, these imperfections are constructed in the finite element program to 
evaluate their effects on the ultimate casing burst strength. As a result, initial ovality 
and eccentricity are introduced in the same way as was described in Chapter 5. 
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Similar clement type and mesh density studies prove that the second order generalized 
plane strain continuum element CGPEIOR is valid for the problem of casing burst. In 
particular, six integration points across the wall thickness of a casing were sufficient 
for an accurate prediction of the ultimate burst strength. However, a detailed 
description of the element type and mesh studies is omitted here for brevity. 
6.4.3 Determination Of Burst Strength 
A uniform internal pressure is applied to the faces of the elements on the inner 
diameter of the casing section. In the simulation, the line direction of the applied 
internal pressure changes as the casing section deforms and the pressure is increased 
incrementally. It is noted that, true stress and true strain, instead of engineering stress 
and strain, are used in the simulation, and no approximation is made in formulating 
the non-linear equations of the casing burst problem. The internal pressure-strain 
response of a casing is recorded in the simulation for the determination of ultimate 
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internal pressure, the measured pressure increases until the maximum pressure is 
reached and then a decrease in the pressure can be observed with a large increase of 
deformation. The maximum internal pressure is then taken as the ultimate burst 
strength of a casing. This is similar to the experiments for burst of the test specimen 
when a sudden drop of the internal pressure is recorded in the test facility. The above 
procedures enable the FE program to accurately model the casing burst behaviour. 
6.4.4 Material Constitutive Behaviour 
The nature of a casing failure requires proper modelling of the inelastic material 
characteristics. Thus, the material constitutive behaviour is very crucial for an 
accurate prediction of the casing burst strength. Although any general material 
behaviour can be employed in the casing burst simulation, fitting a Ludwik power law 
(Ludwik, 1909) curve to the material uniaxial true stress-logarithmic strain curve 
leads to the simplest approach (Klever, 1992; Stewart et al, 1993; Klever et al, 1993; 
Klever and Stewart, 1998; Paslay et al, 1998). It is noted that, a Ludwik type of 
material behaviour is adopted because it provides a good representation for the 
relationship between the true stress (Cauchy stress) and true strain (logarithmic strain) 
for many materials, particularly at large strains. A Ludwik power law has the 




C= [1] Quts ý6.1 Ö) 
Q and e are the true stress and true strain respectively. Their relationship with the 
engineering stress, aging , and engineering strain, Ee,, g , 
is given by, 
e=ln(1+e,, 8) 
a= (1+e )Q 
(6.19) 
eng 
It is noted that the material hardening parameter n is given by the true strain at the 
maximum axial load in a tensile test (Stewart et al, 1994), 
n =1n(1 + e., s) 
(6.20) 
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Therefore, the advantage of adopting the Ludwik material model is that it can be 
easily determined from the tensile test. In the following validation, the individual 
measured material behaviour including the ultimate tensile stress and strain from the 
burst test are used to justify the accuracy and reliability of the material model. 
A generalized expression of material behaviour needs to be determined in the 
derivation of a new design equation for casing burst, which should be capable of 
modelling materials of various yield strength. Because casing burst is controlled by 
the ultimate tensile strength rather than the yield strength, it is important to have a 
relationship between the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength in the finite 
element analysis of casing burst. - 
Considerable research has been- conducted to define the significance of the yield 
strength to tensile strength ratio (a'y Io) for casing burst. In the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, a study by Kiefner et al (1971) was completed, in which a series of burst 
tests was conducted on 41 pipes ranging from 8 to 42 inches (203 to 1067 mm) in 
diameter. In 1986, altogether 23 uniaxial tensile tests were performed by Amano et at 
(1986). Because the casing manufacturing process has been greatly improved, those 
test data reported in the 1960s and 1970s lost their eligibility for today's casing. 
Therefore, only the data from the 1980s are selected as shown in Table 6.2 to fit an 
empirical relationship between the ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength as 
well as that between the material hardening parameter n and yield strength. The 
curves are shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3. It is found that the relationship between the 
ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength can be fairly well represented by a 
straight line, which is expressed by: 
Uus = 0.7728Q,, +27.554 (6.21) 
While the relationship between the material hardening index n and yield strength is 
approximated by: 
n= -0.007Qy + 0.7474 (6.22) 
It is noted that the units of ay and a,,,, in the above equations are in ksi (1 ksi=6.894 
MPa). 
Therefore, a realistic isotropic hardening material behaviour, which is able to model 
the casing material of different yield strength, can be constructed and carefully 
implemented into the finite element program for casing burst. 
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Table 6.2 Uniaxial ultimate tensile tests on casings 
Test 
No. 
Uy Qurs Cy / aur, . 6ars n 
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa) 
1 43.6 300.6 66.4 457.8 0.657 0.394 0.332 
2 52.3 360.6 67.8 467.4 0.771 0.368 0.313 
3 62.3 429.5 69.7 480.5 0.894 0.294 0.258 
4 57.3 395.0 77.8 536.4 0.737 0.36 0.307 
5 57.8 398.5 77.7 535.7 0.744 0.364 0.31 
6 71.4 492.2q" 81.1 559.1 0.881 0.278 0.245 
7 75.9 523.3 82.2 566.7 0.923 0.244 0.218 
8 64.9 447.4 78.7 542.6 0.825 0.300 0.262 
9 70.2 484.0 79.9 550.8 0.879 0.24 0.215 
10 76.2 525.3 81.5 561.9 0.935 0.193 0.176 
11 68.0 468.8 80.8 557.0 0.842 0.297 0.26 
12 73.5 506.7 82.1 566.0 0.895 0.24 0.215 
13 79.7 549.5 84.5 582.5 0.943 0.204 0.186 
14 79.8 550.1 93.4 643.9 0.854 0.08 0.077 
15 79.6 548.8 93.4 643.9 0.852 0.094 0.09 
16 84.3 581.2 93.3 643.2 0.904 0.193 0.176 
17 88.4 609.4 93.4 643.9 0.947 0.161 0.149 
18 100.2 690.8 101.7 742.5 0.985 0.006 0.005 
19 82.9 571.5 92.4 637.0 0.897 0.163 0.151 
20 89.3 615.6 94.6 652.2 0.944 0.157 0.146 
21 100.8 694.9 102.5 706.6 0.983 0.003 0.003 
22 128.4 885.2 130.0 896.2 0.988 0.003 0.003 
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Fig. 6.3 Empirical relationship between material hardening index and yield strength 
6.4.5 Validation With Casing Burst Data 
The finite element analysis of casing burst has been verified by comparison with burst 
experimental data. Those experiments were performed on common tubular stock of 
flawless casings from grades H40 to Q125 (Amano et al, 1986; Stewart et al, 1994; 
Paslay et al, 1998). Casings were chosen according to their frequencies of application 
as well as availability from the manufacturers. Each test specimen of casing burst had 
welded end caps and a length to diameter ratio of at least eight. The welded end caps 
were used so that the internal pressure could be applied. In the test, the casings were 
filled with liquid and pressurized; until they burst. It is noted that all of the casing 
materials in the test are ductile. 
In an experimental investigation of the significance of yield ratio (yield 
strength/ultimate tensile strength) to casing burst, Amano et at (1986) performed 12 
hydrostatic burst tests on long pipes of the grades of X65 to X70. Stewart et al (1994) 
provided 29 test data, of which 7 long specimens were selected in the casing burst 
database. Recently, Paslay et at (1998) tested altogether 22 casings, of which 13 tests 
on flawless long specimens under internal pressure alone were added in the validation 
database. It is noted that, the D/t ratio of these test data covers from 6 to 48, casing 
grade from H40 to Q125, outside diameter from 3.5 inches (89 mm) to 36 inches (914 
mm). From the variations of these important parameters, the selected tested data 
provides a good representation of the casings. Therefore, finite element analysis of 
casing burst in this research is carefully validated by means of these 32 casing burst 
tests. In general, casing burst is less important than casing collapse in the casing 
design process, which is also revealed from the number of published test data for each 
case. Considering this fact, the 32 burst test data is believed to be sufficient for this 
research. Furthermore, the casing burst database will be used to evaluate and calibrate 
potential collapse design equations for the limit state casing design. 
The measured geometry and material parameters as well as the reported ultimate burst 
strength are listed in Table 6.3. The geometry and material behaviour are carefully 
implemented in the proposed finite element program. The relationship of the applied 
internal pressure and deformation is recorded in the simulation to determine the 
ultimate burst strength. Finally, comparisons between the experimental burst strength 
and predictions are shown in Fig. 6.4. It is clearly demonstrated that the predictions 
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from the FEM are very close to the actual test burst strength with a maximum 
predictive deviation less than 7 percent. The possible error comes from the 
approximation in modelling the material behaviour because of some approximations 
assumed in the simulation However, the validation does prove that, the finite element 
simulation in this research can predict the ultimate burst strength of a casing to a 
satisfactory degree of accuracy. 















1 493.8 14.3 35.52 508.8 571.0 0.090 34.50 32.16 0.93 
2 530.6 13.5 40.30 623.9 624.0 0.010 33.84 32.05 0.95 
3 371.0 20.0 38.12 531.5 608.0 0.110 30.63 31.52 1.03 
4 371.0 20.0 38.12 555.0 580.0 0.090 31.95 30.34 0.95 
5 594.2 15.9 38.34 534.3 653.0 0.110 34.79 33.71 0.97 
6 594.2 15.9 38.34 440.5 585.0 0.140 31.76 29.78 0.94 
7 594.2 15.9 38.34 511.5 600.0 0.110 31.72 30.89 0.98 
8 594.2 15.9 38.34 501.2 581.0 0.130 30.20 29.69 0.98 
9 895.0 19.0 48.00 517.1 559.0 0.090 24.85 23.06 0.93 
10 895.0 19.0 48.00 457.8 546.0 0.100 23.11 22.42 0.97 
11 895.0 19.0 48.00 508.8 604.0 0.100 25.80 24.69 0.96 
12 895.0 19.0 48.00 426.7 578.0 0.130 23.17 23.39 1.01 
13 591.8 18.2 32.52 636.0 645.0 0.040 41.76 40.86 0.98 
14 591.2 18.9 31.28 563.0 589.0 0.090 37.68 37.86 1.00 
15 591.2 18.9 31.28 607.0 630.0 0.120 40.79 40.65 1.00 
16 893.6 22.5 39.72 526.0 608.0 0.110 27.93 30.22 1.08 
17 162.2 9.8 16.55 602.0 776.0 0.180 86.60 94.00 1.09 
18 397.6 13.5 29.45 364.0 523.0 0.190 36.50 34.29 0.94 
19 390.8 12.8 30.53 807.0 869.0 0.080 59.60 53.27 0.89 
20 179.4 8.94 20.07 468.8 737.7 0.115 77.70 69.77 0.90 
21 89.7 6.5 13.90 696.3 751.4 0.077 119.27 118.30 0.99 
22 198.2 14.6 13.57 903.1 992.7 0.065 173.80 154.80 0.89 
23 179.5 13.3 13.49 834.2 903.1 0.061 152.29 141.70 0.93 
24 179.7 10.4 17.34 613.6 723.8 0.093 92.17 85.47 0.93 
25 179.7 10.3 17.39 848.0 916.9 0.070 118.51 109.00 0.92 
26 247.0 9.86 25.06 641.1 717.0 0.102 61.08 57.91 0.95 
27 252.2 13.5 18.70 606.7 703.2 0.102 81.56 76.51 0.94 
28 89.0 14.4 6.18 606.7 730.8 0.115 294.65 285.10 0.97 
29 67.3 3.91 17.20 689.4 834.2 0.065 113.34 103.50 0.91 
30 179.6 12.01 14.95 779.0 896.2 0.068 136.09 125.30 0.92 
31 198.2 14.7 13.53 903.1 992.7 0.065 171.66 155.40 0.91 
32 180.1 14.9 12.12 903.1 992.7 0.065 178.55 175.70 0.98 
Coefficient of Variance 0.0024 Standard 
Deviation 
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Fig. 6.4 Comparison between casing burst experiments and FEM 
6.5 Numerical Results And Discussion 
Fig. 6.5 shows the predicted progress of casing burst behaviour. It is seen that the 
burst occurs when the whole casing section begins to yield. The predicted casing burst 
process clearly demonstrates that, large deformation occurs during casing burst. A 
parametric study has been performed to investigate the effects of major factors on the 
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Fig. 6.5 Predicted progress of casing burst 
(red denoting the original casing, black denoting deformed casing) 
6.5.1 Effects Of Initial Ovality 
In contrast to casing collapse, it is found that the effect of initial ovality on the 
ultimate burst strength is very small as shown in Fig. 6.6. It is well known that the 
limit load type of instability of a thick casing is caused by the combination of section 
ovalization and yielding. For casing burst, the presence of internal pressure will 
reduce the section ovalization. On the other hand, the yield stress in the longitudinal 
direction is reduced by the circumferential stresses induced by the internal pressure. 
These reasons make the effect of initial ovality on the burst strength very small, which 
also explains the obvious scarcity of previous research on this topic. Almost all the 
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predictive equations for casing burst neglect the initial ovality factor because its effect 
on the ultimate burst strength is very small. 
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Fig. 6.6 Effect of ovality on the burst strength 
6.5.2 Effect Of Initial Eccentricity 
The initial eccentricity greatly affects the burst pressure as shown in Fig. 6.7. With 
eccentricity less than 0.01, very small reduction in the burst pressure is found. With an 
eccentricity greater than 0.01, the predicted burst strength drops rapidly. In particular, 
initial eccentricity on the burst strength of a casing with a D/t value of 16.55 has an 
approximately equivalent reduction in burst strength for a casing with a D/t value of 
30.53. As the API maximum allowable wall thickness tolerance is 0.125, the effect of 
eccentricity is very important on the ultimate burst strength. The range of initial 
eccentricity considered in this research is from 10-4 to 0.4 to account for the fact that 
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Although casings considered in this research are mainly for regular casings without 
any crack-like defects rather than those casings with localized wall thickness 
reduction, it is very interesting to investigate if the initial uniform eccentricity model 
developed in this research remains valid for casings with localized wall thickness 
reduction. In practice, the localized wall loss in the casing takes a form of a long 
smooth groove. For those casings with a wear groove, Klever (1998) pointed out that 
the ultimate burst strength would be lower than these of perfect casings, but higher 
than the casings with uniform reduced wall thickness. It is therefore, expected that the 
initial eccentricity model can give a lower bound prediction for the casing with 
















Fig. 6.7 Effect of eccentricity on the burst strength 
For this purpose, a series of experimental data have been collected. In 1992, British 
Gas carried out 8 pressurized ring tests on behalf of Shell (Stewart et al, 1994), of 
which seven rings were machined internally over 20 percent of the circumference, 
simulating the reduced wall thickness due to smooth corrosion. It is noted that all 
eight specimens were cut from a single pipe of grade X60 with or,,,., = 563 MPa and 
material hardening index n=0.13. Klever (1998) further performed eight burst tests 
on the casings with longitudinal grooves machined at the inside of test specimens, of 
which four were cut from P110 casings and four from Q125 casings. 
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It is noted that the minimum wall thickness is used in the simulation instead of the 
nominal wall thickness. The predictions of ultimate burst strength for each burst test 
are summarized in Table 6.4. It is clearly demonstrated that the uniform eccentricity 
model predicts the burst capacity of casings with localized wall thickness reduction 
extremely well. The mean of the predictions is 0.993 with a standard deviation less 
than 4 percent as well as a coefficient of variance of 0.001. The spread of the 
predictions in the ring test is very small, and similar accurate predictions can be 
observed for these casings with machined long grooves. It is therefore, concluded that 
the introduction of the additional complexity of localized wall thickness reduction has 
a minor effect on the ultimate burst strength. The burst strength of a casing with local 
wall thickness reduction can be predicted to a very satisfactory degree of accuracy if 
the minimum wall thickness is used in the FE model. Another important message is 
that, if the empirical relationships for the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and 
the material hardening index used in this finite element analysis do not reflect the 
proper importance of these parameters governing the burst failure mechanism, a wide 
scatter in the predicted burst strength should be seen in the comparison. If, on the 
Table 6.4 Comparison between FEM predictions and burst test 
No. Dnom tom tn; n o,, 
Hardening Burst Strength (Mpa) Predicted 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (MPa) n Actual Predicted Actual 
1 892.0 22.20 22.20 563.0 0.130 26.40 27.40 1.038 
2 892.0 22.20 15.60 563.0 0.130 18.70 19.06 1.019 
3 892.0 22.20 15.80 563.0 0.130 19.50 19.32 0.991 
4 892.0 22.20 11.50 563.0 0.130 14.80 13.94 0.942 
5 892.0 22.20 10.50 563.0 0.130 13.00 12.73 0.979 
6 892.0 22.20 6.94 563.0 0.130 8.56 8.37 0.978 
7 892.0 22.20 6.55 563.0 0.130 8.08 7.88 0.975 
8 892.0 22.20 6.93 563.0 0.130 8.22 8.36 1.017 
9 342.0 13.54 13.30 840.0 0.049 80.60 84.30 1.046 
10 342.0 13.54 12.90 840.0 0.049 80.20 80.90 1.009 
11 342.0 13.54 11.00 840.0 0.049 74.50 69.50 0.933 
12 342.0 13.54 9.90 840.0 0.049 66.10 62.60 0.947 
13 252.0 15.73 15.40 1070.0 0.058 143.00 148.00 1.034 
14 252.0 15.73 14.30 1070.0 0.058 136.00 138.00 1.013 
15 252.0 15.73 13.10 1070.0 0.058 130.00 127.00 0.977 
16 252.0 15.73 11.20 1070.0 0.058 110.00 109.00 0.988 
COV 0.001 Standard 
Deviation 
0.034 Mean 0.993 
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other hand, the assumed burst failure mechanism is correct, the predictions should be 
accurate with a small deviation, which is clearly seen from the comparison as shown 
in Fig. 6.4 and Table 6.4. Therefore, the proposed finite element analysis is further 
validated. 
6.5.3 Effect Of Material Hardening 
In view of the importance of material hardening, a Ludwik type of generalized 
material behaviour is adopted to carefully simulate the real casing material behaviour 
in the finite element calculation. The stress-strain behaviour of the material is coded 
according to Equations (6.21) and (6.22), which is converted to the true stress and true 
strain. The effect of the material hardening on the burst strength of casing is shown in 
Fig. 6.8. It demonstrates that the material hardening parameter has an important effect 
on the casing burst strength. The predicted casing burst strength decreases with the 
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Fig. 6.8 Effect of material hardening on the burst strength 
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burst strength of a casing with a relatively low D/t value is greater than that of a 
relatively high DI t casing. 
6.6 Development Of A Design Equation For Casing Burst 
Although the proposed finite element analysis has been validated to be capable of 
giving an acceptable prediction for the casing burst strength, it is not convenient to 
run a computer program in order to obtain a prediction of the casing burst strength in 
the design process. On the contrary, it is valuable if a straightforward design equation 
for casing burst were available, which predicts the casing burst strength as a function 
of the casing dimensions and material properties. 
Historically, the ultimate burst strength of a casing is calculated in accordance with 
the API burst Equation (6.16) given in the API Bulletin 5C3 (1992) in the casing 
design process for the oil and gas industry, which is for the ductile casing burst 
failure. However, the API burst equation is based on the working stress design, 
consequently a safety factor of 0.875 is added to account for the uncertainties in the 
design process. It is noted that the value of 0.875 is simply chosen from the fact that 
the minimum wall thickness can be 0.875 times the API nominal wall thickness, 
giving the API allowable wall thickness tolerance 0.125. During the practical 
application, it is found that the API design equation for casing burst gives a widely 
varying predicted failure probability over the DIt range (10 to 40) for well casings 
(Adams et al, 1998). Under-design can lead to catastrophic failure and over-design 
leads to costly casing purchase. It is therefore, necessary to develop an improved 
design equation, in order to remedy the limitations of the widely used API design 
equation for casing burst. Considerable work has been performed in deriving such an 
advanced design equation. As a result, several design equations have been proposed 
for the casing burst design, which are listed below, 
" The Hill Equation (6.8) (1950) 
" The Stewart Equation (6.11) (1994) 
" The Klever Equation (6.13) (1998) 
Detailed descriptions of these equations are presented in Section 6.3. Finite element 
analysis is employed on the development of an improved design equation for casing 
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burst in the application of limit state casing design after evaluating the above design 
equations. 
6.6.1 Evaluation Of Previous Design Equations 
All the aforementioned burst design equations for the calculation of casing burst 
strength are claimed to be accurate with a very small deviation. A detailed evaluation 
of these empirical equations against available experimental burst data will tell how 
accurate and how small the deviations are. Therefore, comparisons have been 
conducted between these predictions from different design equations and full-scale 
burst experimental data. It is noted that basically the Stewart equation is identical to 
the Klever equation when the yield criterion parameter is taken as unity. Therefore, 
only the Hill equation, the API equation and the Klever equation are assessed in the 
comparison process. 
The predictions from the Hill equation for all 32 casing burst experiments are shown 
in Fig. 6.9 in comparison with the actual burst strength. It is found that nearly half the 
predictions from the Hill equation are unconservative and half conservative. Similar 
conclusion can be drawn for the predictions from the Klever equation as shown in Fig. 
6.10, which has a relatively smaller deviation compared to those from the Hill 
300 
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Experimental burst strength (MPa) 
Fig. 6.9 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the Hill equation, 1950) 
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equation. It is noted that the burst is assumed to occur when the whole casing section 
begins to yield in the derivation of both the Hill and Klever equations, which may 
account for the lack of conservatism shown in the comparison. This assumption may 
not be valid in practice since there are always some material defects, which makes the 
casing fail before the whole casing section begins to yield. In contrast, the predictions 
from the API burst equation are wholly conservative for all of the burst experimental 
data as shown in Fig. 6.11. The conservatism of the API burst equation is expected 
because it uses a safety factor of 0.875 to account for uncertainties. However, this 
conservatism is simply too much with a mean of 0.71 and deviation of 0.076. When 
using the Hill or Klever equations, it is nearly 50 percent possible that an 
unconservative prediction will be-obtained in the design of casing burst, which means 
potential casing burst failure. When using the API equation, a conservative design can 
be expected. However, over-conservatism means a large amount of extra purchase on 
unnecessary high grade of casings. Therefore, it is necessary that an improved 
equation be obtained for the design of casing burst, which is conservative while more 
accurate than the API equation. It has been demonstrated that a very accurate finite 
element model has been built in the previous sections. Using regression analysis, a 















Fig. 6.10 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the Klever equation, 1994) 
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Fig. 6.11 Comparison between experiments and predictions (the API equation, 1992) 
6.6.2 Development Of A Burst Predictive Equation 
A large number of finite element analyses has been performed to investigate the 
ultimate burst strength of casings. The predictions from simulation are shown in Fig. 
6.12, and regression analyses have been conducted on the basis of the FE predictions. 
It is very difficult to generate directly a non-linear expression for the casing burst, 
which is dependent on multiple variables. Trial and test methods are thus used to 
analysis the predictions from the FEM. Finally it is found that the predicted burst 
strength divided by a, 
-, 
as shown in Fig. 6.13, has an approximate linear 
relationship with the variable t/D as the abscissa. It is noted that, t/D rather than 
D/t as the abscissa is simply because the curves are more easily fitted in this format. 
The two variables associated with the linear expression are assumed to have a certain 
relationship with y-, , and can be determined by fitting the curve according to the 
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least square method as shown in Fig. 6.14. Therefore, the design equation for casing 
burst can be expressed as follows: 
Pvusr =Qy D (At +B) 
Qa a' 
A=_108(E )3 +106(E )2 -3680.9x E +7.2865 (6.23) 
B=-3x 10' (Q E) 3 +400277( 
Q E) 2 -1675.2 xQE+4.1703 
where Pb,,,,, is the predicted ultimate burst strength, ay, E and t/D are the yield 

















Fig. 6.12 Predicted burst strength of casing from grade K40 to P125 
In addition, the predictions from this new design equation for casing burst are 
compared with experiments as well as the predictions from the API equation as shown 
in Fig. 6.15. It is evident that the whole predictions from the new burst equation are 
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equation for all experimental data points. In addition, mean values and standard 
deviations of the predictions from different equations are calculated and summarised 
in Table 6.5 as well as the coefficient of variation. Although the Hill and Klever 
equations give better mean values, they are not able to provide a safe design for 
casing burst. In particular, the predictions from the Klever equation have a smaller 
deviation than that of the Hill equation, which is in accordance with the observation in 
the comparison process. In conclusion, the new burst design equation from this 
research is capable of providing a safe design for casing burst. In the meantime, it is 
approximately 15 percent more accurate than the API burst equation. 
Table 6.5 Prediction error comparison 
Parameter Hill Equation Klever Equation API New Equation 
Mean 0.993 0.991 0.718 0.863 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.094 0.054 0.076 0.070 
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Fig. 6.15 Comparison between burst experiments and predictions from Equations (6.16) and (6.23) 
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6.7 Summary 
There are two failure modes of casing burst, ductile instability and brittle fracture 
respectively. In this research, only ductile burst failure of casings is investigated. As a 
result, a set of criteria for the determination of a ductile material for casing burst is 
briefly described. In addition, a general review of previously published design 
equations for casing burst is presented. Main efforts are directed towards delivering a 
finite element model, whose reliability and accuracy have been validated through an 
extensive comparison with the burst test data. Major factors have been studied. It is 
found that a uniform initial ovality has little effect on the casing burst strength, while 
the eccentricity and material hardening index are found to have significant effects on 
the burst strength. In particular, the eccentricity parameter is capable of giving a good 
prediction for the remaining burst strength of a casing with localized wall thickness 
reduction. Detailed comparisons have been performed to assess the accuracy of 
different design equations for casing burst using the available burst test data. It is 
found that an improved design equation is necessary for the design of casing burst. As 
a result, an empirical burst design equation is derived on the basis of regression 
analysis, which is assessed by the burst test data as well. It is proven from the 
comparison, that not only is the new burst equation capable of providing a safe 





The oil and gas industry views 'deep offshore areas as the next frontier for oil 
exploration and production. With the help of improved drilling techniques, deeper and 
deeper oil and gas wells can be drilled. A feasibility study (Langner and Ayers, 1985) 
showed that the technology to explore, drill and produce oil and gas in water depths of 
6000 ft (1800 m), and perhaps beyond, could be developed at acceptable costs. As 
well depth increases, casings receive greater axial tension load due to the weights of 
the casing strings. Therefore, axial tension design is another consideration in the 
process of casing design for the oil and gas industry. 
Most axial tension load arises from the weight of the casing itself, however, other 
tension loads of casing can arise due to bending, drag, shock loading and pressure 
testing during installation. For deep water application, the buoyant force is another 
important load in the tension design of casings. In practice, the compressive load is 
less important in comparison with the tensile load and will only be checked for 
conductor casing as revealed from the British Gas casing design technical manual 
(Rabia, 1993). 
Normally the uppermost joint of a casing string is considered to be the weakest in 
tension design. The total tensile load must be determined accurately. In the working 
stress design criterion, casing tensile load is usually designed to be less than the yield 
strength of the top casing joint. If the casing failure mode is ductile rather than brittle, 
which is a reasonable assumption for the majority of casings, the material resistance 
of casing to tension is more likely to be governed by the ultimate tensile strength. 
Therefore, attention is paid first to investigate the behaviour of a ductile casing under 
axial tension alone, so called the axial stretch failure (Pattillo and Huang, 1982) due to 
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excessive axial tensile load. Casing strength is altered under biaxial loadings. In 
general, collapse strength decreases for a casing loaded in tension, while burst 
strength increases. The effects, termed biaxial effects, on the casing collapse and burst 
strength are investigated. 
7.2 Casing Failure Under Axial Tension Alone 
Under axial tensile loading alone,; the casing fails if the induced axial stress exceeds 
the ultimate tensile stress, providing that the casing is perfect without any material 
defects. The casing failure under axial tension alone is determined by the material 
properties in the axial direction. To further demonstrate this point, a three- 
dimensional FE model is constructed to investigate the casing axial tension problem. 
Finite element simulations have been performed for casings with an elastic-perfectly- 
plastic and an elastic-plastic material behaviour under axial tension alone. The 
relationships between the predicted casing axial strength and deformation are 
typically shown in Fig. 7.1 for an elastic-perfectly-plastic material with a yield 
strength of 440 MPa, and Fig. 7.2 for an elastic-plastic material with an ultimate 
tensile strength of 752 MPa. It is clearly shown in Fig. 7.1 that the predicted ultimate 
axial tensile strength equals the yield stress in the axial direction for an elastic- 
perfectly-plastic material. Furthermore, the predicted ultimate axial tensile strength 
for an elastic-plastic material is very close to the ultimate tensile strength (752 Mpa). 
Therefore, it is supported from the numerical simulation that the ultimate tensile 
strength in the axial direction is the limit state strength of a casing in axial tension. 
The conclusion is in accordance with the findings from the Drilling Engineering 
Association (DEA), as the following equation is recommended for the casing tension 
load case (DEA 64,1994), 
L, =Qu«[I-(T-T,, f)i O] 
(7.1) 
where our, is the ultimate tensile stress, T is the temperature, T, is the reference 
temperature and td is temperature degradation. The other terms are included to 



























Fig. 7.2 Applied axial tensile stress-strain relationship for an elastic-plastic material casing 
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7.3 Casing Collapse Under Axial Tension And External 
Pressure 
For elastic collapse under axial tension, theoretical analysis shows that the collapse 
strength of a casing in tension is the same as that under external pressure alone 
(Holmquist and Nadai, 1939). This conclusion was further validated experimentally 
by Kyogoku et at (1982). Therefore, the elastic collapse strength of a casing under 
axial tension and external pressure is expressed by: 
() PE = PEco =2E17.2 1E2 D/t (D/t -1) 
where PECO is the collapse strength under external pressure alone, PEC,, is the collapse 
strength under the combination of external pressure and axial tension, E, v, D, t 
are the same parameters defined previously. 
For the plastic collapse under axial tension and external pressure, Holmquist and 
Nadai (1939) derived a yield onset collapse strength under axial loading based on the 
Mises yield criterion: 
PYA =Py0[11 -0.75 UA/oy 
2 
-0.5(07A/QY)] (7.3) 
where P,, A and P0 are the yield onset collapse strengths with and without axial 
tension respectively, QA is the applied axial stress and Qy is the yield casing strength. 
The American Petroleum Institute (API Bulletin, 1992) summarized the casing 
collapse data and presented the following formula to calculate the collapse strength 
under axial stress in the case of plastic collapse, 
PCA - PPCO LL-O. 





where PPcA and Ppco are the plastic collapse strength with and without axial tension 
respectively. 
From the review of the above equations, it can be concluded that for a perfect casing, 
axial stress has no effect on the elastic collapse strength; its effect on the plastic 
collapse strength can be included by a correction term as shown in Equations (7.3) 
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and (7.4). Previous studies have been made for a perfect casing under combined axial 
tension and external pressure (Pattillo and Huang, 1982; Kyogoku et al, 1982), 
however, in the presence of geometric imperfections, the effect of axial tensile stress 
on the casing collapse strength has not been studied sufficiently. Only Tamano et al, 
(1982 and 1983) investigated the topic on the basis of a small number of casing tests 
under the combination of axial tension and external pressure. Krug (1983) conducted 
a large number of casing tests to investigate the casing collapse strength subjected to 
axial tension and external pressure, including grades K55, N80 and P110 with a 
casing size from 41 to 13 
3 
inches (114 mm to 340 mm). Altogether there were 69 28 
specimens tested under tension'-'and external pressure. The geometry data such as 
outside diameter and wall thickness as well as ovality and eccentricity, material data, 
exerted axial load and critical test collapse strength are reported as listed in Appendix 
4. The test data provides a firm experimental database for the current research 
investigation into the effect of axial tensile loading on the casing collapse strength in 
the presence of geometric imperfections. The explicit collapse Equation (5.82) of 
casing under external pressure alone is employed as Pco in comparison with the test 
data. 
The comparison between the predictions and experiments is shown in Fig. 7.3. It is 
seen that the effect of axial tension on the collapse strength varies quite smoothly if 
the applied axial tension load is relatively small. In other words, the effect of axial 
tension on the ultimate collapse strength is rather small when the applied axial tensile 
stress is relatively small in comparison with the yield strength of a casing. Therefore, 
the explicit collapse strength Equation (5.82) under external pressure alone can give a 
fairly good conservative prediction for casing collapse under a combination of axial 
tension and external pressure, providing the axial tensile stress is less than 0.45Qy. .A 
possible reason can be traced back to the implicit conservatism in the derivation of 
this casing collapse design equation under external pressure alone as already pointed 
out in Chapter 5. It is therefore, concluded that the derived collapse strength Equation 
(5.82) under external pressure alone, can be used without any correction even under 
the combined axial tension and external pressure load case if the applied axial tensile 
stress is relatively small. When the axial tensile load is greater than 0.45cy,, a 
correction term is necessary. If a large axial tensile stress is applied, the casing 
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collapse strength under the combined loadings decreases very dramatically as shown 
in Fig. 7.3, which can be approximately estimated using a linear relationship. 
Therefore, a linear correction term is derived as a lower bound for the ultimate 
collapse strength of casing under large axial tensile loading, which is expressed as 
follows: 
Pca =PO 
[1.643_1.47681 L" (7.5) 
Qy 
where 6A is the applied axial stress and should be greater than 0.45Q,, in this 
empirical correction equation. It is noted that the applied axial stress is calculated 
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Fig. 7.3 Effect of axial tensile stress on the casing collapse strength 
Furthermore, the correction term proposed by the API (1992) is compared with the 
experimental data and Equation (7.5). It is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 7.3 that the 
API correction term is more conservative. Although the newly developed correction 
term is better than the API term, considering the fact that only a limited number of 15 
tests with an axial tensile stress greater than 0.450,, were used in the derivation of the 
correction term, care should be taken when using Equation (7.5). The above 
correction Equation (7.5) should be further validated by more experiments, it is 
12 
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therefore suggested by the author, that the API correction term still be used for the 
calculation of casing collapse strength under a large axial stress. 
7.4 Casing Burst Under Axial Tension And Internal 
Pressure 
In general, the presence of an axial tensile load may be beneficial to the casing burst 
capacity (Adams, 1985; Klever and Stewart, 1998). However, Paslay (1998) proposed 
the following formula to include the effect of axial tension on the casing burst 
capacity, which actually means that the presence of internal pressure lowers the 
ultimate burst strength: 
PBA=P80x 1- 07" (7.7) 
mauls 
where PBA and PBO are the burst strength with or without axial tensile stress 
respectively, aus is the ultimate tensile strength and CA is the applied axial tensile 
stress calculated from Equation (7.6). 
Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the effect of axial tensile stress on the casing burst 
strength. However, the effect of axial tensile stress on the burst strength has not been 
studied sufficiently, only a few burst experiments have been carried out so far with an 
axial tensile stress and internal pressure applied simultaneously. A study has been 
performed on two casing burst tests (Paslay et al, 1998) under combined axial tension 
and internal pressure, with the results given in Table 7.1. These two tests were 
performed with welded end caps and a length to diameter ratio of at least 8. It is noted 
that the burst strength, PBO, under internal pressure alone is calculated from the newly 
developed burst design Equation (6.23) and is listed in the table. 
It is seen from Table 7.1, that both the experimental measured burst strengths under 
combined axial tension and internal pressure are greater than those under internal 
pressure alone. From this limited comparison, it seems that the presence of axial 
tensile stress is beneficial to the burst strength of a casing without material flaws. 
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However, a conclusion cannot be easily drawn until more burst test data under 
combined internal pressure and axial tensile stress become available. If, on the other 
hand, we consider that welded end caps are used in the burst test under internal 
pressure alone, the exerted internal pressure would induce some axial tensile stress in 
the casing wall. Therefore, the experimental burst strength under internal pressure 
alone was obtained with the presence of a certain amount of axial tensile stress. As a 
result, the developed burst design equation for casing under internal pressure alone 
can be used if the applied axial tensile stress is relatively small compared to the yield 
strength. If, on the other hand, the applied axial tensile stress is relatively large, a 
further experimental study should be carried out to accurately determine the effect of 
axial tensile stress on the burst strength. 














1 88.4 6.1 14.5 695.6 349.0 115.5 100.2 
2 172.4 6.5 26.5 466.0 454.6 54.9 38.5 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, casing strength under axial tension is studied. It is found that the 
ultimate tensile strength can be used as the material resistance term in the limit state 
function for the case of casings under axial tension alone. The casing collapse strength 
decreases with increasing axial tensile stress. A correction term is proposed to include 
the effect of axial tension on the collapse strength based on the experimental data. For 
casing burst under a combination of axial tensile stress and internal pressure, a 
comparison between experiments and the predictive equation shows that the presence 
of axial tensile stress is beneficial to the ultimate burst strength. However, further 
experimental investigations for casing burst in tension will be necessary before a 
quantitative effect of an axial tensile load on the burst strength can be derived. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions And Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
1. The traditional deterministic-: casing design method, i. e. working stress design 
(WSD), has a number of shortcomings such as poor economics, inflexibility and 
uneven risk. The fundamental criticism is that the deterministic design cannot tell how 
safe a design will be. Therefore, a detailed comparison between deterministic design 
and reliability-based design is conducted, and applying a full quantitative risk 
assessment (QRA) methodology in the limit state design is proposed in this thesis. 
The fundamental difference is that a limit state design equation, which represents the 
ultimate limit state of the casing for a given load condition, should replace the 
elasticity-based criteria of working stress design. 
2. A set of casing failure modes under casing operating conditions has been identified 
according to the predominance of a particular load. A set of simple equations has been 
proposed for the calculation of the load term in a limit state design equation of casing 
design for the different failure modes. The other term in a limit state design equation, 
casing material strength depends primarily on the casing dimensions and the material 
properties. 
3. Geometric imperfections can dramatically decrease the ultimate casing strength, 
however their effects on the casing strength have to be investigated using numerical 
analysis. Therefore, a comprehensive finite element methodology has been presented 
to investigate the ultimate strength of casing collapse, casing burst and casing axial 
tension. Extensive comparisons between the FEM and experiments demonstrate that, 
if the variables are known, the ultimate strength of a casing can be predicted to a 
satisfactory degree of accuracy. 
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4. Detailed parametric studies have been performed to investigate the effects of major 
factors on the ultimate casing strength. In particular, it is found that for casing 
collapse, initial ovality and eccentricity exert a considerable influence on the ultimate 
collapse strength, whereas the effect of residual stresses is negligibly small. For 
casing burst, the effect of initial ovality is negligibly small, while the initial 
eccentricity and localized thickness reduction primarily determine the ultimate burst 
strength. For casings under axial tensile loading alone, the casing strength depends on 
its material properties. 
5. Existing design equations for casing failure have been assessed using full-scale test 
data. Comparisons in Chapter-5-have shown that, the Tamano equation (1983) over- 
estimates the ultimate collapse strength of casing, almost every prediction is greater 
than the actual experimental collapse strength. The Issa (1993) and Tokimasa (1986) 
equations are generally closer to the actual collapse strength with half the predictions 
conservative and half unconservative. The API collapse equation (1992) gives almost 
conservative predictions. However, compared with the actual collapse strength, 
predictions from the API collapse equation are too conservative. 
6. Similar conclusions have been obtained for casing burst. The Klever (1998) and 
Hill (1950) equations give predictions, that are half conservative and half 
unconservative. Predictions from the API burst design equation (1992) for casing 
burst are too conservative in comparison with the experimental burst strength of 
casing. 
7. The concept of a generalized material behaviour is proposed, which is determined 
on the basis of experiments in the derivation of limit state design equations for the 
casing collapse and burst. An empirical design Equation (5.75) for casing collapse is 
proposed based on finite element analysis, which is conservatively close to the actual 
ultimate collapse strength of casing in comparison with test data. It is noted that the 
imperfection factors are included implicitly in Equation (5.75). In addition, further 
refinement has been conducted to improve the performance of the implicit design 
Equation (5.75) for casing collapse. By combining the implicit design equation 
together with the Issa equation, an improved prediction of ultimate collapse strength 
can be obtained. Therefore, the conclusion is drawn that for casing collapse, design 
Equation (5.75) with imperfections expressed implicitly should be used when 
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imperfection data are not available. The design Equation (5.82) with imperfections 
expressed explicitly should be used when imperfection data are available. Comparison 
with the API equation has proved that the new design equations for casing collapse 
provide a more accurate prediction. An empirical burst design Equation (6.23) has 
been derived on the basis of FE analysis of casing burst, which is extensively 
validated by burst test data. It is proven from the comparison that not only is the new 
burst equation able to provide a safe design, but also it is 15 percent more accurate 
than the API burst equation. 
8. Casing strength under axial tension alone has been studied. In particular, it is 
concluded that, the ultimate tensile strength of casings can be used as the material 
resistance term in the limit state equation for this load case. Furthermore, it has been 
found that the casing collapse strength decreases with increase of axial tensile stress, 
while the presence of axial tensile stress is beneficial to the ultimate burst strength. 
9. Overall, in this thesis a comprehensive methodology using the finite element 
method to derive the limit state design equations of casing design for the oil and gas 
industry has been presented. For three fundamental load cases, i. e. casing collapse, 
casing burst and casing axial tension, the calculations of the limit state load terms are 
provided in Chapter 3, while the calculations for the ultimate material resistance terms 
are given in Chapters 5,6 and 7 respectively. The ultimate limit state design of 
casings for each load case is summarised in Tables 8.1,8.2 and 8.3 respectively. In 
addition, a design flow chart is given for each load case in Fig. 8.1,8.2 and 8.3, so 
that the limit state casing design methodology can be used in a structured way. In this 
way, engineers with a traditional casing design background can easily access the limit 
state casing design methodology proposed in this thesis. 
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Table 8.1 Ultimate Limit State Design for Casing Collapse (G(Z) = R(Z) - L(Z) ) 
A) Resistance Calculation of Casing Collapse 
Step 1, R= Pis, if imperfection data are not available, 
P= 
20 (D/t - 1) 
e(h, +n=o/ ) `s` D/t 
1; =167.6393 - 2.25314 (8.1) E 
12 = -10.57427 - 0.0571617 E 
Step 2, continue calculation if imperfection data are available, otherwise go to part B. 
Step 3, calculate the elastic cölläpse strength, 
P 
2E 1 
E 1- v2 (D/t)(D/t -1)Z 
(8.2) 
Step 4, calculate the elastic-plastic collapse strength, 
PEP 
(D/t)' 1+ A2 + A3 o-y /E (D/t) (8.3) 
A, = 7.0333 A, = 0.1295 A3 =12.3298 
Step 5, calculate the overall collapse strength for a nearly perfect casing, 
(1'e+PEP)-2 (PE-PEP)2] PIP = (8.4) L2 
Step 6, calculate the ovality reduction factor, 
h(u) =1 
1+ B, +B2 IDI uB' (8.5) 
t JJJ I 
B, = 0.1648 B2 = 0.5972 B3 = 0.7618 
Step 7, calculate the eccentricity reduction factor, 
h(yi) = (1-V/)(1+C, yi+C2 2) (8.6) 
C, = 0.8123 C2 = -1.1272 
Step 8, multiply all values together to obtain the final residual collapse strength, 
R=0.4951xPpxh(u)xh(yr)+0.5647xP., (8.7) 
B) Load Calculation of Casing Collapse 
a) L= Pis for the design of surface casing, 
Pcs = Pm HCSD g (8.8) 
b) L= PCSD-L for intermediate and production casings, 





Table 8.2 Ultimate Limit State Design for Casing Burst (G =R- L) 
A) Resistance Calculation of Casing Burst 






- 3680.9 x+7.2865 E 
Q6 
B=-3x107(2 )3 +400277(QE )2 -1675.2x E +4.1703 E 
B) Load Calculation of Casing. 1purst 
Case 1, casing burst due to tube leak 
If the annulus fluid is denser than the back-up pressure gradient, load is calculated, 
(8.10) 
Pb-tr = [P, es - pPj g 
(d 
pe,,. - 
d,, h) + p; g (d Par ker - 
dWh )] - po g d, ack« 
(8.11) 
If the annulus fluid is less dense than the back-up pressure gradient, load is calculated, 
Pb-,, = [P,,, -p pf g 
(d 
pros - 
dWh)] - po gd Wh 
(8.12) 
Case 2, casing burst due to gas kick 
Without formation fracture, the load is calculated, 
Cased Hole Pb-xk = P2 - pa gd 2 (8.13) 
Open Hole Pb-gk = P2 
With formation fracture, the load is calculated, 
Pa-8 -1Pract -P, g(dsha -d2)J-Po gd2 (8.14) 





Cemented Pb-vr = lpe,, + Pm g (d, i, e - 
d, 
0 
)] - P«ment g (dfnoe - d,, ) 
e 
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Table 8.3 Ultimate Limit State Design for Casing Tension (G(Z) = R(Z) - L(Z) ) 
A) Resistance Calculation of Casing Tension 
R(Z) = Q, (8.16) 
B) Load Calculation of Casing Tension 
L,, _ (Ps Af gd- Pm A, shOC Sd+ 
Pp) Ä (8.17) 
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Fig. 8.1 Design flow chart for casing collapse 
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Fig. 8.2 Design flow chart for casing burst 
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Fig. 8.3 Design flow chart for casing tension 
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8.2 Recommendations For Future Work 
1. Two catalogues of limit states are usually considered in the limit state design. The 
ultimate limit state (ULS) describes the true maximum load carrying capacity of a 
structure; while the service limit state (SLS) describes the normal working conditions. 
As a first step in the development of a limit state casing design, this thesis presents a 
set of ultimate limit state design equations. Therefore, the service limit state design of 
casing is recommended for further work after this study. This may include large 
deflections, vibration due to wind and wave loadings, repairable damage due to 
fatigue, localized failure due to corrosion, and fracture due to cracks. 
2. The ultimate limit state design equations are validated for vertical wells, but effect 
of bending has not been included. However, in many cases, it is necessary to drill 
deviated wells, thus the effect of bending on the casing resistance is recommended for 
further work. Moreover, the external pressure and internal pressure considered in this 
thesis are uniformly distributed. However in some cases, the load is not uniformly 
distributed. For example, salt creep behaviour of areas in the North Sea will impose a 
non-uniform load profile on top of the more usual formation pressure. The refined 
effect of the non-uniform pressure load is also recommended for further work. 
3. An initial investigation of the biaxial effect on the casing strength is conducted in 
this thesis. A correction term is proposed for casing collapse to include the influence 
of the axial tension loading provided it is greater than 0.450-Y. However, this 
correction term should be used with caution since the experimental collapse data 
under large tensile loads is insufficient. A similar situation is encountered for casing 
burst under combined loadings. Therefore, further investigation is necessary to derive 
more accurate modification terms. Experimental investigations on casing collapse and 
burst under axial loadings are thus recommended for further work. 
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APPENDIX 1 















KV16 533 168.75 9.58 17.61 0.36 10.5 59.2 
Cl 413 126.90 12.83 9.89 0.39 7.0 84.2 
C8 413 126.82 13.07 9.70 0.39 4.6 84.2 
D5 412 126.85 13.13 9.66 0.39 6.8 84 
E7 414 126.78 13.03 9.73 0.55 3.8 84.8 
AP7 416 178.47 7.20 24.79 0.17 9.7 22.9 
AP8 416 178.41 7.25 24.61 0.39 11.0 23.2 
A Q7 395 178.44 7.25 24.61 0.22 11.0 23.3 
A Q8 395 178.68 7.29 24.51 0.34 11.0 23 
DV3 648 178.47 9.46 18.87 0.56 14.9 51 
DV4 645 178.61 9.49 18.82 1.18 16.7 45 
DV9 612 178.02 13.86 12.84 0.45 13.0 89.5 
DV 10 618 178.00 13.68 13.01 0.79 11.7 92.5 
KV 15 577 168.79 ' 9.44 17.88 0.42 11.6 56.3 
KV17 604 168.72 11.06 15.26 0.36 13.6 70.3 
KV 18 595 168.76 11.02 15.31 0.36 13.6 73.6 
V1 615 89.18 6.83 13.06 0.17 7.3 91.9 
V2 615 89.28 6.82 13.09 0.34 7.3 92.2 
V3 615 89.20 6.83 13.05 0.11 4.4 92.3 
BP7 591 178.73 8.38 21.30 0.28 8.9 38.8 
BP8 591 178.60 8.41 21.24 0.22 16.0 38.1 
BQ7 596 178.65 8.46 21.11 0.17 10.0 38.6 
BQ8 596 178.61 8.48 21.06 0.34 10.6 38.2 
CP7 644 178.49 9.40 18.99 0.22 13.3 50.7 
CP8 644 178.20 9.31 19.14 0.17 11.3 48.4 
CQ7 629 178.41 9.34 19.10 0.45 12.8 48.1 
CQ8 629 178.29 9.44 18.87 0.28 13.8 49.9 
DP7 576 178.26 10.69 16.67 0.50 5.6 60.8 
DP8 576 178.29 10.50 16.98 0.39 8.1 58.8 
DQ7 579 178.12 10.59 16.82 0.28 9.0 63.5 
DQ8 579 178.12 10.64 16.74 0.28 13.6 63.4 
RA7 568 114.13 6.76 16.88 0.44 8.9 54.9 
RA8 568 114.14 6.90 16.54 0.35 10.1 58.2 
RA9 568 114.11 6.89 16.56 0.61 10.2 58.9 
RB7 654 114.19 7.08 16.13 0.61 15.5 67.1 
RB 8 654 114.25 7.04 16.22 0.79 12.8 67 
RB9 654 114.28 7.13 16.03 0.35 11.2 67.5 
RC7 589 114.25 8.74 13.07 0.26 13.7 84.9 
RC8 589 114.29 8.66 13.20 0.35 9.2 82.3 
RC9 589 114.35 8.75 13.07 0.70 12.6 85.6 
DV1 686 178.07 8.47 21.02 0.56 22.2 44.5 
DV2 736 178.34 8.57 20.81 0.39 17.8 45.5 
FV I 755 178.17 12.11 14.71 0.67 7.4 100 
FV2 705 178.12 12.12 14.70 0.51 13.1 93 
FV3 750 178.30 13.22 13.49 0.39 7.5 104.5 
FV4 728 178.35 12.69 14.05 0.34 9.5 97 
KV9 752 127.33 9.02 14.12 0.39 8.9 94 
KVIO 724 127.48 9.26 13.77 0.39 10.8 91 
KV 11 665 127.30 7.51 16.95 0.39 11.9 60 
KV12 686 127.27 7.79 16.34 0.31 10.3 68 
KV7 739 139.35 11.32 12.31 0.79 8.8 116 
KV8 752 139.21 11.13 12.51 0.36 14.5 110 















MV6 693 89.58 6.39 14.02 0.22 6.2 98 
MV7 720 114.94 7.62 15.08 0.44 10.4 87.5 
MV8 750 114.51 7.44 15.39 0.79 16.0 84 
MV9 720 114.92 7.38 15.57 0.35 18.7 80 
Mv10 720 114.83 7.24 15.86 0.17 15.0 79.5 
DV8 845 178.44 11.98 14.89 0.45 10.8 98.5 
DV 11 815 178.16 14.15 12.59 0.79 7.8 116 
DV 12 811 177.79 14.14 12.57 1.23 7.8 115.5 
Z8A 769 178.30 11.54 15.09 0.28 15.8 94.1 
Z8B 769 178.42 11.82 14.45 0.28 9.4 93.4 
Z9A 810 178.42 12.70 14.04 0.11 10.4 114.2 
Z9B 810 178.45 13.16 13.56 0.11 2.3 111.8 
Z1 OA 760 178.56 13.71 13.02 0.22 18.3 120.2 
Z1OB 760 178.71 13.66 13.08 0.22 23.4 118.9 
Z4A 784 244.88 1190 17.62 0.33 8.6 71.1 
Z4B 784 245.01 14.25 17.19 0.33 7.8 74.3 
DV5 884 178.52 10.76 16.59 0.91 6.4 84 
DV6 904 178.61 10.85 16.46 0.70 7.4 82.5 
DV7 863 178.44 12.05 14.81 0.73 10.1 93 
Z3A 936 178.49 10.93 16.33 0.28 6.4 94.5 
Z3B 936 178.54 11.18 15.96 0.39 13.4 92.9 
Z2A 885 244.72 12.98 18.85 0.16 10.8 65.9 
Z2B 885 244.88 12.87 19.03 0.16 7.0 67.1 
EP7 881 177.88 11.74 15.15 0.34 11.1 96.2 
EP8 881 177.14 11.81 15.00 0.40 9.3 96.7 
EQ7 891 177.55 11.86 14.97 0.11 15.2 100 
EQ8 891 177.66 11.88 14.95 0.73 14.3 96.5 
HV3 1015 178.37 11.80 15.12 0.39 10.2 94 
HV4 940 178.50 11.52 15.49 0.28 8.6 96 
XV1 1022 73.44 5.83 12.60 0.34 5.1 154 
XV2 1022 73.50 5.79 12.69 0.27 1.7 160.8 
XV3 1022 73.48 5.77 12.73 0.20 3.4 153.5 
XV4 1022 73.44 5.84 12.58 0.27 5.1 155.4 
XV5 1022 73.45 5.81 12.64 0.34 3.4 154.9 
XV6 1022 73.46 5.87 12.52 0.27 5.1 154 
S1 1046 340.33 13.43 25.34 0.38 12.7 29.4 
S2 1039 341.27 13.21 25.83 0.41 16.3 28.9 
HV I 1143 178.62 11.13 16.05 0.45 11.7 105.5 
HV2 1150 178.60 11.38 15.69 0.67 7.9 106 
FP7 1151 177.48 12.72 13.95 0.34 6.3 136.7 
FP8 1151 177.59 12.72 13.83 0.22 5.5 140.8 
FQ7 1089 177.40 13.01 13.64 0.34 8.5 132.9 
FQ8 1089 177.52 13.04 13.61 0.34 5.4 136.7 
A8 
5- , 
1146 341.16 13.40 25.45 0.32 8 29.1 
E0 1 07 840.4 114.61 6.39 17.94 0.175 3.35 70.61 
C02 870.8 114.49 6.45 17.75 0.24 4.50 76.49 
C03 863.0 114.61 6.41 17.88 0.24 5.20 73.55 
C04 859.1 139.90 7.64 18.31 0.055 4.25 55.90 
C05 859.1 139.69 7.69 18.17 0.125 4.50 57.86 
C06 849.3 140.25 9.33 15.03 0.16 3.45 97.08 
C07 849.3 139.83 9.97 14.03 0.07 2.70 93.16 
C08 844.4 139.79 10.22 13.68 0.105 2.70 123.56 
C09 844.4 140.04 10.36 13.52 0.105 2.55 129.44 















C11 950.3 178.55 8.18 21.83 0.225 2.80 49.03 
C12 962.0 178.52 8.18 21.82 0.18 3.20 49.03 
C13 973.8 178.50 8.26 21.61 0.11 3.45 49.03 
C14 924.8 178.35 8.25 21.62 0.11 2.40 45.11 
C15 882.6 178.84 8.29 21.57 0.11 3.60 42.17 
C16 905.2 178.66 10.22 17.48 0.21 2.40 66.69 
C17 905.2 178.40 9.40 18.98 0.195 3.80 66.69 
C18 735.5 178.50 11.31 15.78 0.24 5.05 81.39 
C19 817.9 194.24 10.51 18.48 0.255 3.70 64.72 
C20 817.9 194.24 10.42 18.64 0.18 3.75 63.74 
C21 861.0 193.96 8.51 22.79 0.05 2.15 45.11 
C22 861.0 193.70 8.49 22.82 0.115 3.40 42.17 
C23 861.0 194.05 8.53 22.75 0.075 2.85 44.13 
C24 861.0 194.11 8.30 23.39 0.075 3.00 44.13 
C25 861.0 194.16 '9; 10 21.34 0.09 2.70 46.09 
C26 861.0 194.15 9.00 21.57 0.05 4.45 45.11 
C27 861.0 194.13 8.70 22.31 0.065 2.30 42.17 
C28 861.0 194.21 8.51 22.82 0.08 2.45 44.13 
701 277.8 - - 18.66 0.08 3.00 23.63 
Y02 357.1 - - 25.66 0.12 5.05 17.67 
Y03 366.8 - - 28.65 0.15 2.08 14.42 
Y04 304.0 - - 34.67 0.05 2.78 8.962 
Y05 330.9 101.60 3.64 27.87 0.05 3.83 18.75 
Y06 374.3 101.85 4.28 23.80 0.15 5.04 22.80 
Y07 517.1 101.90 3.19 31.97 0.274 3.58 12.16 
Y08 717.0 101.68 4.16 24.44 0.157 2.93 28.87 
Note: Data between No KV16*! and No. A8t' are from Krug (1983); Data between 
No CO1*2 and No. C28 *2 are from Nishioko_et al (1978 , 1980); Data between No. YO1*3 and No. Y08"3 are from Yeh and Kyriakides (1986,1988) 
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a) Code to generate geometrical imperfections 
c This file is written for generation of geometric 
c imperfections, i. e., ovality and eccentricity, for 
c the problem of casing collapse under external pressure. 
c Ovality r=R(l+u*cos(2*SITA)), Eccentricity e=Sigma/t 
c Date: ll/04/99 by X. Huang 
c For 3 layers 
Program main 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
real xyl(200,2), xy2(200,2), xy3(200,2), xy4(200,2), xy5(200,2) 
real xy6(200,2), xy7(200,2) 
OPEN(l1, status='unknown', fi1e='ap7. nod') 
C MESH 100, EVERY RADIAR ANGLE=2*PI/200 
P2=4. *ASIN(l. ) 
c actually PI=360. cetegrade 




c1 inch=0.0254 m 
D0=178.68e-3 
ttt=7.29e-3 










C OVALITY A=%, Inner ovality=ul, out ovality=u2 
ul=17e-4 
u2=ul 
c Ovality may be different from inner to outside. 
c ------------------------ 
c set both data set equal to zero 
c Begin 
do 110 i=1,200 









c data set zero finished 
c ----------------------------------------- 
c constant variable setting 
Ainner=Rinner*(l+ul) 
Binner=Rinner*(1-ul) 






do 101 i=1,101 
c ------------------------------------------------------------- 
c consider the angle=PI/2 
c------------------------------------------------------------- 
if(i. eq. 51) then 
c ------------------------------------------------------------- 































else if(i. 1t. 51) then 
xyl(i, l)=(-l. *delta*Binner**2+Ainner*Binner*sgrt(Binner**2 
$ -delta**2*tan(fi)**2+Ainner**2*tan(fi)**2))/(Binner**2+ 
$ Ainner**2*tan(fi)**2) 
xyl(i, 2)=tan(fi)*xyl(i, l) 
xy7(i, 2)=Rout*(l. +u2*cos(2. *fi))*sin(fi) 
xy7(i, l)=Rout*(l. +u2*cos(2. *fi))*cos(fi) 
rr=sgrt((xy7(i, l)-xyl(i, l))**2+(xy7(i, 2)-xyl(i, 2))**2) 
c define the distance between the terminal points 
Distance=Rout*(1. +u2*cos(2. *fi)) 
xy6(i, 2)=(Distance-rr/6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy6(i, l)=(Distance-rr/6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 1) 
xy5(i, l)=(Distance-rr*2. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy5(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*2. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy4(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*3.16. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy4(i, l)=(Distance-rr*3. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy3(i, l)=(Distance-rr*4. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy3(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*4. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy2(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*5. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 




c xyl(i, l)=(delta-sqrt(Rinner**2+tan(fi)**2*(Rinner**2- 
c$ delta**2)))/(l+tan(fi)**2) 
xyl(i, l)=(-l. *delta*Binner**2-Ainner*Binner*sgrt(Binner**2 
$ -delta**2*tan(fi)**2+Ainner**2*tan(fi)**2))/(Binner**2+ 
$ Ainner**2*tan(fi)**2) 
xyl(i, 2)=tan(fi)*xy1(i, 1) 
c because outside ellipse equation: r=R(l+ucos(20)) 
Distance=Rout*(1. +u2*cos(2. *fi)) 
xy7(i, 2)=Distance*sin(fi) 
xy7(i, l)=Distance*cos(fi) 
rr=sgrt((xy7(i, l)-xyl(i, l))**2+(xy7(i, 2)-xyl(i, 2))**2) 
xy6(i, 2)=(Distance-rr/6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy6(i, l)=(Distance-rr/6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy5(i, 1)=(Distance-rr*2. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, i) 
xy5(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*2.16. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy4(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*3.16. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy4(i, l)=(Distance-rr*3. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy3(i, l)=(Distance=rr*4. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, l) 
xy3(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*4. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 
xy2(i, 2)=(Distance-rr*5. /6. )/Distance*xy7(i, 2) 





















c output nodes 
c-------------------------------------------------- 
c the first inner layer 
write(1l, *)'** DT= ', DT 
write(11, *)'** inner ovality= ', ul 
write(ll, *)'** out ovality= ', u2 
write(l1, *)'** Delta=', delta 
Write(1l, *)'** Eccentricity= ', ecc 
do 103 i=1,200 
knode=1000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xyl(i, l), xyl(i, 2) 
cl format(I5,1x, f15.8, Ix, f15.8) 
1 FORMAT(I5,1H,, F15.8,1H ,, F15.8) 103 continue 
do 104 i=1,199,2 
knode=2000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy2(i, l), xy2(i, 2) 
104 continue 
do 105 i=1,200 
228 
knode=3000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy3(i, l), xy3(i, 2) 
105 continue 
do 106 i=1,199,2 
00 knode=4000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy4(i, l), xy4(i, 2) 
106 continue 
do 107 i=1,200 
knode=5000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy5(i, l), xy5(i, 2) 
107 continue 
do 108 i=1,199,2 
knode=6000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy6(i, 1), xy6(i, 2) 
108 continue 
do 109 i=1,200 
knode=7000+i 
write(11,1) knode, xy7(i, l), xy7(i, 2) 





b) Code to generate residual stress 
c This program is written to consider residual stress. 
c since the residual stress is in a polar coodinate and 
C In current model, it is in XY coordinate. 
Program main 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
real Alphal(100,3), SigmaX(3), SigmaY(3), Txy(3), SigmaZ(3) 
OPEN(11, status='unknown' , file= `res_l7_14. nod') 
C first input the desired residual stress field 
c first case, uniform stress field Sigma sita=-O. l yield stress 
c input yield stress y and passon's ratio P 





c layer is the layer number of element 





C MESH 100, EVERY RADIAR ANGLE=2*PI/200 
PI2=4. *ASIN(l. ) 
c actually P12=360 cetegrade 














SigmaX(j)=. 5*(SigmaR+SigmaS)+. 5*(SigmaR-SigmaS)* 
& cos(2*alphal(i, j))-TrS*sin(2*alphal(i, j)) 
SigmaY(j)=. 5*(SigmaR+SigmaS)-. 5*(SigmaR-SigmaS)* 
& cos(2*alphal(i, j))+TrS*sin(2*alphal(i, j)) 
Txy(j)=. 5*(SigmaR-SigmaS)*sin(2*alphal(i, j))+TrS* 








Tt=Txy(2) - -ý 
SZ=sigmaZ(1) 
* Sz=(SigmaZ(i)+SigmaZ(2)+SigmaZ(3))/3. 
do j2=1, layer 
Write(11,1) 10*i+J2, Sx, Sy, Sz, Tt 
end do 
c -------------------------------------------------------------------- 











mesh generation for casing collapse, Unit=SI, m, S, Pa, 
**External pressure=11000psi=5.3842327E7Pa, r=R(l+scos(2@)) 
**l PSI= 6.894757E3 Pa, 1 Pa=1.450377E-4 PSI 




*node, input=ap7. nod, nset=all 
**node data generated by fortran program node. for 
*NSET, NSET=YSYM, generate 
1001,15001,1000 
1101,15101,1000 


















*ELSET, ELSET=OUT, generate 
17,1007,10 



























*initial condition, type=stress, input=res_17_14. nod 
232 
**initial residual stress generated from Fortran code 
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=l 
*STEP, NLGEOM, INC=25 
*STATIC, RIKS 
. 01,1., 1,1,0.0001 
*DLOAD 
OUT, P2,5.3842327E6 
*NODE PRINT, nset=all, FREQUENCY=1 
U 
RF 
*node file, nset=all 
u 
rf 
*monitor, node=l, dof=1 






























2 740 13.31 0.7 18.6 112.1 0.152 98.0 
6 650 13.18 1.40 8.1 208.1 0.320 79.5 
7 690 13.24 0.96 20.8 416.4 0.604 59.5 
8 690 13.18 1.05 18.4 57.2 0.083 95.0 
B7 571 13.45 1.18 6.5 103.1 0.181 72.5 
Cl 564 13.03 0.44 16.0 127.9 0.227 72.5 
C2 564 12.95 0.70 13.1 252.3 0.447 57.5 
C3 564 12.86 0.48 15.2 486.4 0.862 21.0 
C4 564 12.91 0.57 14.1 426.5 0.756 32.7 
C5 564 12.79 » 0.74 17.9 137.4 0.244 75.5 
D1 560 13.31 0.57 8.2 31.7 0.057 77.0 
D2 560 13.27 1.14 8.7 189.8 0.339 64.5 
D4 560 13.30 0.7 5.8 137.1 0.245 72.0 
D5 560 13.33 0.75' 8.2 280.2 0.500 52.5 
D6 560 13.17 0.70 12.1 104.6 0.187 72.0 
D7 560 13.29 0.75 10.5 248.0 0.443 61.0 
R1A 445 21.07 0.22 13.0 47.3 0.106 27.8 
RIB 445 21.17 0.17 8.1 37.5 0.084 30.4 
R2A 436 20.82 0.22 10.5 182.7 0.419 25.1 
R2B 436 20.88 0.34 10.9 141.7 0.325 26.3 
R3A 441 20.99 0.17 8.3 171.6 0.389 25.8 
R3B 441 20.72 0.17 10.7 202.3 0.459 26.1 
R4A 416 20.83 0.17 10.6 110.5 0.266 26.5 
R5A 444 20.68 0.17 8.2 216.7 0.488 26.5 
R5B 444 20.62 0.22 8.0 89.4 0.201 29.4 
A2 684 16.43 0.62 10.1 175.1 0.256 60.8 
B1 568 16.58 0.22 8.4 197.7 0.348 56.3 
B2 595 17.47 0.34 12.8 115.1 0.193 57.2 
Cl 582 17.48 0.56 7.8 175.1 0.301 54.4 
C2 622 17.23 0.51 12.6 48.3 0.078 58.9 
DI 544 17.24 0.62 8.7 106.1 0.195 53.3 
F2 618 16.50 0.34 18.5 272.1 0.440 51.0 
GI 614 16.51 0.56 11.1 41.4 0.067 62.3 
G2 599 16.13 0.45 9.0 150.2 0.251 55.9 
H2 668 17.80 0.34 9.0 359.3 0.538 44.3 
U1A 563 16.57 0.28 8.4 94.2 0.167 61.7 
U1B 563 16.85 0.17 6.6 199.9 0.355 52.8 
U2A 705 16.34 0.28 16.5 275.4 0.391 64.0 
U2B 705 16.28 0.28 13.8 456.9 0.648 46.0 
U3A 699 16.28 0.40 13.7 375.6 0.537 55.2 
U5A 645 15.58 0.28 17.5 369.1 0.572 52.3 
U5B 645 15.31 0.51 17.4 334.1 0.518 59.2 
U7A 708 15.63 0.40 15.9 133.0 0.188 77.2 
U7B 708 15.67 0.28 15.8 89.6 0.127 81.3 
U8A 734 17.09 0.28 23.1 198.2 0.270 67.8 
U8B 734 16.69 0.28 22.9 95.9 0.131 77.8 
T1A 927 19.60 0.45 15.4 579.3 0.625 36.1 
TIB 927 19.11 0.57 14.1 413.0 0.446 53.2 
T2A 841 19.28 0.41 13.4 13.1 0.016 62.6 
T3A 854 19.44 0.14 18.6 86.6 0.101 63.1 
T3B 854 19.45 0.57 10.4 170.8 0.200 60.1 
T4A 867 19.36 0.37 11.9 255.9 0.295 60.1 
235 
T7A 792 19.42 0.41 18.3 49.3 0.062 55.4 
T8A 801 19.06 0.41 17.9 463.7 0.579 
41.6 
T8B 801 19.66 0.45 12.9 54.9 0.069 57.0 
W1A 588 28.75 0.18 6.7 16.2 0.028 19.4 
W1B 588 28.73 0.32 14.6 469.3 0.798 10.1 
W2B 561 27.08 0.55 13.4 13.6 0.024 23.2 
W3A 574 27.15 0.50 6.6 136.3 0.237 19.6 
W3B 574 27.46 0.47 13.1 117.3 0.204 19.0 
W4A 554 26.87 0.41 15.7 219.2 0.396 18.8 
W4B 554 27.65 0.38 16.3 486.4 0.878 7.9 
W5A 607 28.61 0.38 14.2 97.4 0.161 17.6 
W5B 607 28.48 0.35 13.3 98.6 0.162 16.8 
W6A 590 27.17 . 26 
18.3 78.5 0.133 23.1 
W6B 590 26.70 0.73 12.3 176.1 0.298 22.2 
W7A 600 25.85 0.32 20.1 351.1 0.585 18.8 
W7B 600 25.93 0.29 12.1 292.1 0.487 
19.3 
W8A 608 28.19 .. 
O. t5 11.3 394.6 0.649 13.6 
W8B 608 27.92 0.29 11.4 119.2 0.196 
20.4 
Note: Data are from Krug (1983). 
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strength of casings 
of the ultimate collapse 
X Huang* and M Mihsein 
School of Engineering and Built Environment, University of Wolverhampton, UK 
Abstract: Accurately predicting the ultimate collapse strength is very important for casing design. 
For an infinitely long thick-walled casing under external pressure, a finite element method (FEM) 
model has been proposed to obtain a better understanding of the ultimate collapse strength of a 
casing. A very careful comparison with a series of experimental data has been conducted to verify the 
accuracy and reliability of the proposed FEM model. In addition, the predicted post-collapse 
behaviour compares well with the experimental test data. The validation proves that, if the material 
behaviour and imperfection variables are known, the ultimate collapse strength can be predicted to a 
satisfactory degree of accuracy. The major factors that affect the ultimate collapse strength of a casing 
have been fully investigated using the proposed FEM model. 
Keywords: finite element analysis, ultimate collapse strength, casing design 
NOTATION 
D outside diameter 
e initial eccentricity 
E Young's modulus 
n hardening parameter 
PEA elastic collapse pressure under axial loading 
PEO elastic collapse pressure without axial loading 
PGA general yield pressure under axial loading 
PGo general yield pressure without axial loading 
PyA yield onset pressure under axial loading 
Pyo yield onset pressure without axial loading 
R, r, 0, S dimensions (see Fig. 2) 
t wall thickness 
it initial ovality 
anisotropy parameter 
v Poisson's ratio 
OA applied axial stress 
oy yield strength 
oys yield stress in circumferential direction 
oy, r yield stress in axial direction 
do material parameter (see equation (10)) 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The casing plays a vital role in drilling operations. 
Collapse strength under external pressure is one of the 
most important aspects in casing design process. It is 
widely known that overdesign leads to costly casing 
purchase, while underdesign can lead to failures and 
costly repair operations. Therefore, it is extremely 
important to have an accurate understanding of the 
ultimate collapse strength of the casing. 
Early work on the collapse of a thick-walled casing 
under external pressure can be traced back to Timo- 
shenko [1]. With the increasing need in the oil and gas 
industry, a large amount of experimental and analytical 
research has been carried out on the collapse of casings. 
However, the actual problem of casing collapse presents 
difficulties because there are many important factors 
that strongly influence the ultimate collapse pressure of 
the casing. The important geometrical factors are the 
ratio of outside diameter to wall thickness, D/t, the 
initial ovality and the eccentricity. The important 
mechanical properties are the Young's modulus, the 
Poisson ratio, the proportional limit and the yield cri- 
terion. Additionally, residual stress and applied axial 
stress may be listed as other important factors. 
The effects of mechanical properties have been dis- 
cussed theoretically in previous literature [14]. How- 
ever, imperfections such as ovality and eccentricity will 
drastically reduce the actual collapse strength of the 
casing, while their impact on the collapse strength is very 
difficult to evaluate analytically. In recent years, 
Tamano and Mimaki [5], Issa and Crawford (6] and 
C11899 ©IMechE 2000 Proc Instn Mach Enyn Vol 214 Part C 
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Tokimasa and Tanaka [7] have investigated the effects of 
imperfections on the collapse strength and presented 
design equations using numerical analysis. Tamano and 
Mimaki [5] and Tokimasa and Tanaka [7] claimed that 
the circumferential residual stress greatly reduced the 
collapse pressure, while Issa and Crawford [6] thought 
that its effect was very small, and the effect of residual 
stress was neglected in their equation. Therefore, it is 
necessary to clarify what extent the residual stress may 
affect the collapse strength of the casing. Furthermore, 
only a single factor was investigated in previous analysis 
and its effect was then integrated into the final empirical 
equation. There is a lack of investigation of the effect of 
the major factors simultaneously. Although these pro- 
posed equations might be simple to use, this is not 
always safe for a specific casing design based on them. 
Therefore, for the development of casing design, it is 
necessary to generate a model that is capable of simu- 
lating all of the possible factors simultaneously while at 
the same time giving an accurate prediction of the ulti- 
mate collapse strength of the casing. A validated finite 
element analysis approach can be a tool for casing 
design since experiments are costly. 
In the present paper, a finite element method (FEM) 
model constructed with major factors is validated 
through a series of experimental data. The validation 
process proves that, if the material behaviour and 
imperfections are known, the ultimate collapse strength 
can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. 
The effects of major factors such as D/t, ovality, 
eccentricity, residual stress, material hardening and 
anisotropy are fully investigated using the proposed 
FEM model. In addition, FEM analysis was used 
to assess current existing design equations for casing 
collapse. 
2 COLLAPSE EQUATION REVIEW 
There are two modes of collapse, elastic and plastic, for 
an ideal casing, assuming that it has perfect roundness, 
with no variation in the wall thickness and no residual 
stress. Clinedinat [2] derived a theoretical formula, 
which has been accepted by the American Petroleum 







D/t(D/t - 1)2 
where PEO denotes the elastic collapse pressure without 
axial load and E, v, D and t are the Young's modulus, 
the Poisson ratio, the outside diameter and the wall 
thickness respectively. The elastic collapse pressure 
under axial loading is equal to that without axial loading 
[3]. Then 
1 
PEA = PEO = 21 
Evz 
D/t(D/t - 1)2 
(2) 
where PEA represents the elastic collapse pressure of the 
casing under axial loading. 
As most commonly used casings are moderate-walled 
or thick-walled casings, their -collapse is not just elastic 
collapse but extends to plastic collapse. A large amount 
of research effort has concentrated on the plastic col- 
lapse behaviour. It is widely assumed that the onset of 
yield pressure when the inner fibre begins to yield is the 
plastic collapse pressure for a thick-walled casing and 
the following plastic collapse pressure equation can be 
expressed on the basis of the von Mises yield criterion: 




where Pyo denotes the yield onset pressure without axial 
loading. 
Holmquist [3] presented a modified yield onset pres- 
sure for a thick-walled casing under axial loading as 
follows: 
PyA = Pyo 
[VI 
- 0.75(aA/ay)Z - 0.5(aA/ay)] (4) 
where PyA is the yield onset pressure under axial loading 
and aA is the applied axial stress. Tamano and Mimaki 
[5] presented a general yield pressure equation for a 
thick-walled casing under external pressure alone as 
follows: 
PGO = 2v 
D/t -11+1.47 (5) 
y (DI 1)2 D/t -1 
while, under a combination of axial loading and external 
pressure, the general yield pressure is 
PGA = PGO 
[I-O. 
75(QA/Qy)2 - O. 5(0A/ay)] (6) 
where Poo and PGA represent the general yield pressure 
without or with axial stress respectively. It is concluded 
[5] that, for an ideal casing, the plastic collapse pressure 
is closer to the general yield pressure than to the yield 
onset pressure. 
On the basis of the elastic and plastic collapse theory, 
five sets of predictive equations have been published 
[5-9]. Details of these predictive equations can be found 
in the references. The equations from references [5] and 
[6] were chosen to compare with the FEM predictions as 
well as the experimental data in the validation process. 
3 FE MODELLING OF CASING COLLAPSE 
The problem of casing collapse is a complicated system 
governed by highly non-linear equations for the stress, 
strain and displacement because of the large deforma- 
tion and material non-linearity. Thus, an effective way 
of accurately obtaining the ultimate collapse strength of 
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a thick-walled casing is to use numerical analysis. Finite 
element analysis was performed using the ABAQUS 
non-linear finite element analysis package [10]. To 
obtain accurate modelling of plasticity and large defor- 
mation, a modified quasi-Newton solution technique 
was used to solve the non-linear equations. The external 
pressure was carefully controlled to the ultimate load by 
a modified Riks algorithm. Following the maximum 
pressure, the program incrementally reduced the exter- 
nal pressure so that the collapse simulation could be 
continued. In this way, the post-collapse behaviour of 
the casing can be investigated and the ultimate collapse 
strength can be obtained. 
The element used in the FEM analysis is a second- 
order generalized plain strain continuum element. Each 
element has two extra nodes, which are usually the same 
nodes in all of the generalized plane strain elements in 
the proposed FEM model. These two extra nodes enable 
the program to model the out-of-plane loads such as 
axial stress and bending moment. To prevent possible 
artificial locking in the calculation of stiffness matrices, a 
reduced integration technique is employed in the simu- 
lation. From the experiment conducted by Yeh and 
Kyiakides [11], it is reported that the geometric variables 
and imperfections do not substantially vary along the 
length of the casing. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
assume that all of the geometrical variables involved in 
the analysis are uniOm in the longitudinal direction of 
the casing. As the ratio of casing length to outside dia- 
meter is normally far higher than 10, the effect of end 
restraint can be neglected. The problem of casing col- 
lapse is reduced to a plane strain problem and only one 
element is necessary in the longitudinal direction. 
The casing section is modelled with mean outside 
diameter D, wall thickness t, initial ovality and eccen- 
tricity as shown in Fig. 1. There are 100 elements in the 
circumferential direction of the casing section and three 
layers in the radial direction. It has been confirmed that 
six integration points through the wall thickness are 
sufficient for casing collapse. The imperfections are 
introduced to allow the collapse to occur, although they 
are not plainly visible. Uniform pressure was applied to 
the faces of the elements on the outside diameter of the 
casing section. In the simulation, the line direction of 
applied pressure changes as the casing section deforms, 
and the pressure is increased incrementally. It is noted 
that no approximation is made in formulating the 
non-linear equations of casing collapse. The predicted 
4, 
s 
Fig. 1 FEM model with imperfections 
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collapse pressure in the simulation is recorded when the 
applied external pressure begins to decrease. This is 
consistent with the experiments, where collapse of the 
test specimen was observed when a sudden drop in 
pressure was recorded in the test facility. The above 
procedures enable the FEM program accurately to 
model the collapse behaviour of the casing. 
4 MEASUREMENT OF IMPERFECTIONS 
4.1 Measurement of ovality 
A Fortran program has been written to construct the 
FEM nodal coordinate system with initial imperfec- 
tions. Without the imperfections, the collapse process 
would not occur and the casing section would deform 
uniformly. According to Timoshenko and Gere [1], 
initial ovality, u was introduced by the following equa- 
tion: 
r= R[1 + ucos(2a)] 
where 
(7) 
(Dmax - Dmin) 
U = Dmax + Din 
r= imperfect casing radius 
R= nominal perfect casing radius 
B= angular coordinate measured from the centre of 
the casing as shown in Fig. 2a. 
4.2 Measurement of eccentricity 
The actual wall thickness of the casing varies along the 
line of the cross-section. The experiments in reference 
[12] suggested that the casing section be idealized as 
b) Eccentricity e= 
Fig. 2 Measurement of imperfections: (a) r= R[I +u cos(29)]: (b) eccentricity e= ö/t 
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shown in Fig. 2b. It can clearly be seen that the centres 
of the inner and outside circles are not at the same point, 
since it is reasonable to assume that the section areas of 
uniform and non-uniform wall thickness casings are the 
same. The eccentricity parameter e is measured by 
tmax - tmin (8) 
tmax + /min 
For the casing section shown in Fig. 2b it can be seen 
that the eccentricity parameter is measured as follows: 
e=3 (9) 
where S is the distance between the centres of the inner 
and outside circles as shown in Fig. 2b. 
Table 2 Measured parameters of test specimens 
Spccimcn number I 2 
Material X-42 X"65 
D (in) 4.0000 4.012 
(mm) 101.6 101.905 
D/: 27.87 31.97 
E (103 Ibf/in2) 29.6 x 103 29.7 x 103 
(GPa) 204.0624 204.7518 
oy (103 lbf/in2) 48.0 75.0 
(MPa) 330.912 517.05 
do (103 lbf/in2) - 65.0 
(MPa) 448.11 
n' - 6.5 
ýL' 1.3 1.0 
*n is the material hardening parameter and x is the 
anisotropy parameter. 
5 VALIDATION WITH EXPERIMENTS 
The proposed FEM model has been validated through a 
very careful comparison with a series of full-scale 
experimental data of X-42 and X-65 grade steel casings 
[11]. A set of 4 in (102 mm) diameter casings used in the 
experimental programme were manufactured according 
to the API Spec 5LX specifications [13] by Sumitomo 
Metal Industry. Two of them were randomly chosen and 
their specifications are listed in Table 1. 
The dimensions of the test specimens were first mea- 
sured manually using micrometers. Six diametral mea- 
surements were made at approximately eight axial 
positions. The mean values of these measurements as 
well as the Young's modulus, E, and the API yield 
stress, os,, are listed in Table 2. The accuracy of the 
measured data is as follows: the wall thickness is within 
±0.5 x 10-3 in (0.01 mm); the radial imperfections are 
within ±0.5 x 10-3 in (0.01 mm); the axial position is 
within ±2 x 10-3 in (0.5 mm); and the angular position 
is within ±0.10 [11]. 
The material properties of the test specimens were 
measured individually. The response of test specimen I 
exhibited an upper and lower yield point followed by an 
almost perfect plastic response, while the response of 
test specimen 2 presented a smooth transition from the 
elastic to inelastic regime, which is found to be a con- 
tinuously hardening one. The material behaviour of 
specimen 2 was fitted with a three-parameter Ramberg- 
Osgood curve as follows: 
C-aT3a 
"-ý1 
(10) E, , ; 7) J 0 
where do is the material parameter (its value is listed in 
Table 2). 
In addition, test specimen 1 was found to exhibit 
substantial inelastic anisotropy. This effect was con- 
sidered by adopting the anisotropy definitions of 
equivalent stress and yield function suggested by Hill 
[14]. It is assumed that the elastic deformation is iso- 
tropic but the yield stresses in the two principal direc- 
tions are different. The measured material hardening 
parameter and anisotropy are also listed in Table 2. 
The geometric and material properties listed in Table 2 
were used carefully to simulate the collapse behaviour of 
the casing tested in order to validate the proposed FEM 
model. The simulation assumed that the initial geometry 
of the casing is uniform along its length. This is verified 
by measuring the initial imperfections of the casing both 
in the circumferential and in the longitudinal direction 
in the experiments. From experimental data, the mate- 
rial behaviour of test specimen I can be assumed to be 
elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain behaviour in the 
simulation. For specimen 2, the material behaviour is 
carefully simulated on the basis of its material behaviour 
measured from experiment. 
The predicted collapse pressures of test specimens 
using the FEM model are compared with experimental 
test data as well as those from the Tamano and 
Mimaki [5] and Issa and Crawford [6] equations. The 
final results are listed in Table 3. It should be noted 
that the minimum values of elastic collapse pressure 
[equation (1)] and plastic collapse pressure [equation 
(3)] are listed in Table 3 as the collapse pressure of a 
perfect casing. It was reported that in all of the test 
specimens there was residual stress. However, the resi- 
dual stress distributions of the tested casings were not 
Table 1 Test specimen specifications (API Spec 5LX) 
Dº 
Specimen number Material (in) (in) Finish 
I X-42 4.0 0.14 Cold finished 
2 X-65 4.0 0.12 Cold finished 
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available. For this particular study, a linear residual 
stress distribution along the circumference was assumed 
in the validation. 
The validation proves that, if the imperfection vari- 
able and material behaviour are known, the collapse 
pressure can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of 
accuracy with a maximum deviation of less than 3.2 per 
cent using the proposed FEM model. The predicted 
error is defined as follows: 
PFEM - xpcrimcnt Error =r (11) Pexperiment 
It should be noted that the predictions from the Issa 
and Crawford equation are all conservative, while the 
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Ovality, u 0.00050 0.00274 
Eccentricity, e 0.0383 0.0358 
PTamano (MPa) 22.25 14.67 
P1. (MPa) 14.67 11.97 
PFEM (MPa) 19.62 13.12 
Experimental collapse pressure (Ibf/in2) 
(MPa) 2720 1764 
18.75 12.16 
No residual stress 
ErrorTamano (%) 18.7 20.6 
Errorts, a (%) -21.8 -1.6 
ErrorFE. t 4.64 7.9 
With residual stress 
PTamano (ti1Pa) 20.29 13.28 
ErrorTamano (%) 8.2 9.2 
PFEM (MPa) 19.55 12.97 
ErrorFE, t (%) 4.3 6.7 
FEM with hardening 
PFEM (MPa) 19.62 11.78 
ErrorFErt (%) 4.64 -3.2 
FEM with anisotropy 
PFEM (MPa) 18.87 11.78 
ErrorFEht (%) 0.7 -3.2 
* P, is the lower of the theoretical elastic collapse pressure and plastic pressure. 
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predictions from the Tamano and Mimaki equation are 
all unconservative. Especially for specimen 2, the pre- 
dicted collapse pressure from the Issa and Crawford 
equation is very accurate with a -1.6 per cent devi, t- 
tion, which may stem from the fact that the Issa and 
Crawford equation was derived from an elastic-plastic 
material model. For an almost perfect plastic material 
behaviour, the Isst and Crawford prediction of speci- 
men I is inaccurate with a large error of -21.8 per 
cent. As for the Tamano and Nietaki equation, the 
predictions are unacceptable for the test specimens, 
with the largest deviation of 21 per cent. Even when 
considering the residual stress, the largest predicted 
deviation of the Tamano and Mimaki equation is 9.2 
per cent. It is therefore noted that great attention will 
be necessary in the design of casino collapse when using 
these predictive equations. 
6 FENI ANALYSIS 
In addition to predicting the ultimate collapse pressure, 
it is important that a good FEM model is capable of 
predicting the post-collapse behaviour of the casing. 
For test specimen 2, after collapse, deformation was 
compared with the predicted deformation from the 
FEM as shown in Fig. 3. In the simulation, half of the 
test specimen 2 was modelled. The excellent agreement 
between the collapse test data and the predictions of 
the proposed FEM model as well as the post-collapse 
behaviour justifies a satisfactory degree of confidence in 
using the FEM model for accurate simulation of the 
problem of casing collapse. It has been confirmed that 
the two-dinirnsi0n; t1 I I: R1 m odel is Qccur; tlr rnotn'h 14) 
predict the ultitii; ttr collapse strengtlt I Ow casinl" 
I ignre 4 shows the pre dined Irr , ress of c; isitin'. col 
lane behaviour and I'ig. 5 give; time pressure deb t 
oration response Irutn the I I. M sill tila ion. As siio%vll 
in Fig,. 5. with the incrrnmrnt of r. xtrrtt; tl pressure. the 
pressure increases unlit time ni; tsiniuni pressure is 
reached, and then ;t decrease in pressure r; tn he 
observed with a large increase of (1cfornt; ttion. I he 
maximum pressure was then taken as the ultimate 
Collapse pressure. Iltis is consistent \\itlt Iltr experi- 
ment, where collapse of the test specimen was obrer ed 
when it suchten droh in pressure was rrrotded in the 
test facility. 
6.1 tIltedt of the ratio of outside diameter to all 
thickness, 1), '/ 
The ratio of outside diameter to vvall thickness, l) 1, of 
the casing considered in the 1=I-: AI analysis is I0 40. The 
simulations performed are with small initial iniperfec- 
tions. Frone the results shown in h, with an increase 
in D'i values. the collapse pressure of the casino 
decreases. In general, the smaller the !)t, the larger is 
the ultimate collapse strength. "I he curve Iluctnate, when 
multiple factors are considered sinnultancously, possibly 
because of the interaction between the imperfections. A 
further investigation will he neccssarN reg; udimo this 
point. 
6.2 Effect of ovality 
Initial 0%ality is dependent On . c%cral Operational I'ac- 
tors but gcncraII is ; ilea present in a uamIc' casing 
CD 
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c) Predicted Ci, ing ( UI ip., cd under 
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Fig. 3 Post-collapse behaviour comparison with experiment 
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t Ovality=0.00005, Eccentricity=0.167 
_.. _Ovality=0.0001, Eccentricity=0.0167 
1523 
10 15 20 25 
Dn 
Fig. 6 Effect of D/t on the collapse strength 
and even in a welded casing. The effect of initial ovality 
on the ultimate collapse strength of the casing under 
external pressure is shown in Fig. 7 with ovality varying 
from 10-5 to 10-2. With an increase in ovality, the 
collapse pressure decreases greatly. It is shown that the 
effect of ovality is relatively greater for a high D/t value 
of the casing than that for a low D/t value of the casing. 
It is clearly demonstrated that 1 per cent ovality causes 
an approximate 50 per cent reduction in collapse 
pressure for a casing with a high D/t value. Initial 
ovality has a dramatically detrimental effect on ultimate 
collapse strength. 
6.3 Effect of eccentricity 
The effect of eccentricity on the ultimate collapse 
strength of the casing is shown in Fig. 8. With an 
increase in eccentricity, the collapse pressure decreases 
greatly. It is shown that the effect of initial eccentricity 
on the collapse strength is greater for a casing with a low 
D/t value than for a casing with high D/t. It is easily seen 
that 30 per cent initial eccentricity causes about 15 per 
cent reduction in collapse pressure for a low D/t value of 
the casing, as shown in Fig. 8. In conclusion, eccentricity 
reduces the collapse pressure. However, its effect on the 
ultimate collapse strength of the casing is relatively 
lower than that of initial ovality. 
30 35 40 
6.4 Effect of residual stress 
Manufacturing processes that do not involve annealing 
will leave residual stresses in the tubes. For example, all 
of the test specimens tested by Yeh and Kyiakides [11] 
were found to have residual stresses. The amount and 
the distributions of residual stress depend on the type 
of manufacturing process involved. It is widely believed 
that the residual stress will weaken the casing. The 
question as to the extent to which the residual stress 
may reduce the collapse pressure is still debatable. 
Some researchers claim that the residual stress greatly 
reduces the collapse strength, while other researchers 
think that its effect is very small. Maruyama and 
Yazaki [15] carried out a series of experiments which 
showed that the measured distribution of circumfer- 
ential residual stress (Fig. 5 in reference [15]) is nearly 
linear through the wall thickness of the casing. There- 
fore, the residual stress is assumed to have a linear 
distribution in the FEM analysis to obtain an 
approximate estimate of its effect on the collapse 
strength of the casing. The predicted collapse pressure 
with residual stress is shown in Fig. 9, assuming that 
the magnitude of circumferential residual stress varies 
from 0 to 0.4Qy. It is clearly shown that the effect of 
residual stress on the ultimate collapse strength is very 
small, although it really reduces the ultimate collapse 
strength. The effect of residual stress may therefore be 
neglected in the process of casing design. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of initial eccentricity on the collapse strength 
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. -. X-42, Dlt=27.87, E=204.1GPa, 
API Yield Stress=330.9MPa 
-X-42, D/t=23.80, E=204.8GPa, API 
Yield Stress=374.4MPa 
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Circumferential Residual Stress I Yield Stress 
Fig. 9 Effect of residual stress on the collapse strength 
6.5 Effect of material hardening parameter 
It is generally known from experimental evidence that, 
during the process of incremental plastic deformation, 
the loading surface changes size, shape and location. A 
rule governing this aspect of behaviour, defining the 
manner of construction of the subsequent loading sur- 
face, is called the hardening rule. Mathematically, 
hardening is characterized by parameters that vary with 
the plastic load history. The hardening parameter may 
vary in form from material to material. The choice of a 
specific hardening rule depends primarily on the case to 
which it can be applied and its ability to represent the 
hardening behaviour of a particular material. 
The stress-strain relationship used in FEM is crucial 
for accurate prediction of the collapse behaviour of the 
casing under external pressure. The nature of the pro- 
blem requires proper modelling of the inelastic material 
characteristics. On the basis of the experiments con- 
ducted by Yeh and Kyiakides [11], the stress-strain 
behaviour of test specimen 2 is carefully fitted with a 
three-parameter Ramberg-Osgood curve [equation 
(10)]. Though test specimen 2 exhibited only smooth 
hardening, if an elastic-perfectly plastic material model 
is used, the predicted collapse strength will be 7.9 per 
cent higher than the experimental collapse strength. The 
predicted error will be reduced to -3.2 per cent when the 
carefully fitted Ramberg-Osgood material model is 
used, as can be seen in Table 3. Furthermore, the effect 
of material hardening on the collapse strength is shown 
in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the predicted collapse 
pressure of a casing with a relatively low Dlt value 
1525 
0.4 
decreases dramatically as the hardening parameter 
increases. However, it is found that the predicted col- 
lapse pressure of a casing with a relative high D/t value 
increases with increase in the hardening parameter, 
though the effect of material hardening on collapse 
strength is much smaller for a casing with a high D/t 
value. 
6.6 Effect of anisotropy 
Many thick casings are drawn, and many plates used for 
welded tubes are rolled. These manufacturing processes 
tend to induce material anisotropy. As reported in an 
earlier experiment [11], half of the test specimens 
exhibited material anisotropy. In addition, it is reported 
that the yield stresses measured in the circumferential 
and the radial direction are the same but different from 
the yield stress in the axial direction. In the majority of 
cases, the material anisotropy can be modelled by a yield 
anisotropy parameter, A, which is established by 




where ay.. r is the yield stress in the axial direction and a, "s 
is the yield stress in the circumferential direction. In the 
FEM analysis, the effect of material anisotropy is care- 
fully simulated using parameter X. 
The effect of material anisotropy on the collapse 
strength of casings with different D/t values is shown in 
Fig. 11. It is clearly shown that the material anisotropy 
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Fig. 10 Effect of material hardening on the collapse strength 
directly affects the collapse strength. Its effect is greater 
for a casing with a relatively low D/t value. Note that 
the deviation between experiment and FEM predictions 
of the ultimate collapse strength can be reduced greatly 
ti 
16 
when the anisotropy parameter is considered as shown 
in Table 3. This proves that the material anisotropy is a 
very important factor for casing failure in the plastic 
range. Thus, in the simulation it is obvious that accurate 
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 214 Part C C11899 O IMachl 2000 
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Material Anisotropy Parameter 
Fig. 11 Effect of the material anisotropy parameter on the collapse strength 
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predictions can be obtained if a stress-strain behaviour 
obtained from a circumferential test is used in the 
analysis. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
An FEM model has been developed to investigate the 
ultimate collapse strength of casings under external 
pressure. The major factors such as initial ovality, 
eccentricity, residual stress, material hardening and 
anisotropy were modelled in the analysis. The accuracy 
and reliability of the proposed FEM model have been 
validated through a very careful comparison with a 
series of full-scale experimental data of casings that 
satisfied the API Spec 5LX specification. Meanwhile, 
two sets of current existing equations for casing design 
were used in comparison with the FEM predictions. The 
geometric imperfections and material behaviour are 
carefully simulated in the FEM program. It is shown 
that, if the material behaviour and imperfection vari- 
ables are known, the ultimate collapse strength can be 
predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. A para- 
metric study of the ultimate collapse strength of casings 
was carried out using the proposed FEM model. The 
following conclusions can be made: 
1. The ultimate collapse strength of the casing is 
sensitive to the geometric imperfections. Significant 
reduction in the ultimate collapse strength occurs 
when a small imperfection is introduced. The 
orientation of eccentricity with respect to ovality 
has little effect on the ultimate collapse strength, as 
shown in Table 3. 
2. Although most casings are found to have residual 
stress due to the manufacturing process, the effect of 
residual stress on the ultimate collapse strength 
seems to be very small and may be neglected in the 
design of casing collapse. 
3. It is found that material properties (material hard- 
ening and anisotropy) are crucial in accurate 
prediction of the ultimate collapse strength of 
casings. It is very important to model the material 
behaviour as accurately as possible. 
4. Based on the proposed FEM model, an accurate 
prediction of the ultimate collapse strength can be 
obtained for casing design. 
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Abstract 
Accurately predicting the ultimate collapse strength is very important in the design of casings for the oil and gas industry. For an infinitely 
long thick walled casing subjected to external pressure, a finite element model has been proposed to achieve a better understanding of the 
ultimate collapse strength of casing. Careful comparison with a series of full-scale experiments has been conducted to verify the accuracy and 
reliability of the finite element model. In addition, several current predictive equations for casing design have been assessed using those 
available test data. The validation proves that, if the material behaviour and imperfection variables are known, the ultimate collapse strength 
of casing can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. Major factors, which affect the collapse strength of casing, were studied and 
their effects on the collapse strength of casing were summarized. Regression analysis has been conducted on the basis of finite element 
predictions and a new design equation for casing collapse is presented. 0 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Collapse strength analysis; Casing design; Finite element method 
1. Introduction 
The casing is widely used as a protective conduit during 
all phases of drilling operations and productions for the oil 
and gas industry. Casings for deepwater applications must 
be designed to withstand the high ambient external pressure. 
This implies use of tubes with lower diameter to thickness 
ratio (D/t) and, when possible, use of higher strength mate- 
rials. During installation, sections of the casing can experi- 
ence combined pressure, bending and axial loads. However, 
when the casing reaches the sea floor eventually, the casing 
can be considered to be relatively free of other loads but the 
external pressure, in most cases. It is reasonable to state that 
collapse strength of the casing under the large hydrostatic 
pressure on the outside surface is one of the most important 
considerations in the design of casings. It is widely known 
that over-design leads to costly tubular purchases while 
under-design can lead to failures and costly repair opera- 
tions. Therefore, it is extremely necessary to develop a more 
accurate method for predicting collapse strength of casings. 
The practical design of casing strings for collapse has 
been based mainly on the empirical solutions, which relate 
the collapse pressure and important factors affecting the 
resistance of a casing to collapse. Early work on the collapse 
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-1902-322-273; fax: +44-1902-322- 
630. 
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strength of a casing under external pressure can be traced 
back to Clinedinst [1], Holmquist [2] and Timoshenko [3]. 
With the increasing need in the oil and gas industry, a large 
amount of experimental and analytical research work has 
been carried out on the collapse of casings up to date. 
However, the actual problem of casing collapse presents 
difficulties because there are many important factors, 
which strongly influence the collapse strength of casings. 
The important geometrical factors are the ratio of outside 
diameter to wall thickness (DI: ), the initial ovality and 
eccentricity. The important mechanical properties are 
Young's modulus, Possion's ratio and the yield strength. 
Residual stress and applied axial stress should be listed as 
other important factors 
In recent years, Tamano [4], Issa [5] and Tokimasa [6] 
investigated the effects of geometric imperfections on the 
collapse strength of casings, and presented their empirical 
equations using numerical analyses. However, whether 
those equations are safe to use for a specific casing design 
still remains unanswered. Therefore, it is necessary to assess 
the accuracy of these predictive equations in the design of 
casing collapse. This study has been initiated and guided by 
the need to establish a clear and accurate design criterion for 
casing collapse in the oil and gas industry. 
Furthermore, casings with DIt values between 10-40 are 
widely used for deepwater applications in the oil and gas 
wells nowadays. For this Dlt region of casing, the collapse 
pressure is largely determined by the inelastic behaviour of 
0308-0161/00/$ - see front matter ® 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Nomenclature 
D casing outside diameter 
E Young's modulus 
n hardening parameter 
PE elastic collapse pressure under external pressure alone 
Pgp general yield pressure without axial loading 
Py yield onset collapse pressure under external pressure alone 
R, r, B, S dimensions (see Fig. 1) 
t wall thickness 
it initial ovality 
v Poisson's ratio 
e initial eccentricity 
A anisotropy parameter 
vy API yield stress (0.5% offset) 
onyx yield stress in the axial direction 
Qys yield stress in the circumference direction 
tube material. In addition, manufacturing processes such as 
rolling and drawing tend to induce material anisotropy. 
However, no predictive equation so far is derived from a 
numerical model with material anisotropy. In the present 
study, an elasto-plastic FEM model with material hardening 
and anisotropy as well as geometric imperfections is 
proposed to accurately predict the collapse strength of an 
infinitely long unstiffened thick walled casing subjected to 
external pressure. The proposed finite element analysis has 
been validated through an extensive comparison with a 
series of full-scale test data. 
2. Theoretical collapse analysis of an ideal casing 
There are two modes of collapse, elastic and plastic, for 
an ideal infinitely long unstiffened casing under external 
pressure alone, assuming that it has perfect roundness, 
with no variation in the wall thickness, and no residual 
stress. Clinedinst [1] derived a theoretical formula in 
1939, which has been accepted by the American Petroleum 
Institute (API) as the elastic collapse pressure equation 
PE -2E11- v2 D/t(D/t - 1)2 
(1) 
As most of commonly used casings belong to moderate 
walled or thick walled casings, their collapses are not just 
elastic collapses, but extend to plastic collapses. Large 
amounts of research efforts have concentrated on the plastic 
collapse behaviour. It is widely assumed that the onset of 
yield pressure when the inner fibre begins to yield is the 
plastic collapse pressure for a thick walled casing, and the 
following plastic collapse pressure equation can be 
expressed based on the Mises yield criterion: 
Py = 2oy 
D/t -1 
(D/t)2 (2) 
However, this yield onset pressure typically underesti- 
mates the collapse strength, because failure does not occur 
until the elastic-plastic boundary has penetrated some way 
through the wall thickness. Tamano [5] investigated this 
effect by presenting a general yield pressure equation for a 
thick walled casing under external pressure alone as 
follows: 
(D/t - 1) 1.47 Pgp = 2Oy (D/t)2 
(1 
+ 
D/t - 1) 
(3) 
Based on the elastic and plastic collapse theory, four sets 
of predictive equations were evaluated as below: 
" Tamano [4] 
" Issa [5] 
" Tokimasa [6] 
" API Bulletin 5C3 [7] 
Details of these predictive equations can be found in refer- 
ences. Detailed comparisons between these equations and 
full-scale experimental data have been conducted to assess 
the accuracy of those collapse equations in the design of 
casing for the oil and gas industry. 
3. FE Modelling of casing collapse 
The problem of casing collapse is a complicated system 
governed by highly non-linear equations for the stress, strain 
and displacement because of the large deformation and 
material non-linearity involved in the process of casing 
collapse. Thus, the effective way of obtaining the ultimate 
collapse pressure of a thick walled casing is to use numer- 
ical analysis. Finite element analysis was performed using 
ABAQUS [8]. To obtain an accurate modelling of plasticity 
and large deformation, a modified Quasi-Newton solution 
technique was used to solve the non-linear equations of 
casing collapse. In particularly, a modified Riks algorithm 
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Fig. 1. Measurement of imperfections: (a) r= R(1 +u cos(20)); (b) eccentricity f= &/t. 
[8] was employed to carefully control the external pressure 
to the ultimate load. Following the maximum pressure, the 
program incrementally reduced the external pressure so that 
the collapse simulation could be continued. In this way, the 
post collapse behaviour of the casing can be investigated 
and the ultimate collapse strength can be obtained. 
3.1. Modelling of geometric imperfections 
Without the imperfections, the collapse process would 
not occur and the casing section would deform uniformly. 
According to the Timoshenko assumption [3], the initial 
ovality u was introduced by the following equation, 
r= R(1 +u cos(20)) (4) 
where 
(Dmax - Dmin) 
1l 
Dmax + Dmin 
361 
r is the imperfect casing radius, R is the nominal perfect 
casing radius, 0 is the angular coordinate measured from the 
centre of the casing as shown in Fig. Ia. 
The real wall thickness of a casing varies along the line of 
cross-section. The eccentricity parameter 6 is established as 
below: 
tmax - tmin 
(5) 
tmax + tmin 
For the casing section shown in Fig. lb, the eccentricity 
a) r= R(1 +u cos(20)) 
b) Eccentricity f= 
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Fig. 2. FEM Model with imperfections. 
parameter is described as follows: 
ý_8 (6) 
where S is the distance between the centres of inner and 
outside circles, t is the nominal wall thickness. 
It is assumed that all of the geometrical variables 
involved in the analysis are uniform as it is found that the 
geometric variables and imperfections do not substantially 





introduced to allow the collapse to occur, although they are 
not plainly visible. 
The casing section is modelled with outside diameter D. 
wall thickness t, initial ovality and eccentricity as shown in 
Fig. 2. The element Vsed in the FEM analysis is a second 
order generalized plane strain continuum element. To 
prevent possible artificial locking in the calculation of stiff- 
ness matrices, a reduced integration technique [8] is 
employed in the simulation. The proposed element is of a 
satisfactory accuracy to predict the collapse pressure after a 
detailed element type study including two-dimensional shell 
elements and three-dimensional continuum elements, 
however, detailed comparisons of predictions from different 
type of elements are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Mesh convergence studies have demonstrated that, six 
integration points across the wall thickness are sufficient 
for casing collapse. As normally the ratio of casing length 
to outside diameter is more than 10, the effect of end 
restraint can be neglected in the simulation [11]. Thus, the 
problem of casing collapse is reduced to a case of a plane 
strain problem, and only one element is necessary in the 
longitudinal direction. The 3D simulation for a long casing 
yields the same result as that from the proposed plane strain 
simulation. In addition, the above simplification is 
supported in the experiment where the measured collapse 
pressure is reported to be independent of the casing length at 
(LID) = 10 [11]. 
3.2. Determination of collapse strength 
The uniform pressure was applied to the faces of the 
elements on the outside diameter of the casing section, as 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between FEM and experiment (97 samples). 
applied external pressure changes as the casing section 
deforms and the pressure is increased incrementally. It is 
noted that the Cauchy stress and the logarithmic strain [8], 
instead of engineering stress and strain, are used in the 
simulation, and no approximation is made in formulating 
the non-linear equations of casing collapse problem. The 
external pressure-strain response of the casing was 
recorded in the simulation. A typical pressure-strain plot 
is shown in Fig. 3. With the increment of external pressure, 
C=D Experimental collapsed Casing Section (Issa, 1993) 
Predicted casing section 
Fig. 5. Post collapse behaviour comparison with experiment. 
40 
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the measured pressure increases until the maximum pres- 
sure is reached and then a decrease in the pressure can be 
observed with a large increase of deformation. The maxi- 
mum pressure was then taken as the collapse pressure of 
casing. It is the same as in the experiments that collapse of 
the test specimen is observed when a sudden drop of the 
pressure is recorded in the test facility. The above proce- 
dures enable the FEM program to accurately model the 
collapse behaviour of casings. 
3.3. Material constitutive behaviour 
The nature of casing collapse requires proper modelling 
of the inelastic material characteristics. Thus, the material 
constitutive behaviour is very crucial for accurately predict- 
ing the collapse behaviour of a casing. In the validation, the 
measured material behaviour from the test is used to justify 
the accuracy and reliability of the FEM model as shown in 
Section 4. However, a generalized expression of material 
behaviour needs to be determined in the derivation of a new 
design equation for casing collapse, which should be 
capable of modelling materials of various yield strength. 
In this study, the interested yield strength of casing ranges 
from 275.8 Mpa (40 Ksi) to 861.8 MPa (125 Ksi). As a 
result, the form of the material behaviour was determined 
by a very careful selection from tensile tests of material 
properties of commercial seamless steel well casings, and 
the variables associated with that expression were deter- 
mined from the experimental data. It is found that the 
most suitable material behaviour can be expressed in a 
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Ramberg-Osgood curve as below: In addition, another important factor, the material aniso- 
tropy parameter A, is also included in the proposed general- 
"-t ized material model according to Hill's assumption as E1+ý (oo) 
J 
(7) 
defined below [15]: 




cro = (8) It is assumed that the yield stresses in the radial and circum- 
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Therefore, a realistic elasto-plastic material model with 
material hardening and anisotropy was constructed and 
carefully implemented into the finite element program in 
the derivation of a new design equation for casing design. 
4. Validation with experimental data 
The proposed finite element analysis has been validated 
through an extensive comparison with a series of full-scale 
experimental data of commercial steel seamless casings [9- 
11,14]. The steel seamless casings used in the experimental 
programs were manufactured according to API Spec 5LX. 
As the casings are often designed to withstand many severe 
operating conditions, the test data of casing collapse is 
collected to contain a wide variation in yield strength to 
meet the potential requirements in the casing design 
process. The ratios of length to outside diameter (LID) of 
the casings tested were larger than 10. Following the imper- 
fection measurements, the test specimens were sealed at 
both ends and placed in a high-pressure test facility. The 
collapse experiments were carried out under volume 
controlled loading conditions. The applied external pressure 
was continuously monitored using a calibrated pressure 
transducer and analogue time-based recording equipment. 
The pressurization rate was low enough to avoid strain rate 
effects. 
The geometry data as well as material behaviour from 
experiments were carefully coded into the validation 
programs. The comparison between FEM and experiments 
is shown in Fig. 4 with the biggest deviation less than 5%. 
Such an error level can be acceptable because of assump- 
tions regarding material properties. It is crucial for any 
simulation using FEM to simulate the circumferential mate- 
rial properties as accurately as possible because material 
anisotropy might be induced in the manufacturing process. 
However, such data were not included in the available 
experimental data and the axial material properties were 
used in the current validation. Some error is also introduced 
by the fact that geometric imperfections are idealized, such 
as a uniform ovality. Those factors can be further refined in 
a more complete treatment of the casing collapse problem. 
The validation does, however, clearly demonstrate that the 
collapse strength can be predicted to a satisfactory degree of 
accuracy. 
In addition to predicting the collapse pressures, it is 
important that a good FEM model is capable of predicting 
the post collapse behaviour of a casing. For one of the test 
specimens [11], a picture after collapse was used for 
comparison with the predicted deformation from FEM as 
shown in Fig. 5. The excellent agreement between the 
collapse test data and the predictions from the proposed 
FEM model as well as the post collapse behaviour 
justify a satisfactory degree of confidence in using the 
proposed FEM model to investigate the problem of 
casing collapse. It has been confirmed that the two- 
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dimensional FEM model is accurate enough to predict 
the collapse strength of casings. 
5. The effects of major factors on the collapse strength 
The effects of major factors on the collapse strength of 
casings have been investigated to study parametric depen- 
dence of the collapse strength [12,13]. For a basic idea of 
their effects on the collapse pressure, a brief summary is 
given below. 
" In general, collapse pressure decreases with the increase 
of D/t. 
" Initial ovality is the most important factor, which drama- 
tically reduces the collapse strength. It is found that a I% 
initial ovality causes about 50% of reduction in casing 
collapse pressure for casings with relatively high D/t. 
" The effect of eccentricity on the collapse pressure is the 
second important factor. With the increase of eccentri- 
city, the collapse pressure decreases greatly. A 30% of 
initial eccentricity causes about 15% reduction for rela- 
tively low Dir value of casing. 
" The effect of circumferential residual stress on the 
collapse pressure is very small, and may be neglected 
in the engineering casing design. 
" The collapse pressure of relatively low Dir value of 
casing decreases dramatically as the hardening parameter 
increases. However, it is found that the predicted collapse 
pressure of relative high DIt value of casing increases 
with the increase of the hardening parameter, though 
the effect of material hardening on the collapse strength 
is much smaller for high Dir value of casing. 
" Material anisotropy directly affects the collapse strength 
of casing. Its effect is bigger for the relatively low Dir 
value of casings. 
6. Development of a new design equation for casing 
collapse 
As mentioned in the previous section, there are four sets 
of predictive equations worth evaluating. Detailed compar- 
isons have been conducted between these predictions from 
different design equations and the full-scale experimental 
data as shown in Fig. 6. 
It is found that almost all of the predictions from the 
Tamano equation are unconservative as shown in Fig. 6a. 
The potential risk using the Tamano equation for casing 
design is unacceptably high. The possible reason for its 
high risk arises from the fact that the material model is 
assumed to be isotropic without material hardening. 
Another reason may come from the assumption that the 
plastic collapse pressure is taken when the whole casing 
section begins to yield. However, these assumptions 
may not be valid for the problem of real casing collapse. 
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Therefore, the Tamano equation overestimates the collapse 
strength of a real casing. 
The predictions from the Issa and Tokimasa equations are 
relatively closer to the experimental data with approxi- 
mately half the predictions conservative and half unconser- 
vative as shown in Fig. 6b and c, compared with those of the 
Tamano equation. It is observed that the Issa equation is 
better than the Tokimasa equation with a smaller deviation 
from the experiments. Though an elastic perfect plastic 
material model is used in the derivation of the Tokimasa 
equation, the effect of material hardening on the collapse 
strength is considered using a reduction coefficient, which 
may be the reason why its predictions are more conservative 
than the Tamano equation. Different from the Tamano and 
Tokimasa equations, the Issa equation was developed on the 
basis of a strain hardening elasto-plastic material model 
fitted from tensile tests of the axial properties of commercial 
casing, which made its predictions closer to the experimen- 
tal data than those of the Tamano and Tokimasa equations. 
However, its material model is still assumed to be isotropic 
and the axial material properties are used to derive the Issa 
equation rather than the circumferential material properties. 
The predictions from the API equations for the collapse 
casing design are compared with experimental data as 
shown in Fig. 6d. It is found that it is conservative in the 
high-collapse strength region, while unconservative in the 
relatively lower-collapse strength region. In addition, API 
equations are the most complicated system among the 
predictive equations, derived from statistical analysis rather 
than theoretic deduction. 
From the evaluation of those existing design equations for 
casing collapse, it is necessary to establish a new design 
criterion for casing collapse, which will give a more accu- 
rate prediction of collapse strength of casing while conser- 
vative at the same time. Based on the finite element analysis 
described in the previous section, over 180 finite element 
models were used to investigate the casing collapse 
strength. After a detailed non-linear regression analysis 
has been conducted, the best function that fits the simulation 
data can be expressed as below: 
P 
2Qy(Dlt - 1) 
e(n, +h2Dit) (10) "ý = D/t 
high collapse strength region, corresponding to the thick 
casings with D/t values less than 15. The main reason arises 
from the fact that little data is available around that region. 
As a result, the ranges of the parameter values in the fore- 
going Eq. (10) where it can be applied are given as follows: 
15<_D/ts40 (11) 
10-4 - it : 2.74 X 10-3 
8.5x10-3 sf_8.4x10-2 
277.8 MPa vy s 861.8 MPa 
Further development will be needed when more experimen- 
tal data becomes available. 
7. Conclusions 
A methodology using finite element analysis has been 
developed to investigate the problem of casing collapse 
under external pressure. Major factors such as initial ovality, 
eccentricity, material hardening and anisotropy are 
modelled in the analysis. The accuracy and reliability of 
the proposed FEM model have been validated through a 
very careful comparison with a series of full-scale test 
data. There is a high degree of confidence in using the 
method to accurately model the problem of casing collapse. 
At the same time, several current existing predictive equa- 
tions have been assessed in comparison with available 
experimental data. After conducting a detailed non-linear 
regression analysis, a new design equation is presented for 
the casing design. Further improvement of the proposed 
design equation of casing collapse is currently being 
conducted at the University of Wolverhampton. 
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h2 = -10.57427 
--0.0571617 
Comparison has been performed against available test 
data as shown in Fig. 6e. It is shown that the predictions 
from the new design equation are wholly conservative as 
expected. In addition, the predictions are more accurate than 
predictions of the API equation in the relatively lower 
collapse strength region as shown in Fig. 6f. However, the 
new design equation is relatively too conservative in the very 
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